LAFOYTE Presents

THE NEW MAGIC
OF STEREO!

A new, versatile stereo control center preamplifier-amplifier whose excellent performance, advanced stereo features, compatibility with all existing monaural applications, and low cost make it easy to set up your own stereo system now. It has been specially designed to provide the best possible sound quality in all applications, whether you are a beginner or an expert in the field of stereo.

Features:
- 28 watts monaurally, 14 watts each stereo channel
- Speaker Phasing Switch
- 2.5 millivolts sensitivity
- 20-20,000 CPS response
- Separate concentric bass & treble controls for each channel
- Individual channel balance controls
- Channel Reverse Switch
- Stereo/Monaural Switch
- Inputs for FM or Monaural Tape, Head, Ceramic or Crystal or Magnetic Cartridge, Tuner, Tape Recorder

LAFOYTE STEREO & MONOAURAL 28-WATT AMPLIFIER & STEREO CONTROL CENTER

- 28 WATTS MONOAURAL
- 14 WATTS EACH STEREO CHANNEL
- SPEAKER PHASING SWITCH
- 2.5 MILLI VOLT SENSITIVITY
- 20-20,000 CPS RESPONSE
- SEPARATE CONCENTRIC BASS & TREBLE CONTROLS FOR EACH CHANNEL
- INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL BALANCE CONTROLS
- CHANNEL REVERSE SWITCH
- STEREO-MONOAURAL SWITCH
- INPUTS FOR FM OR MONOAURAL: TAPE HEAD, CERAMIC OR CRYSTAL OR MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE, TUNER, TAPE RECORDER

LAFAYETTE LA-90-Stereo/monaural amplifier...

LAFOYTE—THE WORLD'S LEADING SOURCE FOR STEREO HI-FI!

LAFOYTE—THE NEW MAGIC
OF STEREO!

LA-90 72.50
ONLY 72.50 DOWN — 8.00 MONTHLY

LAFAYETTE STEREO/MONOAURAL 28-WATT AMPLIFIER & STEREO CONTROL CENTER

- 28 WATTS MONOAURAL
- 14 WATTS EACH STEREO CHANNEL
- SPEAKER PHASING SWITCH
- 2.5 MILLIVOLTS SENSITIVITY
- 20-20,000 CPS RESPONSE
- SEPARATE CONCENTRIC BASS & TREBLE CONTROLS FOR EACH CHANNEL
- INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL BALANCE CONTROLS
- CHANNEL REVERSE SWITCH
- STEREO-MONOAURAL SWITCH
- INPUTS FOR FM OR MONOAURAL: TAPE HEAD, CERAMIC OR CRYSTAL OR MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE, TUNER, TAPE RECORDER

LAFAYETTE LA-90—Stereo/monaural amplifier...

LAFOYTE STEREO & MONOAURAL FM/AM TUNER

- For FM & AM STEREO RECEPTION
- For FM or AM MONOAURAL RECEPTION
- For simultaneous FM & AM MONOAURAL LISTENING IN DIFFERENT ROOMS
- 4 FM IF STAGES, INCLUDING DISCRIMINATOR, PLUS 2 AM IF STAGES
- Outputs for FM/AM MONOAURAL, AM & FM STEREO, AM & FM STEREO TAPE RECORDING, & FM MULTIPLEX
- NO-DRIFT AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL (AFC) WITH DEFEAT SWITCH
- FM FREQUENCY RESPONSE 20-20,000 CPS ± 1 DB
- FM SENSITIVITY 3 MICROVOLTS
- ARMSTRONG FM CIRCUIT WITH LIMITER & DISCRIMINATOR
- SMART, MODERN 2-TONE STYLING

LAFAYETTE—THE WORLD'S LEADING SOURCE FOR STEREO HI-FI!

LAFOYTE STEREO & MONOAURAL FM/AM TUNER

- FOR FM & AM STEREO RECEPTION
- FOR FM OR AM MONOAURAL RECEPTION
- FOR SIMULTANEOUS FM & AM MONOAURAL LISTENING IN DIFFERENT ROOMS
- 4 FM IF STAGES, INCLUDING DISCRIMINATOR, PLUS 2 AM IF STAGES
- OUTPUTS FOR FM/AM MONOAURAL, AM & FM STEREO, AM & FM STEREO TAPE RECORDING, & FM MULTIPLEX
- NO-DRIFT AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL (AFC) WITH DEFEAT SWITCH
- FM FREQUENCY RESPONSE 20-20,000 CPS ± 1 DB
- FM SENSITIVITY 3 MICROVOLTS
- ARMSTRONG FM CIRCUIT WITH LIMITER & DISCRIMINATOR
- SMART, MODERN 2-TONE STYLING

LAFAYETTE LA-90—Stereo/monaural amplifier...

LAFOYTE—THE WORLD'S LEADING SOURCE FOR STEREO HI-FI!
YOUR BEST STEREO SYSTEM BUY!

COMPONENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette LA-90 28 watt Stereo Amplifier</td>
<td>72.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrard RC121-II Stereo Changer</td>
<td>41.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette PK-111 Wood Changer Base</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE GC-7 Stereo Magnetic Cartridge</td>
<td>23.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Lafayette SK-58 Coaxial 12&quot; Speakers</td>
<td>59.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Reg. Price: 200.57

YOU PAY ONLY 167.50, SAVE 33.07

Only 16.75 down—12.00 monthly

Here is a complete superb stereo hi-fi phonograph music system with outstanding components brought to you by Lafayette to bring out the full, thrilling capabilities of the new stereo recordings for the almost in real life performance. The new Lafayette LA-90 with 28 watts (14 watts each channel) is the heart of the system and acts as a complete stereo control center with high sensitivity for stereo phonograph cartridges and stereo tape heads. It may be used as a monaural 28-watt amplifier, or as a 2-channel stereo amplifier or as an electronic crossover with separate high and low frequency speaker systems with monaural program sources. Other fine system components are the famous new Garrod RC121/11 4-speed automatic record changer ready to accept stereo cartridges, with automatic or manual operation; sensitive automatic trip for low cartridge tracking pressures, full 10" and 12" records in any order at same speed, with new spindle to prevent double record drop; resonance-free cast aluminum tone arm; "stop-pause" feature to allow stopping without losing groove position and balanced 4-pole shaded-pole motor; the Lafayette PK-111 wood base for changer, of fine selected woods; the new GE GC-7 stereo/monaural variable reluctance cartridge with 0.7 mili genuine GE diamond stylus for microgroove monaural or stereo records, with frequency response of 20-17,000 cps, 3½-7 gms tracking force and extremely high compliance and stereo channel isolation and 2 of the unbeatable, for performance-value, world famous Lafayette SK-58 12" coaxial speakers with response of 30-15,000 cps, built-in crossover network and brilliance level control. Has all the inputs necessary if you wish to add stereo tape and/or stereo FM/AM later. Supplied complete with plugs, cables, and easy-to-follow instructions. Shpg. wt., 66 lbs.

HF-374 HI-FI STEREO PHONO SYSTEM with mahogany or blonde changer base (please specify). Reg. 200.57... Net 167.50
    or 16.75 down

HF-375 HI-FI STEREO PHONO SYSTEM as above, but with 2-Lafayette CAB-16 mahogany or walnut, or 2-CAB-17 blonde speaker enclosures (please specify finish desired). Shpg. wt., 142 lbs. ...Net 222.50
    or 22.25 down

HF-376 STEREO AM-FM-PHONO SYSTEM same as HF-374, but including the new Lafayette LT-99 stereo AM-FM Tuner. Shpg. wt., 83 lbs. ...Net 237.00
    or 23.70 down

HF-377 STEREO AM-FM-PHONO SYSTEM same as HF-376, but with 2-Lafayette CAB-16 mahogany or walnut or CAB-17 blonde enclosures. Shpg. wt., 160 lbs. ...Net 292.00
    or 29.20 down

HF-479 STEREO PHONO SYSTEM same as HF-374, except speakers furnished are 2-Lafayette Goodmans Model SK-110 speakers with 1½ lb. magnets. Shpg. wt., 84 lbs. ...Net 195.00
    or 19.50 down

HF-480 STEREO PHONO SYSTEM same as HF-479, but with 2-Lafayette CAB-16 mahogany or walnut, or CAB-17 blonde enclosures. Shpg. wt., 160 lbs. ...Net 250.00
    or 25.00 down

EVERYONE WANTS STEREO HI-FI—NOW EVERYONE CAN AFFORD IT!
NEW! FM TUNER

**47.50** with cage

Ready for Stereo!

**ONLY 4.75** down

- **5.00** Monthly

- **MULTIPLEX OUTPUT** for FM Multiplex Stereo
- **NEW EMBO/685S “PIN-POINT TUNING” EYE**
- **FULL ARMSTRONG FM CIRCUITRY**
- **DRIFT-FREE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL**
- **4µV SENSITIVITY**

An outstanding new FM tuner designed to receive standard FM or FM multiplex stereo with a high degree of sensitivity for "pulling in" even distant stations with excellent "quelling" and with very selectivity for separating strong local stations and weak distant stations. Has a multiplex output jack, ready for use with a multiplex decoder (when available) for FM multiplex stereo. Can be used for standard FM reception, or with your AM radio for AM/FM stereo, or 2 units can be used for FM/FM stereo (which promises to be a neat-fare development). Features include: SENSITIVITY: 4 microvolts for 20 db quieting, 7 µV for 20 db, FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20,000 c/s ± 1 db, DISTORTION: Less than 1%, AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL (AFC) with manual switch to permit tuning in distant stations adjacent, on the fifth to strong local stations; FM DRIFT maximum ± 5 kc, HUM 60 db below 100%, modulation, OUTPUTS: Standard Audio, Multiplex, Tape Recorder; OUTPUT LEVEL: 2% volts for 100%, modulation; CIRCUIT: Armstrong type, with limiter and faster-overtake discriminator, TUNING EYE: EMBO/685S for pinpoint tuning of stations; BUILT-IN ANTENNA: Cord type, with provisions for external antenna in "kite" area.

**TUBES:** U8, 6BA6, 12AT7, 6AU6, 6AL5, EMBO/685S, selenium rectifier. For 105-120 volts, 60 c/s AC. Styling is modern, with gold-finished removable front panel and black metal cabinet with rubber feet. Size is 14"w x 8-3/16"d x 4-1/2"h. Shop. wt. 13 lbs.

**LT-75—FM TUNER, Complete with Cage:** Net 47.50

---

**MONOURAL SYSTEM TO PLAY BOTH STEREO AND MONOURAL RECORDS**

**CONVERT TO COMPLETE STEREO LATER**

**COMPONENTS**

| LAFAYETTE LA-4S 14-WATT COMPLETE AMPLIFIER | **39.50**
| GARRARD RC-121 4 SPEED RECORD CHANGER | **42.50**
| LAFAYETTE PK-111 WOOD BASE (MAHOGANY) | **3.95**
| NEW GE GOLDEN CLASSIC GC-7 CARTRIDGE | **23.47**
| LAFAYETTE SK-58 12" COAXIAL SPEAKER | **29.50**

**HIGH FIDELITY PHONO SYSTEM**

Play Stereo & Monaural Records, Monaurally, Now—Add Complete Stereo Later

**ONLY 10.75 DOWN—10.00 MONTHLY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Catalog Price</th>
<th>YOU PAY ONLY</th>
<th>SAVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>131.35</strong></td>
<td><strong>107.50</strong></td>
<td><strong>33.85</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An economical high fidelity system with outstanding performance features for highly-satisfying tone quality. It's all ready for stereo; conversion will involve only a few easy interconnections. Includes the new Lafayette LA-4S 14-watt amplifier, with frequency response of 20,000 c/s and with "Monitor" jacks for plug-in use of a stereo adapter when desired; the Garrard 4-speed automatic record changer Model RC-121/4; all set for stereo whenever you're ready; the new GE GC-7 stereo/monaural variable reluctance magnetic cartridge with 0.7 mil diamond stylus for stereo and microgroove LP and 45 rpm records—providing outstanding monaural reproduction of both stereo and monaural records now, and is ready to play full stereo (plus monaural) when you convert to stereo later; the Lafayette PK-111 wood changer base, of fine, selected veneers, and the world-famous Lafayette SK-58 coaxial 12" speaker with "Galli- lence" high-frequency level control. The system is supplied complete with cables, connectors, and easy-to-familiar installation instructions. For 105-120 volts AC. Shop. wt. 55 lbs.

**HF-444—Complete 14-Watt Photo System with blonde, mahogany or walnut wood changer base (please specify) Net 107.30**

**HF-445—Same as HF-444, but with Lafayette CAB-16 mahogany or walnut or CAB-17 blonde resonator-type speaker enclosure (please specify finishes) Net 135.00**

**LAFAYETTE FM-PHONO MUSIC SYSTEM—155.00 ONLY 10% DOWN**

HF-4446—Same as HF-444 above but includes new Lafayette LT-75 FM Toner Net 155.00

HF-447—Same as HF-445 above but includes LT-75 FM Toner Net 182.50
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**SAVE MORE WITH LAFAYETTE'S OWN HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT**
RECOMMENDED BOGEN HI-FI COMPATIBLE PHONO SYSTEMS

NEW! BOGEN 24-WATT STEREO PHONO SYSTEM

COMPONENTS

BOGEN DB212 STEREO AMPLIFIER (less cabinet) 115.00
COLLARO STERO TSC-740 CHANGER 41.65
LAFAYETTE PK-111 WOOD BASE 3.95
GE GC-7 STEREO CARTRIDGE 23.47
2 ELECTRO-VOICE SP128 SPEAKERS @ 34.30 68.60

REGULAR CATALOG PRICE 252.67
YOU PAY 199.95  YOU SAVE 52.72

A top quality system for the latest stereo and monaural records. Add a turner or a tape recorder later to complete your music center. These components are selected by Lafayette's experienced audio experts to bring you breathtaking stereophonic sound at a modest price to suit any budget. Features the all new Bogen Model DB212 Stereo Amplifier having two 12-watt channels for stereophonic use. Can be used monaurally, if you wish, by feeding 2 separate speaker systems 12 watts power each. Frequency response is 20 to 20,000 cps, 1 db at rated output with less than 1% total distortion. It also incorporates a variable control center, satisfying all your stereo and monaural needs. The record changer selected is the new Collaro TSC-740 Automatic Changer made in Britain. Comes with the new G.E. GC-7 Variable Reluctance Compatible Stereo Cartridge and LP Diamond Stylus. Lafayette PK-111 Wood Base can be ordered in either mahogany, blonde or walnut finish (please specify). The speakers included are the popular Electro-Voice SP128 12" speakers. System supplied with interconnecting cables and simplified instructions for easy installation. For 110-120 volts, 60 cycles AC. Shp. wt., 69 lbs.

HF-407 Stereo phone system — Net 199.95

SYSTEM WITH PICKERING STEREO CARTRIDGE

This system with Pickering Stereo Cartridge 371.7D with diamond stylus at an additional cost of 5.00.

NEW! BOGEN 60-WATT STEREO PHONO SYSTEM

COMPONENTS

BOGEN DB230 STEREO AMPLIFIER (LESS CAGE) 169.50
GARRARD RC-89 DELUXE CHANGER 53.41
LAFAYETTE PK-111 WOOD BASE 3.95
GE GC-7 STEREO CARTRIDGE 23.47
2 ELECTRO-VOICE 12TRX8 SPEAKERS @ 64.68 129.36

REGULAR CATALOG PRICE 379.69
YOU PAY 303.70  YOU SAVE 75.99

Centering around the new Bogen DB230 stereo amplifier, this system is designed to meet the demand for an outstanding compatible stereo system. The new Bogen DB230 Stereo Amplifier has enough power to reproduce any program material with effortless ease. It has two powerful 30-watt channels, delivering extraordinarily "clear" sound stereophonically. On monaural program, its two channels combine to provide a full 60-watt output. It also features a versatile, comprehensive audio control center. The Garrard RC8 Deluxe Changer is featured because of its proven quality and comes with the Lafayette PK-111 wood base. Custom finished in either mahogany, blonde, or walnut. Please specify finish desired. The new G.E. GC-7 Variable Reluctance Compatible Stereo Cartridge with diamond LP stylus provides low tracking force and wide frequency range. The speakers for this outstanding system are the widely acclaimed 3-way Electro-Voice 12TRX8 Speakers. System supplied with all interconnecting cables, connectors and simplified instructions for easy assembly. For 110-120V, 60 cps. Shp. wt., 88 lbs.

HF-401 Complete stereo system — Net 303.70

SYSTEM WITH PICKERING STEREO CARTRIDGE

These systems with Pickering Stereo Cartridge 371.7D with diamond stylus at an additional cost of 5.00.

STEREO SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE ON LAFAYETTE'S EASY PAYMENT PLAN
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H. H. SCOTT DELUXE HI-FI PHONO SYSTEMS

PLAYS STEREO AND MONORAL RECORDS

NEW GE GC-5 STEREO TRANSCRIPTION CARTRIDGE WITH DIAMOND STYLUS

JENSEN SS-100

SCOTT 130

NEW GE CC-5 STEREO TRANSCRIPTION CARTRIDGE WITH DIAMOND STYLUS

LAFAYETTE PK-111

Pickering 196 Arm and 371.7D Stereo Diamond Cartridge at an additional cost of 7.00

This combination is truly a fabulous system for listening to stereo records, but it also has the promise of things to come because its preamplifier has inputs for STEREO from ANY SOURCE and inputs for any monaural source. The complete system consists of: Scott 130 Stereo Preamp, 2 Scott 250 Lab. Power Amplifiers, Lafayette Professional PK-245 Turntable on Deluxe Woodbase, outfitted with new GE TM-2G Stereo Tone Arm and new GE GC-5 Compatible Stereo Cartridge, and the new JENSEN KT-233 12" 3-way Speaker System which consists of 2 complete 3-way speaker systems with Stereo Director Chassis. Harmony and perfect balance in combination is guaranteed to reproduce sound of the most faithful and pleasing quality. The use of the Stereo Director principle permits for placement of enclosures in "difficult" decorating situations, with excellent stereo effect. Unique provisions on the Scott preamplifier provide for a THIRD amplifier and speaker for absolute optimum stereo realism. If desired, complete balance of the two stereo channels

It can play to a monaural source on either channel, through both power amplifiers and both speakers, permitting input connections for magnetic input for photo and tape with selection control on front panel. The power amplifiers have plenty of reserve power for any speaker system. Sensitivity rating is high, response flat from 20 cps-20,000 cps, noise and distortion incredibly low. This combination offers many possibilities for future "add-on" equipment. Complete with inter-connecting cables and instructions for installation. Shipping wt., 145 lbs.

199.95

JENSEN KT-233 3-way SPEAKER SYSTEM (2 SYSTEMS)

169.95

SCOTT 130 STEREO PREAMP

259.90

2-SCOTT 250 LAB. POWER AMPLIFIERS

64.50

LAF. PK-245 PROF. TURNTABLE

14.95

DELUXE WOOD BASE

29.35

GE TM-2G STEREO ARM

26.41

GE GC-5 STEREO CARTRIDGE

160.00

REGULAR CATALOG PRICE 725.06" YOU PAY 579.95 YOU SAVE 145.11

10% DOWN 58.00 MONTHLY

NEW! SCOTT COMPLETE STEREO PHONO SYSTEM

with Model 299 STEREO Complete Amplifier

COMPONENTS

SCOTT 299 COMPLETE STEREO AMPLIFIER

199.95

GARRARD RC-88 STEREO CHANGER

52.41

GE GC-5 GOLDEN CLASSIC STEREO CARTRIDGE

23.47

LAFAYETTE PK-111 BASE FOR CHANGER

3.95

2-EV 12TRX8 12" SPEAKERS

129.36

CATALOG PRICE 410.16 YOU PAY 327.50 YOU SAVE 82.66

32.75 DOWN 19.00 MONTHLY

with interconnecting plugs, cables and simple installation instructions. Shipping wt., 84 lbs.

SCOTT 299 COMPLETE STEREO AMPLIFIER

199.95

GARRARD RC-88 STEREO CHANGER

52.41

GE GC-5 GOLDEN CLASSIC STEREO CARTRIDGE

23.47

LAFAYETTE PK-111 BASE FOR CHANGER

3.95

2-EV 12TRX8 12" SPEAKERS

129.36

COMPONENTS

SCOTT 299 COMPLETE STEREO AMPLIFIER...

199.95

GARRARD RC-88 STEREO CHANGER...

52.41

GE GC-5 GOLDEN CLASSIC STEREO CARTRIDGE...

23.47

LAFAYETTE PK-111 BASE FOR CHANGER...

3.95

2-EV 12TRX8 12" SPEAKERS...

129.36

CATALOG PRICE 410.16 YOU PAY 327.50 YOU SAVE 82.66

32.75 DOWN 19.00 MONTHLY

The H. H. Scott Model 299 Complete Stereo Amplifier and the highly regarded Garrard RC-88 changer, newly redesigned for stereo playing, are here combined to form the core of a compact stereo phonograph system. The EV 12TRX8 3-way speakers supplied in this system are completely in line with the high quality of the electronic components. In addition to these units, the new GE Golden Classic GC-5 Magnetic Variable Reluctance Cartridge with 0.7 mil DIAMOND STYLUS fills out the system. This system is easily capable of yielding a response of ± 1 db from 35,000,000 cps. The 20 watts RMS audio output power from each channel is enough for any home installation. Like the more elaborate Scott 130 Preamp, the Type 299 has complete balance between channels, phase reversal switch, separate inputs for magnetic or ceramic stereo cartridges, input for FM-A.M. broadcasts, ability to play a monaural record through both amplifiers for higher power capacity, tape input as well as tape recorder output. This complete amplifier combination can be mounted in a very small cabinet or on a small shelf. Comes complete

with interconnecting plugs, cables and simple Installation instructions. Shipping wt., 84 lbs.

NET 327.50 – 32.75 Down

NET 444.50 – 44.45 Down

NET 444.50 – 44.45 Down

NET 172 lbs.

NET 458.50 – 45.85 Down

NET 359.00 – 35.90 Down

NET 96 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 175.00 – 17.50 Down

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.

NET 172 lbs.
Another stereo system designed for the man who desires the better things in life. Features the Brand New Fisher X101 Stereo Preamplifier. Amplifier, a highly versatile unit combining, on one chassis, two heavy duty 20 watt power amplifiers, plus all the required preamplifier and control functions, so necessary in a stereo system for the utmost in convenience. Complete manual facilities, as well as stereo control, make this amplifier the heart of this stereo system - it features 2000000 car response, a point of input Jacks, all internal rumble filters, loudness, balance, and tone controls. The famous imported Garrard RC-88 4-speed Precision Automatic Record Changer is used with the brand new General Electric G-7 variable reluctance stereo cartridge with 0.7 mm Diamond Stylus for superb reproduction of all your records, both stereo and monoaural. Rounding out the system, the new Jensen KJ-233 12" 3-Way Speaker System consists of 2 complete 3-way speaker systems with Stereo Director Chassis. When placed in a suitable enclosure, the KJ-233 is guaranteed to reproduce sound of the most faithful quality. A truly fine high quality stereo system for fully realistic sound. Furnished complete with all necessary cables and plugs, and simplified instructions for proper installation. For V 60 cycle AC.

- MF-476 Complete Fisher Stereo system as described above, less cabinet and changer base. Shop wt., 12 lbs. Net 335.50 - 33.55 Down
- MF-477 Fisher Stereo system as above, but including 2 Jensen 55-S100 Speaker Enclosures. These are Jensen cabinets which contain the 3-way Speaker System with Stereo Director Chassis, as described above. Specify Mahogany, Walnut or Towny Ash for the $5.100 Shop wt., 205 lbs. Net 475.50 - 47.55 Down
- MF-479 Cabinet for X101 amplifier. Shop wt., 12.5 lbs. Net 24.95
- MF-111 Changer base, specify mahogany, walnut or blonde. Shop wt., 3.95

**SYSTEM WITH PICKERING STEREO CARTRIDGE**

These systems with Pickering Stereo Cartridge 371.7D with diamond stylus on an additional cost of 5.00.

**FISHER X101 MASTER CONTROL & DUAL 20-WATT AMPLIFIER**

**COMPONENTS**

- FISHER X101 INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER (Less Case) 189.50
- GARRARD RC-88 DELUXE STEREO CHANGER 53.41
- GENERAL ELECTRIC GC-7 STEREO CARTRIDGE 23.47
- JENSEN KJ-233 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (2 SYSTEMS) 160.00

**REGULAR CATALOG PRICE $263.25**

YOU PAY $335.00 YOU SAVE 91.75

$35.85 DOWN 19.00 MONTHLY

**NEW FISHER STEREO PHONO SYSTEM**

**COMPONENTS**

- FISHER 400 STEREO PREAMP (Less Case) 149.50
- 2-FISHER 30-A 20 WATT AMPLIFIERS 119.50
- GENERAL ELECTRIC GC-7 STEREO CARTRIDGE 26.00
- GENERAL ELECTRIC TM-20 STEREO ARM 29.31
- LAFAYETTE PK-245 HYSTERESIS TURNTABLE 44.50
- JENSEN KJ-233 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (2 SYSTEMS) 160.00

**REGULAR PRICE $368.76**

YOU PAY $447.80 YOU SAVE 119.26

44.75 DOWN

LAFAYETTE IS HEADQUARTERS FOR STEREO EQUIPMENT
NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC STEREO AMPLIFIERS

MODEL MS-2000 "STEREO CLASSIC" 28-WATT STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER

This integrated stereo amplifier combines high quality stereo performance with striking cabinet design. The control panel features contrasting patterns of contemporary styling as well as operational ease. Consists of 2 power amplifiers and 2 preamp control units on a single chassis; yet the size is maintained small, essentially that of a monaural amplifier. Provides unusual flexibility for all your stereo and monaural needs. Front panel controls include: Input selector—stereo tape head, monaural phono, stereo phonograph, stereo tuner, auxiliary; Speaker mode selector—stereo, channel reverse, monaural; Volume; Contour; Balance; Bass; Treble; Rumble filter; Toner level set. Inputs (with sensitivity figures): Stereo Cartridge (3.5 mV); Stereo tape head (3 mV); monaural cartridge (3.5 mV). Total: Tuner (500 mV), Auxiliary (200 mV). Outputs: Dual speakers—4, 8, 16 ohms; Dual output jacks; 2 a.c. outlets, one controlled. Power Output: 28 watts total, 14 watts per channel in stereo operation. Frequency Response: 20 to 20,000 cps ± 0.5 db. Harmonic Distortion below 1% at full output. Channel Separation: at least 40 db between 30 and 20,000 cps. Tubes: 2-7025/12AX7, 2-12AX7, 2-G846A, 4-6V6GT, 1-5V4GA; 1-full wave selenium rectifier. Cabinet finished in leather grain willow gray vinyl. Front panel features a silver and willow gray color finish. Size, 15 x 12 x 5½". For 110-117 V, 60 cps AC. Shpg. wt., 15 lbs.

Model MS-2000

G.E. 28-WATT MATCHED STEREO PHONO SYSTEM

COMPONENTS
G.E. MS-2000 STEREO AMPLIFIER 127.35
GARRARD RC-121/II STEREO CHANGER 41.65
G.E. GC-7 DIAMOND STEREO CARTRIDGE 23.47
2-UNIVERSITY UXC-122 32.34 64.68

REGULAR
CATALOG
PRICE
257.15

LAFFAYETTE
SPECIAL
PRICE
199.95

YOU
SAVE
57.20

GE 40 WATT DELUXE STEREO PHONO SYSTEM

COMPONENTS
GE MS-4000 STEREO AMPLIFIER 166.55
GARRARD RC-212/II STEREO CHANGER 41.65
GE GC-7 DIAMOND STEREO CARTRIDGE 23.47
2-JENSEN H-223F COAXIAL 2-WAY SPEAKER @ 72.50 145.00

REGULAR
CATALOG
PRICE
376.67

LAFFAYETTE
SPECIAL
PRICE
299.50

YOU
SAVE
77.17

MATCHED BY LAFAYETTE audio experts, this compatible stereo phonograph system will delight even the most critical ears. Designed to play all stereo and monaural records. Features the new G.E. MS-2000 Stereo Amplifier loaded with convenient controls that stress flexibility. Provides enough power for all stereo programs. Rated at 28-watts total, 14 watts per channel in stereo operation. Response 20 to 20,000 cps ± 0.5 db. The new G.E. 121/II Automatic Record Changer has long established its reputation for dependability and excellent performance. Completely wired for all standard stereo cartridges. GE GC-7 compatible Stereo Cartridge is equipped with a 0.7 mil Diamond Stylus. The speakers included are the popular University UXC-122 2-Way 12" Diffusional Speakers, each having a 12" woofer and Diffusional high frequency element. System supplied with inter-connecting cables and amplified. Installation $110.00. Net 110.00, 60 cps AC. Shpg. wt., 42 lbs.

H-F492 ... Net 199.95
PK-111 Mahogany or blonde record changer woodbase (Specify finish) ... Net 3.95

GARRARD RC-121/II

Buy the Merchandise You Want NOW on Lafayette's Easy Payment Plan
HARMAN KARDON AX20

NEW HARMAN 20 WATT STEREO “ADD-ON” SYSTEM

REGULAR PRICE

188.10

LAFAYETTE SPECIAL

YOU SAVE

144.71

14.47 DOWN

This “Add-On” system easily and conveniently converts any existing hi-fi stereo system by adding a small amplifier and loudspeakers. The system can be expanded by the addition of record players or new speakers. The “Add-On” system consists of a new Lafayette KT-300 audio center kit to provide the necessary amplification and loudspeakers. The Lafayette TM-40 stereo balance meter permits adjustment of all channels to provide the best possible balance. The Lafayette KT-300 audio center kit includes a 20-watt amplifier, two loudspeakers, and the Lafayette KT-110 controls. The KT-300 audio center kit is designed to work with any existing hi-fi system. The Lafayette KT-300 audio center kit is available for $144.71, a saving of $43.39.

NEW! ECONOMICAL LAFAYETTE STEREO “ADD-ON” SYSTEM

Convert Your Present Hi-Fi System to Stereo!

Reg. Value

YOU PAY ONLY

101.42

85.95

15.47

ONLY 8.60 DOWN—8.00 MONTHLY

NOW everyone can afford to add stereo to any present hi-fi system. Includes the new Lafayette LA-45 14-watt amplifier, the super performance-value Lafayette KT-58 12" coaxial speaker, the Lafayette TM-40 Stereo Balance Meter which permits accurate and convenient balance adjustment, and the new GE GC-7 stereo variable reluctance cartridge with 0.7 mil genuine GE diamond stylus. For home stereo or monaural operation, the Lafayette KT-300 audio center kit is available for $101.42, a saving of $15.47.

LAFAYETTE DO-IT-YOURSELF “ADD-ON” STEREO SYSTEM

Component System

LAFAYETTE KT-400

LAFAYETTE KT-300

LAFAYETTE TM-40

LAFAYETTE-GOODMANS SK-115

Convert your present monaural hi-fi set with this group of excellent components into a superb stereophonic system. Specially selected by Lafayette audio experts, this “Add-on” system means extra savings to you. You save first of all by using the equipment you already have. No need to buy the extra equipment for your present hi-fi set. You save further by buying the major components—amplifier and preamplifier—in kit form. There is also the Lafayette special system discount which represents a further saving for you. Lafayette KT-400 70-Watt Amplifier has enough reserve power to delight the most critical listeners. GE GC-7 Compatible Stereo Cartridge with 0.7 Mill Diamond Stylus is the most popular choice. Lafayette KT-300 3-Way 15" Speaker is ideal for all types of sound. Lafayette TM-40 Stereo Balance Meter allows you to adjust balance accurately and easily with the professional way. Lafayette-Goodmans SK-115 2-Way 15" Speaker rated at 50 watts, features a 6" baffle and built-in 20-watt amplifier. Add 5.00 to above listed. For speaker enclosures, refer to enclosure pages.

LAFAYETTE RECOMMENDED “ADD-ON” SYSTEMS

NEW! HARMAN 20 WATT STEREO “ADD-ON” SYSTEM

REGULAR PRICE

188.10

LAFAYETTE SPECIAL

YOU SAVE

144.71

14.47 DOWN

This “Add-On” system easily and conveniently converts any existing hi-fi stereo system to stereo operation. The system is the new Harmon-Kardon AX20 stereo pre- and 20-watt amplifier. This unit has every control required for complete stereo or monaural operation, including tone, equalization, selector, loudness, and balance controls. Accommodates any type of stereo or monaural, crystal, ceramic or magnetic phonograph cartridge, tape head, and other inputs. The new GE GC-7 ceramic stereo cartridge, with 0.7 mil genuine GE diamond stylus, for stereo and microgroove (LP and 45 rpm) monaural records. Complete with cables, connectors and easy-to-follow installation instructions. Shop. wt., 20 lbs.

HF-443—Stereo “Add-On” System

HF-444—Same as HF-448 above, but with choice of Lafayette C-300 or B-300 speakers. Shop. wt., 20 lbs.

HF-445—Same as HF-444 above but less GE GC-7 stereo cartridge. For “add-on” to any existing stereo or monaural system which already have a stereo phonograph cartridge, such as Lafayette LA-45 stereo.

HF-446—Same as HF-444 above but less GE GC-7 stereo cartridge and 3 mils sapphire stylus. Shop. wt., 20 lbs.

HF-447—Same as HF-446 above, but with Electro-Voice 26MDST ceramic stereo cartridge with 0.7 mil diamond stylus. Shop. wt., 20 lbs.

HF-448—Same as HF-447 above, but with Electro-Voice 26MDST ceramic stereo cartridge with 0.7 mil diamond stylus.

HF-449—Same as HF-448 above but less Lafayette LA-45 cartridge and 3 mils sapphire stylus. Shop. wt., 20 lbs.

HF-450—Same as HF-449 above, but with new GE GC-7 stereo cartridge. Shop. wt., 20 lbs.

HF-451—Same as HF-449 above but less GE GC-7 stereo cartridge. Shop. wt., 20 lbs.

HF-452—Same as HF-447 above, but with Lafayette LA-45 cartridge and 3 mils sapphire stylus. Shop. wt., 20 lbs.

HF-453—Same as HF-452 above, but with new GE GC-7 stereo cartridge.

HF-454—Same as HF-453 above, but with Lafayette LA-45 cartridge and 3 mils sapphire stylus.
**Garrard 4 SPEED HI-FI PHONO EQUIPMENT**

**FULLY WIRED FOR STEREO**

**SPECIAL**
- Complete with Electro-Voice 4-Speed Turntable Stereo Conversion Kit
- Complete with Pickup 3710
- Complete with Pickup 2680 Turntable Ceramic Cartridge

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Complete with Pickering 3710
- Complete with Diamond Styli
- Complete with Diamond Styli
- Complete with Diamond Styli

**Net**
- 69.95
- 59.95
- 59.50
- 49.95

**RC88 “TRIUMPH II” CHANGER**


Model RC88—Less cartridge Net $53.41
Model RC88C/S: Sonetone B°T—With New Sonotone 3.7" Dual Sapphire Compatible Stereo Ceramic Cartridge Net $58.91
Model RC88/GC—With New GE GC7 Variable Reliance Compatible Stereo Cartridge and Diamond LP Spindle Net $76.88
Model RC88/GED—With New GE V811 Series Triple Play Diamond Sapphire Cartridge Net $72.32
Model 4558—45 RPM automatic spindle for use with RC88 Net $3.72

**RC121/II “RENOV II” CHANGER**

New changer, replacing the highly respected RC121 “Renov” New features—true inter-mix changes 12” and 10” records in any order; unified central for instant selection of either automatic or full manual operation; step- pause control—Interrupts performance and begins again at the exact same spot; cast aluminum tone arm. Uses powerful 4-pole shod “Induction-Surge” motor. True-true drive for zero belt slip. Complete with 4-pole dual winding and low-friction and low-wear. Wired for stereo or monaural use. Other features—semi-true trip mechanism; self-neutralizing built-in idler, and etc. Size: 14¾” x 13¾” above 3¾” below mounting board. Complete with accessories, less cartridge and 45 rpm automatic splatter. Shpg. wt.: 14 lbs.

Model RC121/II—(Less Cartridge) Net $41.66
Model RC121/II: Sonatone B°T—With New Sonotone 3.7" Dual Sapphire Compatible Stereo Ceramic Cartridge Net $47.15
Model RC121/II/GC7—With New GE GC7 Variable Reliance Compatible Stereo Cartridge and Diamond LP Spindle Net $65.12
Model RC121/II/GED—With New GE V811 Series Triple Play Diamond Sapphire Cartridge Net $60.56
Model 45521/II—45 rpm automatic spindle for use with RC121/II Net $3.72

**RC98 “CROWN II” CHANGER**

The RC98 CROWN II 4-speed Super Auto- Manual record changer combines all of the advancements of the RC88. In addition, it contains several new high-fidelity innovations which are characteristic of the model. A feature is its exclusive all-speed variable control which makes possible a continuously variable pitch—width range adjustment of each speed. This variable speed control is obtainable through means of an all-electric checkboard operation varying the voltage in the motor coils, with no flection or efficiency losses. A special 45 RPM automatic spindle is included in the RC98 standard spindle equipment. Cabinet dimensions are the same as the RC88. Complete with line cord, rubber lead, plug-in shield, mounting hardware, spindles including automatic 45 RPM spindle, less cartridge. Shpg. wt.: 17 lbs.

Model RC98: Sonetone B°T—With New Sonatone 3.7" Dual Sapphire Compatible Stereo Ceramic Cartridge Net $66.15
Model RC98/GC7—With New GE GC7 Variable Reliance Compatible Stereo Cartridge and Diamond LP Spindle Net $89.02
Model RC98/GED—With New GE V811 Series Triple Play Diamond Sapphire Cartridge Net $85.00

**RECORD CHANGERS**

**GARRARD STEREO CONVERSION KITS**

For Models RC88, RC98, RC121, RC121/II and T/II. Conversion from monaural to stereo is a few minutes and without soldering.

Model SCK-1: Stereo Conversion Kit for the RC88, RC98, Model T/IV and RC121 Net $4.85
Model SCK-2: Stereo Conversion Kit for the RC121/II, Net $4.85

**LAFAYETTE MOUNTING BASES & BOARDS**

When ordering specify model no. and finish. Wood base cut to fit Garrard and Collaro changers and 24 DPM system finished in either blonde or Mahogany.

Model PK-111. (Shpg. wt.: 5 lbs.) Net $3.95

Model PK-110 (Shpg. wt.: 1 lb.) Net 95¢

**SPECIAL SALE!**

**COMBINATIONS OF THE SUPERB LOW- HUM ELAC (STEREO TWIN) MAGNETIC STEREO CARTRIDGE WITH 0.5 MIL DIAMOND STYLUS AND COLLARO CHANGER.**

**AS LOW AS**

Regular Values up to $52.50

Save Up To 30.51!

**To 30.51!**

The famous ELAC variable reluctance magnetic stereo cartridge with 0.5 mil diamond stylus, is available in the latest model LATEST MODEL COLARO CHANGERS, at savings up to 30.51! Collaro TSC-640 plus Elac magnetic stereo cartridge with 0.5 mil diamond stylus. Reg. price $27.99. 

**BAILEY 82.50**

Collaro TSC-740 plus Elac cartridge as above. Reg. price $27.99.

**BAILEY 87.90**

Collaro TSC-840 plus Elac cartridge as above. Reg. price $39.01

**BAILEY 102.10**

**RECORD CHANGERS ARE AVAILABLE ON LAFAYETTE'S EASY PAYMENT PLAN**
Lafayette Outstanding Values in Automatic Record Changers!

Nationally Advertised
Stereo Cartridge and 4-Speed Changer

Complete with the
Brand New
GE GC-7 DIAMOND
Stereo Cartridge

Regular
64.95
Special 39.50
Only 5.00 Down!

Another Fabulous Buy at Lafayette! This is a brand new current changing cartridge made by a famous manufacturer, plus the new General Electric GC7 Stereo Cartridge, offering the finest reproduction from both stereo and monaural records. This cartridge features 20-17,000 cps response, .7 mil diamond needle, -20 db. This combination is priced cross-talk between channels, tracks at 3.5 to 7 grams. This combination is priced to low that we DARE NOT mention the manufacturer's name. This deluxe system, all combine to produce even, smooth torque with no speed variations, system, all combine to produce even, smooth torque with no speed variations.

Nationally Advertised
Changer

Tremendous Buy for Stereo!!

38.50 Regular
Special 23.50
Only $5.00 Down

A superb value for the "audiophile" - Top name brand, 4-speed stereo changer with tone arm which will accept all standard stereo cartridges. Change cycle, automatic shut-off after last record. Rear-weighted turn. If you don't agree with this changer is a top buy - your money will be refunded. Changer measures 12 3/4" x 13 1/2" with 3" clearance above and below motorboard. Shop wt. 21 lbs. - less base.

New! Latest - 1959 - Model! Monarch

4-Speed Automatic Intermix Record Changer

Complete With Stereo & Monaural Records!

- For All LP-Stereo and Standard Records!

The newest British-made Monarch, specifically made for stereo. Wired for most stereo cartridges, with low mechanical noise (rubber), and heavy-duty 4-pole induction type motor for constant speed and absence of "wows." Automatically plays all 4 standard record speeds: 16½, 33⅓, 45 and 78 rpm. Takes all record sizes - 7", 10", 12", intermixed in any order! Arm automatically returns to the rest position and motor shuts off after last record. Fitted, carefully designed suspension springs keep the arm off the motorboard, floating free and isolated from external vibration and eliminate acoustic feedback. Mechanical design is extremely simple to ensure long life and freedom from trouble. 10-record capacity. For 110-125 volts, 60 cps. AC. Shop wt. 13 lbs.

Special 34.50
With Dual Sapphire Stylus

Complete with Stereo Crystal Turnover Cartridge

22.95 Complete with Stereo Turnover Cartridge

Made in England

All Record Changers on This Page Will Take All Standard Stereo or Monaural Cartridges
**Latest COMPATIBLE STEREO CARTRIDGES**

**GENERAL ELECTRIC VARIABLE RELUCTANCE MAGNETIC COMPATIBLE STEREO CARTRIDGES**

- **RESPONSE**: 20-17,000 cps
- **HIGH OMNIDIRECTIONAL COMPLIANCE**
- **3.5-7 GMS. TRACKING FORCE**
- **LOW TRACING DISTORTION**
- **20 DB CHANNEL SEPARATION**

**MODEL GC-7 “GOLDEN CLASSIC”**

A magnificent new addition to GE's famous line of variable reluctance magnetic high fidelity phonograph cartridges. The model GC-7 is the direct result of the fine "floating armature" design in which the stylus is the only moving part; it is inserted directly through the armature, which "floats" in damping cushions. This reduces effective stylus mass to 2 milligrams. A double-mu-metal shield minimizes hum pickup. A ground strap allows use of this cartridge with either 2- or 4-wire stereo systems; the cartridge shield may be grounded individually by a separate wire. The cartridge fits all standard tone arms. SPECIFICATIONS: FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20-17,000 cps; OUTPUT: 6 mV per channel at stylus velocity of 5.3 cm/sec.; INDUCTANCE: 500 mH per channel; CHANNEL SEPARATION: 20 db, 100,000 cps; LATERAL COMPLIANCE: 1 x 10^-4 cm/dyne; VERTICAL COMPLIANCE: 3 x 10^-4 cm/dyne, RECOMMENDED LOAD, EACH CHANNEL: for flat response -100,000 ohms; minimum-47,000 ohms; RECOMMENDED TRACKING FORCE: 3.5-7 gms

**REPLACEMENT STYLUS**

GE STOT 0.7 mil diamond replacement stylus for GC-7 cartridge... Net 7.95
GE STOS 0.7 mil synthetic sapphire replacement stylus for CL-7 cartridge... Net 2.45

**NEW! MODEL GC-5 “GOLDEN CLASSIC””TOP AUDIOPHILE PERFORMANCE”**

A 0.5 mil diamond-stylus version of GC-7 “Golden Classic” stereo cartridge with other performance superiors to satisfy the advanced audiophiles and professionals. Designed specifically for use with transcription arms (such as GE TM-2G) and turntables. Not recommended for records where the armature is in embarrassing low tracking force. Some suggestions: As GE GC-7 except stylus TRACKING FORCE 2 to 4 gms; VERTICAL COMPLIANCE 2.5 x 10^-4 cm/dyne; LATERAL COMPLIANCE 4 x 10^-4 cm/dyne; FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20-20,000 cps. Shpg. wt. 6 oz.

**MODEL GC-5 “GOLDEN CLASSIC”**—With 0.5 mil diamond stylus... Net 26.41
GE STO 0.5 mil diamond replacement stylus for GC-5 cartridge... Net 11.71

**LAFAYETTE SPECIAL VALUE! CERAMIC TURNOVER STEREO CARTRIDGE**

A fortunate buy allows LAFAYETTE to make available an OUTSTANDING, FAMOUS BRAND turnover ceramic stereo cartridge at a price that allows even the tightest budgets to fit. 20 db channel isolation, response 20-20,000 cps. Minimum record wear with compliance of 2 x 10^-4 cm/dyne and 6 gms. stylus force. Vertical rumble suppression allows use of this cartridge with most record chasers or turntables. Output voltage is 0.3 volts, recommended load is 3.5-7 megohms for BIAA response. Mounts in all standard tone arms. Shop. wt. 1 oz.

**AUGIESHERS “Stereotwin” VARIABLE RELUCTANCE MAGNETIC STEREO CARTRIDGE**

- **0.7 MIL DIAMOND STYLUS**

The AudioGersh “Stereotwin” model ST-200 variable reluctance magnetic stereo cartridge incorporates all the excellent features of its miniature companion, the AudioGersh "Microtwin" cartridges. This new cartridge, which can be used for superior reproduction with all LP and 45 rpm microgroove records as well as standard long-playing stereo discs, has a frequency response of 30-18,500 cps ± 2 db; output is 35 millivolts at 1000 cps with a recorded velocity of 10 cm/sec and is smooth, free from resonant peaks, with excellent transient response. Compliance is 4 x 10^-4 cm/dyne, cross-channel modulation less than 20 db, recommends load is 37,000 ohms. Stylus is easily replaceable, and the cartridge fits into all standard tone arms. Recommended tracking force 4-6 gms. With single 1/5 mil diamond stylus.

**AUGIESHERS ST-200 STEREOTWIN** Net 44.50

**LAFAYETTE IS FIRST WITH THE NEWEST IN HI-FI**
**LAFAYETTE DIAMOND and DIAMOND-SAPPHIRE STYLII**

**MADE FOR LAFAYETTE BY THE FOREMOST AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS**

**KEY TO POINT CODES HOW TO ORDER**
The symbols in the column headed “PT SIZE” are explained in the table below.
- LP — SINGLE 1 MIL MICROGROOVE FOR 33 1/3 AND 45 RPM
- AG — SINGLE 2 MIL GROOVE FOR ALL SPEEDS
- ST — SINGLE 3 MIL STANDARD FOR 78 RPM
- COMB — DUAL 1 MIL DIAMOND AND 3 MIL SAPPHIRE

**ALL DIAMOND STYLII ARE NOT ALIKE**
- Only Lafayette’s Superior Diamond Stylus are
- MADE FROM WHOLE DIAMONDS
- PRECISION GROUND AND POLISHED VERTICALLY ON A VERTICAL GRINDER
- EDGewise GRAIN ORIENTED
- SHADOWGRAPHED

Each Lafayette’s diamond stylus is made from individual diamond, precisely oriented and ground to close tolerances. Shadowgraphy is used to give you less wear per play and long service life.

**REPLACEMENT STYLIS FOR GE CARTRIDGES**

**FOR GER II CARTRIDGES (FIG. 35)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-10</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A301</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-16</td>
<td>COMB</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>COMB-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-17</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR ASTATIC CARTRIDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-20</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A301</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-22</td>
<td>COMB</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>COMB-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-23</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR MAGNAVOX CARTRIDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-36</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A301</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-40</td>
<td>COMB</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>COMB-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DIAMOND NEEDLES**

**FOR MAGNAVOX CARTRIDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-35</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A301</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-40</td>
<td>COMB</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>COMB-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR R.C.A. CARTRIDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-45</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A301</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-50</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR RONETTE CARTRIDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-55</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A301</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-60</td>
<td>COMB</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>COMB-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR SHURE CARTRIDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-65</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A301</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-70</td>
<td>COMB</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>COMB-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR SONOTONE CARTRIDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-75</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A301</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-80</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR WEBSTER ELECTRIC CARTRIDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-17</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A301</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-20</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>409A303</td>
<td>JPS-3LPO</td>
<td>LP-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REPLACEMENT STYLIS FOR GE CARTRIDGES**

**FOR VE II CARTRIDGES**

- Exact replacement for all type single needle GE cartridges.

- PS-45 — Diamond 1 mil (LP) replaces GE RPI-004
- PS-45 — Saphire 1 mil (LP) replaces GE RPI-005
- PS-46 — Saphire 3 mil (LP) replaces GE RPI-006

**DUAL DIAMOND**

- For old type GE cartridges not using clip-in type. No diamond LP and diamond 78 points.

**FOR GER SERIES A CARTRIDGES**

- Individual styli replacements that clip in to all GE "A" series.

- PS-47 — Diamond 1 mil (LP) replaces GE RPI-010
- PS-48 — Saphire 1 mil (LP) replaces GE RPI-015
- PS-49 — Saphire 3 mil (LP) replaces GE RPI-020

**DIAMOND STYLUS FOR AS LOW AS**

- 349

- Remote Speaker Switch (F). Same as MS-469 except for wall mounting. Shpg. wt., 6 oz. Net 1.50
- Remote Speaker Fader (E). Provides adjustable volume level for Radio, TV, Hi-Fi and remote speaker. Gradually increases volume on one speaker while diminishing volume on the other. May also be used to adjust volume for 1 speaker. Gold plate for front panel mounting. With instructions. Shpg. wt., 6 oz. Net 1.50
- Remote Speaker Fader (G). Same as VC-53 except for wall mounting. Shpg. wt., 6 oz. Net 1.55
- VC-54
- VC-53 8 ohm T Pad  Net 3.85
- VC-52 16 ohm T Pad  Net 3.85

**LAFA YETTE SPECIAL VALUES IN T PADS, FADERS AND SPEAKER SWITCHES.**

Multiple Speaker Switch (A). Constant impedance device for controlling any 6 remote speakers; up to 63 different combinations. Wall mounting with brass plate. Shpg. wt., 10 oz. MS-459 With instructions and hardware. Net 2.10

Speaker Selector Switch (B). Selects 3 speakers in any combination, with up to 60 watts of audio power. A constant impedence device. On gold finished steel electric outlet plate, 2 1/2 x 4 3/4". MS-458 Shpg. wt., 1 lb. Net 1.39

Remote Speaker Switch (C). Connects remote speaker to any existing set. Turns both on or either speaker on or off. With gold embossed plate for front panel mounting. Shpg. wt., 6 oz. MS-469 With all parts and instructions. Net .95
LAFAYETTE 4-SPEED PROFESSIONAL TRANSCRIPTION PLAYER WITH 3 LB. 12" ALUMINUM TURNTABLE

- IDEALLY SUITED FOR STEREO
- BETTER THAN 50 DB RUMBLE & NOISE
- VIBRATIONLESS MOTOR SUSPENSION
- BELOW 0.7% WOW & FLUTTER
- MAGNETIC EDDY-CURRENT BRAKE
- 3 LB. 12" BALANCED & MACHINED ALUMINUM TURNTABLE
- SPEED CONTROL FOR ± 7% VARIATION OF EACH SPEED

An amazing low price for the superior quality embodied in this fine instrument. Features include heavy, rim-weighted, 3 lb. machined-aluminum 12" turntable, magnetic brake with speed control for ± 7% variation of each speed, the extremely low noise and rumble figure of —50 db below overlap recorded level, wow and flutter (speed variations) of less than 0.25%, new oversize precision-ground idler with special lubrication features, positive-locking detents on 4-speed single-knob speed selector; "(0.7" positions between all speed positions; free-floating shock-mounted motor; automatic idler disengagement in "08" positions; precision spindle turns on single ball bearings; heavy duty 4-pole induction motor. Heavy rubber turntable mat. For 105-120 volts, 60 to 120 volts, 0.13 amperes. Size of motor plate 1 1/2 x 1 1/2" above. Complete with stroboscopes, 45 rpm adapter, AC line cord. Shop wt., 14 lbs.

PK-240 12" TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE ... Net 37.50

LAFAYETTE SUPER-VALUE COMBINATIONS

- New Lafayette low-rumble Model PK-240 turntable with Pickering “Stanton” Model 196.70 stereo/monaural transcription arm with Stereo-Fluorovane magnetic cartridge and 0.7 mill diamond stylus. SPECIAL! Net 84.50
- PK-240 Turntable with new Lafayette PK-90S wire-free stereo viscous-damped 12" tone arm and new GE professional stereo/monaural Model GC-5 variable reluctance cartridge with 0.3 mill diamond stylo. SPECIAL! Net 65.50
- PK-240 Turntable with the new Lafayette PK-260 16" professional stereo tone arm with the revolutionary new vertical-lateral knife-edge principle, plus the Pickering 371.70 stereo/monaural Fluorovane magnetic cartridge with 0.7 mill diamond stylus. SPECIAL! Net 72.50

THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW LAFAYETTE VERTICAL-LATERAL KNIFE-EDGE 12" & 16" STEREO TONE ARMS!

- 4 HARDENED-STEEL KNIFE-EDGE PIVOTS & BEARINGS FOR COMPLETE, PRACTICALLY FRICIONLESS, FREEDOM OF MOTION
- LIGHTWEIGHT, DIE-CAST ALUMINUM TONE ARM
- SELF-CONTAINED BUBBLE LEVEL FOR PERFECT, GUESS-FREE LEVELLING
- LIGHT, MOLDED PLASTIC PLUG-IN SHELLS FOR MOST POPULAR STEREO CARTRIDGES
- PRECISELY-ADJUSTABLE COUNTERBALANCE WEIGHT
- NON-RESONANT WITHIN THE AUDIBLE FREQUENCY RANGE
- PERFECT TRACKING WITH THE LIGHTEST STYLUS FORCE
- EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE FOR PERFECT REPRODUCTION WITH "45-45" STEREO DISCS

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION — FOOLPROOF — TROUBLE FREE

A remarkable advance in tone arm design is presented in these new Lafayette tone arms. An unusual new principle, utilizing 2 vertical and 2 lateral hardened-steel knife-edge pivots supported by hardened steel bearings, provides extremely low horizontal and vertical friction. This unusual type of bearing provides much lower deflection and no undesirable motion or loose-jointed action as viewed from the stylus and groove tracking. An extremely smooth, with excellent tracking even with very light pickup weight, due to the absence of frictional losses. Friction in horizontal and vertical directions is low, but mechanical impedance is high at 45°, providing maximum effectiveness with 45-45 stereo cartridges. The unique knife edge bearing construction makes it possible to draw out the 2 sharpened leads from the center of the support column, eliminating "stiffness fricition" due to the leads. A highly precise bubble level is provided at the top of the tone arm. The bubble plus 3 adjustments on the base make for perfect leveling. Height of arm is adjustable from 1 1/2" to 2 1/2" above motorboard. Overall length of PK-270 12" arm is 12 1/2"; lineal distance from support column to stylus tip is 10"; the PK-280 16" arm is 14 1/2" overall; effective length is 11 1/2".

PK-270 Lafayette 12" Tone Arm. Shop wt., 1/2 lbs. Net 17.50
PK-280 Lafayette 16" Tone Arm. Shop wt., 2 lbs. Net 19.50

REVOLUTIONARY NEW VERTICAL-LATERAL KNIFE-EDGE BEARINGS FOR COMPLETE FREEDOM OF STEREO MOTION

ONLY Lafayette CAN BRING YOU A VISCOS-DAMPED STEREO TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARM AT THIS PRICE! — THE PROFESSIONAL 12" PK-90S

- JEWEL BEARING SUPPORT
- INSTANT PLUG-IN CARTRIDGE CHANGE
- AUTOMATIC FLUID CONTROL
- PERFECT RECORD TRACKING
- ACCOMMODATES MOST STEREO & MONOURAL HIGH FIDELITY CARTRIDGES

NEW! Lafayette VISCOS-DAMPED STEREO TONE ARM

This Stereo/Monaural transcription arm assured dependable and stable operation, utilizing the floating-motion principle of viscous-damping. The arm is supported at a single point by a pivoted and jewel bearing having negligible friction. Damping is accomplished by a silicone fluid occupying the gap between a ball and socket. This damping control permits high compliance and negligible tracking error and prevents damage to either record or stylus should the tone arm be accidentally dropped. Low frequency resonance, skidding and groove-jumping are likewise minimized. The tone arm accepts all records up to 12" and accommodates virtually all Stereo or Monaural h.f. cartridges by means of precisely engineered adapters which simplify installation and provide proper stylus pressure. The arm has a decorative glassy-black finish. Overall length is 12", height adjustable from 1 1/4" to 2 1/4" above motorboard; round mounting base is 3 1/4" in diameter. Shop wt., 2 1/8 lbs.

PK-90S -- 12" VISCOS-DAMPED STEREO TONE ARM

Net 12.50

ONLY 10% DOWN ON LAFAYETTE'S EASY PAYMENT PLAN
LAFAYETTE PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE
WITH AUTHENTIC HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

PERFECT FOR NEW STEREO & MONOURAL RECORDS

PROFESSIONAL 4-SPEED TURNTABLE WITH HYSTERESIS-SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

The LAFAYETTE TRUE HYSTERESIS-SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR, Since many so-called "hysteresis" motors have appeared and will continue to appear on the market. It is important that you know the difference between the real thing, as provided by Lafayette, and the imitators with partial hysteresis motors.

THE LAFAYETTE TRUE HYSTERESIS-SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR IS PERFECT FOR THE NEW STEREO AND MONOURAL RECORDS. THE NEW RECORDS CONTAIN VERTICAL MODULATION IMPOSES STRINGENT REQUIREMENTS ON TURNTABLES. THEY HAVE TO BE FREE FROM RUMBLE, FLUTTER, WOW AND SPEED VARIATION. THE LAFAYETTE TRUE HYSTERESIS-SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR MEETS ALL THESE REQUIREMENTS WITH EFFORTLESS EASE, RESULTING IN SUPERIOR REPRODUCTION OF STEREO DISCS, AS WELL AS TREMENDOUS REDUCTION IN RECORD WEAR.

ONLY LAFAYETTE'S HYSTERESIS-SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR, in its price class, is made to extremely fine tolerances (on the order of .0001). Only Lafayette's motor has 16 cores, a high permeability rotor magnet, ball thrust bearings, alike sleeve bearings plus felt all reservoir, cooling fins as an integral part of the rotor and a hollow rotor core for maximum efficiency and minimum heat. Only Lafayette's motor can be oiled from above, without disassembly, through a replaceable oil feed system. Only Lafayette's motor has a self-aligning armature.

ONLY LAFAYETTE CAN GIVE YOU A REAL PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE WITH TRUE HYSTERESIS-SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR AT SUCH RARELY LOW PRICES!

Here's THE turntable—the last word in professional high-fidelity performance! A fine precision instrument in every sense of the word, with FOUR STANDING FEATURES—WOW AND FLUTTERS LESS THAN 0.25% • TURNTABLE: Heavy, discast aluminum. Lathed-turned for perfect balance and concentricity, 12" diameter—weights approx. 4 lbs. on 4 provides with amazingly constant speed; the extra-heavy rim acts just like a flywheel to prevent speed variations • TRUE HYSTERESIS-SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR: For smooth, low-noise, wow- and flutter-free operation • RUMBLE AND NOISE: 50 db below average recorded level • INTEGRATED SPEED CONTROL: For all 4 speeds—78, 45, 33 1/3 and 16 2/3 rpm • 2 OVERSIZE, HEAVY DUTY IDLENS: Precision-ground; provide positive constant-speed rim drive • SINGLE BALL THRUST BEARING: Turning ball bearing floating on thin film of oil • FREE-FLOATING, SHOCK-MOUNTED MOTOR • RUBBER CUSHION SHOCKMOUNTS • AUTOMATIC IDEA DISENGAGEMENT • RUBBER MAT • STAINLESS STEEL PRECISION SPINDLE • POWER REQUIREMENTS: For 105-130 volts. 60 cps. AC. 100-200 watts (250 watts optional). ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED: 45 RPM adapter, Strobe disc. SIZE: 21/8" above and 4" below motor board; 14" deep x 12 1/4" wide. WEIGHT: 16 lbs.

LAFAYETTE MODEL PP-245
Net 64.50

LAFAYETTE MONEY-SAVER COMBINATIONS

● PK-245 TURNTABLE, with new PK-205 stereo 12" Viscous-Damped Tone Arm and new GE Model GC-3 compatible professional stereo magnetic cartridge with 0.5 mill diamond stylus • SPECIAL! Net 88.50

● Same as above, but with Pickering 3710 compatible stereo magnetic cartridge with 0.7 mill diamond stylus. • SPECIAL! Net 97.50.

● PK-245 TURNTABLE with Pickering "Stanton" Model 196.70 Unipile tone arm, diamond stylus, special stereo phono cartridge with diamond stylus. • SPECIAL! Net 104.50

LAFAYETTE 4-SPEED DELUXE TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE

● MAGNETIC EDDY-CURRENT BRAKE • FINE CONTROL OF SPEEDS ± 7% • 2 1/2 lb. RIM-WEIGHTED TURNTABLE • HEAVY-DUTY CUSTOM 4-POLE MOTOR • IDEAL FOR STEREO: RUMBLE & NOISE BETTER THAN -40 DB • WOW & FLUTTER LESS THAN 0.25% • The ideal unit for medium cost h-fi stereo systems. Has all the important features of the best professional turntables — at low cost. CHECK THESE FEATURES: — Heavy 2 1/2 lb. 10" turntable, with extra-heavy rim for smooth, flywheel action; lathes-turned for perfect balance and rides on thrust bearing • Single-speed control, with stops between speed settings • Rim-drive; lighter driven directly by motor shaft capstan • Large heavy-duty flywheel • Rumble and noise are less than 40 db below average recorded level — making this unit excellent for stereo. Wow and flutter are less than 0.25%. Magnetic brake for ± 7% variation of each speed, as well as a special pitch adjustment and the 1000 rpm auto-start feature make this turntable ideal for any serious h-fi system. Only Lafayette's motor provides the smoothest operation, the top-quality sound, the reliable performance. 

LAFAYETTE MODEL PP-245 — 4-Speed Transcription Turntable
Net 28.50

MODEL PK-192 — Unfinished mounting board, cut for PK-180 turntable and 12" tone arm. Strong, durable 3/8" gumwood, ready to stain or paint. Net .95

MODEL PK-191 — Wood base, cut for the Model PK-180 Turntable and 12" tone arm. Top quality veneer effectively finished in mahogany or blonde (Specify). Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.

LAFAYETTE SPECIAL-VALUE COMBINATION

● Model PK-180 TURNTABLE • Model PP-245 12" stereo tone arm and new GE Model GC-3 compatible stereo professional magnetic cartridge with 0.5 mill diamond stylus. • SPECIAL! Net 54.50

LAFAYETTE COMPLETE STEREO TRANSCRIPTION PLAYER

● 5-CONTACT PLUG IN HEAD FOR ALL STEREO CARTRIDGES • 4-SPEED, HEAVY DUTY 4-POLE TRANSCRIPTION TYPE INDUCTION MOTOR • MAGNETIC BRAKE FOR ±7% SPEED ADJUSTMENT • STYLUS WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT SCREW ON TONE ARM • RUMBLE AND NOISE -40 DB • LESS THAN 0.3% WOW

Here is a complete hi-fi, compatible three pickup system, designed against obsolescence and yet priced modestly. This top quality manual player features a 5-contact plug in head to accommodate the latest stereo as well as monaural cartridges. Equally important in contributing to the excellent performance of this system is the new 4-speed turntable assembly. It is equipped with a quiet, heavy duty 4-pole motor, with an exclusive magnetic brake for instantaneous force of adjustment of each speed. Stylus weight adjustment included. Smooth operation is insured further by the 10" heavy duty turntable, fitted with rubber mat. Provision for easy adjustment of stylus pressure is available. Dimensions of mounting plate 12 15/16" left to right and 10" front to rear. Requires 2 1/4" below and 3" above motor board. For 105-120V, 60 cps. Accessories included are: 45 rpm adapter, output cable to amplifier and plug. Shpg. wt. 14 lbs.

PK-1805 — Complete transcription player, less cartridge
Net 26.95

PK-274 — Same as above, but with new GE Model GC-3 compatible stereo cartridge with diamond stylus. 39.95

PK-182 — Wood base for above, finished in either mahogany or blonde (Specify). Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. Net 9.95

PK-163 — Unfinished mounting board for above. Strong durable 3/8" gumwood. (Shpg. wt., 1 lb.) Net 9.95

LAFAYETTE'S EXCLUSIVE HI-FI EQUIPMENT SAVES YOU MORE AND SERVES YOU BETTER
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A LAFAYETTE SPECIAL!
STereo ARM wITH RONETTE STEREO TURNOVER CARTRIDGE

DUAL SAPPHIRE CARTRIDGE
PLAYS STEREO, MONOURAL LP, 78s
Here is a combination of a famous make crystal stereo cartridge and stereo wired arm all ready for use— at an amazingly low price for a new stereo arm. Completely compatible, this unit will play either stereo or monaural.

PK-290 Stereo Tone arm with Turnover Cartridge

New! Rek-O-Kut Stereo 
Tone Arms

New! Audax Stereo Tone Arm Kits

LAFAYETTE HIGH FIDELITY
STEREO-MONOURAL TEST RECORD


A Lafayette exclusive to help you check both stereo and monaural systems. For stereo testing this two-sided 12" LP stereo record has an its stereo side two 1000 cycle bands to check the level of each channel separately; separate RIAA equalization checks for each stereo channel in 5 steps from 30 to 10,000 cycles, balance check to set the level of each channel using special metronome recording, rumble test for each channel. There are stylist wear test grooves on both outer and inner edges of each side to check both stereo and monaural stylus. For monaural testing it provides an RIAA equalization test in 9 steps from 30 to 15,000 cycles, a continuous glide band from 30 to 15,000 cycles, to test reseonances of tone arm or of cabinet and a 300 cycle to 20 cycle step band to check for tone rumbles. The periodic use of this record to check the Hi-Fi style arm will easily pay off by catching any costly deficiencies or by diagnosing faults and errors. A terrific value and a "must" for the Hi-Fi enthusiast. Comes with complete instructions for use. Shop wt.: 1 lb.

PK-14 Net 2.95

Hi-Fi Installation • Audio and Phono Accessories

GRADO STEREO ARMS

A new concept in tone arm design — the Grado Arm is constructed of the finest gunstock walnut wood, with metal fittings of finely machined and anodized aluminum. Its one-piece construction eliminates erratic arm resonances. Microplane adjustment permits varying overhang for minimum tracking distortion — tracking error 0.004". Stylus force adjustment using only one knob.

GRADO 12" Tone Arm, Shop wt.: 25 oz. Net 29.95
GRADO 16" Tone Arm, Shop wt.: 28 oz. Net 33.50

NEW! GE COMPATIBLE STEREO
12" TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARM

This fine new GE tone arm has been specially designed for the GE Stereo and Monaural cartridges. By accommodating these cartridges, this arm provides outstanding performance without complications. Prime features for stereo operation include static balance for constant lateral equilibrium, 2-step tracking force adjustment for highly precise setting to 4 grams, lightweight aluminum construction for minimum inertia, microball bearings for reduced friction. Trim styled with brushed aluminum and chrome finish. Length: 9 3/4" rear overhang — 3 1/4" Height — 1/4" to 1/2" above motorboard. Maximum tracking error, 2 degrees.

GE TM-2G "STEREO CLASSIC" TONE ARM, less cartridge

Net 29.35

MINIATURE HI-FI
AUDIO MIXER

With this handy, small mixer you can announce titles before playing records, mix two high impedance microphone phone inputs or perform any other mixing operation where 2 high impedance inputs (or outputs) are converted to a single high impedance input channel. Each input channel has its own easy acting level control for quiet mixing, all mounted in shielded, chrome plated housing. Has 2 RCA type female input jacks and one male RCA plug on output side. Overall size 4 1/8" x 1 9/16" x 1/2". Shop wt.: 3/4 lb.

PK-239 AUDIO MIXER

Net 1.75

ADAPTORS FOR AUDIO MIXER

Fig. A — used for conversion to standard phone plug output. Attachers to mixer output RCA male plug.

MA-50 for 3.35 ea. Net 39c
Fig. B — used for conversion to female mic connector output. Attachers to mixer output RCA male plug.

SWITCHCRAFT 324

Net 87c

99c LAFAYETTE SPECIAL VALUE
STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE

With the advent of stereo records, correct stylus pressure becomes all important in obtaining the best reproduction of stereo sound. Lafayette's stylus pressure gauge is an accurate device that allows you to read gm. No spring and minimum moving parts. Shop wt.: 1 lb.

PK-223

Net 99c
NEW! LAFAYETTE TAPE RECORDER

Outstanding Quality Value

- 4 TRACK STEREO
- 5 WATT AMPLIFIER
- COMPLETE 2-UNIT STEREO TAPE PLAYBACK SYSTEM WITH TWO 5-WATT AMPLIFIERS, 6" WOOFERS, 4" TWEETERS, L/C CROSSOVER NETWORKS
- MATCHING PORTABLE CARRYING CASE FOR 2nd STEREO CHANNEL
- 3 1/2 & 7 1/2 IPS • SPEEDS UP TO 7" REELS
- INPUTS FOR MIKE, TUNER & MAGNETIC, CRYSTAL OR CERAMIC PHONO
- STYLED FOR THE MODERN HOMEMAKER

£45 • 129.50

The New heads provide 4-track stereo with double the playing time of 2-track stereo; with the improved frequency response, 4-track stereo provides quadruple the playing time at 3 1/2 ips over that at 7 1/2 dual.

The New Lafayette recorder is compatible: it will play 2-track stereo tapes, 4-track stereo open tape reels, or monaural tapes; it will also record standard half-track monaural. It has one complete 5-watt amplifier channel with 6" woofer, 4" tweeter and L/C crossover network built-in; it also has a built-in preamplifier for the second (stereo) channel. A separate matching portable power amplifier, speaker combination is provided to be used with the tape recorder's built-in preamp for the second channel. It includes a self-powered 3-watt amplifier with volume and tone controls, 6" woofer, 4" tweeter, and L/C crossover network. The amplifier has 2 inputs for connecting tuner, ceramic phone, tape preamp, etc.

The recorder's deluxe mechanism has a single-knob rotary control for greatest possible simplicity of operation and a heavy-duty 4-pole balanced motor. Flutter and wow are below 0.4%, has a sensitive "magic eye" recording level indicator. Styling is 2-tone, modern, in ivory and gray. Comes complete with 7" reel of tape, empty 7" takeup reel, crystal microphone and instructions. Size of recorder is 14" W X 17" D X 11" H.; size of amplifier-speaker unit is 9" W X 12" D X 7 1/2" H.; net weight is 93 lbs. AC, Shipping wt. all complete system is 50 lbs.

LAFAYETTE RK-102 Complete 2-Unit Lafayette Monaural R/P, Stereo Play System. SAVE 7.50!...

LAFAYETTE RK-101 Amplifier-Speaker Combination Only...

LAFAYETTE PROFESSIONAL BULK TAPE ERASER AND DEMAGNETIZER

- COMPLETELY ERASES TAPE • REDUCES NOISE LEVEL
- FOR 3", 5", 7" OR 10 1/2" REELS • TWO ERASING COILS
- 6½ AMPERES DRAIN

A carefully designed and precisely manufactured professional tape "degauzer" for complete erasing of tapes. Simply rotate 2 or 3 turns, take off, and that's all—a completely clean tape. The demagnetizer removes every signal and residual tape—every extra sound too loud to be removed by the recorder's own erase head. Completely clears tape of any prior recordings. In addition, by leaving tape completely unmagnetized, it serves to reduce tape hiss to the level of new "virgin" tape. In fact, tape hiss is so low that subsequently passing it over the erase head of a recorder actually INCREASES noise by 4-6 db. To take advantage of this noise reduction, some users prefer to permanently disconnect the recorder's erase head, and use only bulk erasure. Two completely separate coils for doubly-reduced erasure, even of large, 10½" reels. An extra powerful unit for heavy-duty use—draws over 6½ amperes. The Lafayette Tape Demagnetizer offers all of these features, and at this special price. Can be used to demagnetize tape, magnetically striped film, photo and video tapes. This professional unit has a heavy, custom finished case, a rugged non-magnetic top, heavy duty on-off switch and power cord. Has built-in fuse. Perfectly suited for accidental leaving it turned on. Size 6½" x 7½" x 3½". Shop. wt., 14 lbs.

LAFAYETTE TAPE HEAD DEMAGNETIZER

3.95

Regularly 49.95

Special 21.50

Unlike other demagnetizers, the Lafayette Tape Head Demagnetizer uses removable polepieces. Three complete sets are furnished: straight, 45°, and 90° (right angle), permitting quick and easy use with any tape head. Tape heads need no longer be removed from the recorder so they can be reached by the clumsy polepieces of older head demagnetizers; the Lafayette Demagnetizer's polepieces reach every head.

Far from being a luxury, a tape head demagnetizer is necessary for best tape recorder performance. Although tape recorders are the possible sources of noise in tape recorders, there is only one which is common to all recorders and is a perfectly natural, common occurrence—tape hiss due to magnetized heads. Although unmagnetized when new, tape heads gradually become magnetized by sharp switching pulses occurring while switching the recorder from play to record or vice versa. Some audio sources especially the broadcast bands containing more power peaks in one direction than in the other. This unevenness is also sufficient to cause magnetization of tape head.

The solution is to use a demagnetizer to remove this permanent magnetism from the head, thus reducing the noise level. Periodic head demagnetization is required for all tape recorders to insure optimum signal-to-noise ratio. For this reason, some manufacturers of tape recorders are demagnetized as often as several times weekly. Now, Lafayette enables anyone with even the most modest budget to perform this necessary demagnetization, with a minimum of effort. For 110 volts 60 cycles. Shop. wt., 1 lb.

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE TO FIT YOUR BUDGET
NEW! SERIES "85" TAPE DECKS

The latest hi-fi home type tape deck in the Viking line, famous for its simplicity in design and operation, dependability in performance, and extreme flexibility to satisfy any recording need. Features space for 5 heads with pressure pads at 3 head positions. Two motors provide fast selection of 2 speeds, 3% and 7% ips. Also convenient control for stop and play (reel). Has footage counter, Flutter-Filter belt drive achieves low wow and flutter, 0.2% or less rms. Frequency Response ± 3 db, 40 to 14,000 cps. Use with RP 61 or RP 60 amplifiers. Size 12 x 8 x 5". For 115v, 60 cps. Shop wt. 12 lbs.

Model FF75SR—Deck with in-line stereo play, monaural record/playback heads. Top loader and pressure pads. Net 113.00

Model FF75SE—Deck with Stereo in-line record/playback and erase. Top loader and pressure pads. Net 113.00

Model FF75SU—Deck with 2 heads for playback only. In-line, staggered and monaural tape. Top loader and pressure pads. Net 106.00

Model FF75S—Deck with one half-track head only for playback of monaural tape. Top loader and pressure pads. Net 60.00

Model FF75LP—Same as above but with top loader and pressure pads. Net 78.30

Model FF75SP—Deck with 2 heads, half-track record/ playback and erase. Top loader and pressure pads. Net 91.50

Model FP75 BR.1—Deck with 19" recorder transport for stereo erasure. Top loader and pressure pads. Net 299.00

VIKING ACCESSORIES

Model 400 console. Attractive metal furniture type base for any deck. Specify black or neutral tan. Shop wt. 10 lbs.

Model 401 Amplifier Enclosure. Matches 400 Console. Accepts one RP 61. Specify black or neutral tan. Shop wt. 4 lbs.

Model 401A Amplifier Enclosure. Same as 401 except accepts two RP 60 amplifiers. Shop wt. 6 lbs.

Model D396 Portable Case. For any "75" deck or two RP 60s or one RP 61. Shop wt. 6 lbs.

Model D397. Same as D396 except for 2 RP 61s or 2 RP 60s. Shop wt. 7 lbs.

Model 709.00 Rock Mounting Kit for all "75" Decks. 12 x 19" relay rack mounting panel, to match RP 61VU.

BELI TAPE TRANSPORT MECHANISMS

Professional quality mechanisms—consistently priced. Exclusive combination of features, found only in these mechanisms, includes: 3 heavy-duty, 4-pole, 4-call motors. No belts, clutches, pullers or mechanical brakes. Instant, yet gentle, positive electrolydographic braking without tape stress or breakage. Stops from Rewind or Fast Forward In less than 3 seconds. 2 different Design Types. Types A and B. Type A used on all Belts. Type B used on all Belts. All fabricated Belt drive mechanisms feature in-line recording. No wow and flutter. Recorded wow and flutter, 0.1% at 117 volts, 60 cps AC.

Model RP 100-1 Record/Playback Amplifiers. Designed and adjusted for use with Series 85 and tape decks, NART balanced, with compensation control. "Angle eye" level indicator. Inputs for hi-fi and nongrade. Signal-to-noise ratio, 60 decibels and excess frequency, 70 Kc. Response: ± 0.2 db, 20,000 cps (playback), ± 2 db, 30,000 cps (record). Output, 1 volt across 600 ohms. Includes provisions for synchronizing bias application In 2 RP 61 units for stereo recording. Size 12½" x 2½" x 6". For 110-120V, 60 cps. Shop wt. 9 lbs.

Model RP 62—Record/playback Amplifier. Same as RP 61 but with anodized aluminum front panel to match "85" series. Net 77.50

Model RP 600 Playback Prep, NART balanced with controls for wide range compensation. Use with either half-track or quarter-track heads. Response, 30-14,000 cps. ± 1% 60 db. For 115v, 30-60 cps. Shop wt. $1 x 3 x 2". Shop wt. 2 lbs.

Model RP 61VU Record/Playback Amplifier. Same features as RP 61 but with VU meter instead of electron ray record level indicator. Available with standard 19" relay rack mounting panel only. Shop wt. 11 lbs.

BELI PREAMPLIFIERS

Made to mount as an integral part of Bell tape transports. Plastic dial plate furnished that mounts on transport control panel. DC on tube filaments for minimum hum. Feedback type low frequency equalizer for minimum distortion, noise and microphony. Use 1-Model P-100 for the T-200, use 2-Model P-100's with the T-201 for stereo playback, use 1-Model P-100 and 1-Model RP 200 with the T-202 for monaural record/monaural or stereo playback, use 2-Model RP 200 with the T-203 for monaural or stereo record/playback.

Model P-100 PLAYBACK PREAMPLIFIER—Characteristics when used with Bell tape transports. Response: 10,000-10,000 Hz at 0.1% total harmonic distortion recorded on tape. Distortion: 0.2% at 1 volt output. Output: Max: 15 volts from cathode follower. Controls: 1-Volume. Tubes: ECC 83/12AX7, ECC 83/12AX7, ECC 83/12AX7. EEC 80/44 rectifier. Power Consumption: 15 watts, 117 volts, 60 ac. Size: 2½ x 9 x 5 1/2". Below mounting surface, 1½" above. Shop wt. 4 lbs.

Model P-100 RECORDER PREAMPLIFIER—Characteristics when used with Bell tape transports. Response: 20,000-10,000 Hz at 0.1% total harmonic distortion recorded on tape. Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 60 db. Distortion: Less than 1%. Inputs: High impedance mike, high level for stereo, etc. Controls: Gain, Record/Playback Switch, Indicator Lights. White-on-black pilot, red pilot for "Record", yellow-on-black pilot for "Playback". Output: 200 millivolts from cathode follower. Tubes: 2-ECC 83/12AX7, ECC 80/44 rectifier, selenium rectifier for DC filament supply. Power Requirements: 25 watts, 117 volts, 60 ac. Size: 2½ x 9 x 5 1/2" below mounting surface, 1½" above. Shop wt. 4 lbs.

Model P-120—Record/Playback Preamp. Shop wt. 6 lbs.

Model P-120 RECORDER PREAMPLIFIER—When used with Bell tape transports. Response: 20,000-10,000 Hz at 0.1% total harmonic distortion recorded on tape. Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 60 db. Distortion: Less than 1%. Inputs: High impedance mike, high level for stereo, etc. Controls: Gain, Record/Playback Switch, Indicator Lights. White-on-black pilot, red pilot for "Record", yellow-on-black pilot for "Playback". Output: 200 millivolts from cathode follower. Tubes: 2-ECC 80/44 rectifier, selenium rectifier for DC filament supply. Power Requirements: 25 watts, 117 volts, 60 ac. Size: 2½ x 9 x 5 1/2" below mounting surface, 1½" above. Shop wt. 4 lbs.
NEW! • PENTRON

4-TRACK STEREO
TAPE DECKS WITH RECORDING AND PLAYBACK

Pentron tape components listed below may be combined to provide any recording or playback facilities desired. Will provide stereo or monaural recording, plus playback of all standard recorded tapes: 2 track stereo, 4 track stereo, staggered stereo, dual track monaural or single track monaural. 4-track stereo plus dual speeds permits up to 3 hours recording on one 7" reel 6 hours as older types. Can be used with hi-fi systems for playback. Enjoy the full dynamic and tonal range and the sense of presence you can achieve with the tape recordings these units can provide.

TAPE MECHANISMS

General Specifications: Tape Decks listed below are dual speed (3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips). Speed change lever on front panel. The .12 mm stereo heads provide 40-12,000 cps response at 3% lps, beyond audibility at 7 1/2 ips. Simple, Single Rotary Control for Fast Forward, Fast Rewind, Play, Record. Standard pin jacks for easy connection to preamps. Two auxiliary AC outlets, controlled by mechanism's power switch. Idlers are disengaged in the Neutral position to prevent flat spots. Flitter and Wow less than 0.4% at 7 1/2 ips. Heavy duty balanced 4-pole motor, long-life mechanism. 21 oz. Flywheel. Takes up to 7 reels. Speed variation ±2% max.

Mounting: Vertical, horizontal, or angle cutout required 10 1/2" x 13 5/8". Highly styled — finished in gray and gold. Power Requirements 55 watts, 117 volts, 60 cps AC. Supplied complete with cutout template dimensional locating and removable shock-absorber mounting brackets, two grrommets to hold reels in position when mounting mechanism.

Net 99.95

PENTRON MODEL TM-1 TAPE MECHANISM - Monaural half-track recording and playback only. Has one combination record/play/erase head

Net 84.50

PENTRON MODEL TM-4 TAPE MECHANISM - 4 track stereo recording, 4 and 2 track stereo playback. In-line stereo and monaural recording and playback. Net 109.95

PENTRON • TAPE PREAMPLIFIERS

For Use With TM or Other Tape Mechanisms.

Stereo or Monaural Record/Playback or Play, Only.

Recording and/or playback preamplifiers designed specifically to match Pentron tape decks. Self powered, for 110-120 volts, 60 cycle AC. Handsome black and gold styling to match other Pentron units. All units except CA-5 are 11 5/16" x 3" x 8".

CA-24 STEREOMONO PREAMPLIFIER - For recording or playback. Use one CA-13 for monaural recording and for playback with TM-1 mechanism. Use two CA-13 for monaural and stereo recording or playback with TM-4 mechanism. Response to beyond audibility at 7 1/2 ips, per second. -55 db Internal noise and hum. Push-pull bias oscillator. Phone jack mike input, phone jack for Radio or TV. Use two CA-24 for complete preamplifier. 20-20,000 cps response. -55 db hum and internal noise, phone jack for mike, phone jack for Radio or TV. Six tubes: 2-12AX7, 2-12AU7, 4CA, 625. Shpg. wt., 7 lbs. Net 99.95

PENTRON CA-13 MONAURAL 8/P PREAMPLIFIER — For recording or playback. Use one CA-13 for monaural recording and for playback with TM-1 mechanism. Use two CA-13 for monaural and stereo recording or playback with TM-4 mechanism. Response to beyond audibility at 7 1/2 ips, per second. -55 db Internal noise and hum. Push-pull bias oscillator. Phone jack mike input, phone jack for Radio or TV. 1 volt RMS output. Record/Play Switch, Gain Control, Safety Interlock Button. Input for microphone plus radio or phonograph. Illuminated VU meter recording level indicator. Shpg. wt., 6 lbs. Net 79.95

PENTRON CA-15 STEREO PLAYBACK PREAMPLIFIER — Dual channel playback preamp for monaural or stereo use. Connect to two sound systems. Use one CA-15 with Pentron TM-4 for playback only. Response 20-20,000 cps; 1% distortion; NARTB equalization, volume and equalization control for each channel plus master gain control. Shpg. wt., 6 lbs. Net 79.95

PENTRON CA-14 MICROPHONE MIXER. With 6 hi-Z inputs; 4 for mike, 2 for phone. Uses 2-12AX7 tubes for mike, 2-12AX7 tubes for phone. 0 to 90 db response. 20-20,000 cps. Size 3 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 11/2". Shpg. wt., 14 lbs. Net 97.95

PENTRON CA-5 STEREO PLAYBACK PREAMPLIFIER — Small, self-powered dual channel preamp, with selectable NARTB or RIAA equalization. 10 Volt maximum output. 5" long, 3 1/2" wide, 3/4" high. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs. Net 17.59

X-8 CARRYING CASE for TM series decks and any CA preamp. Size 18" x 13 3/4" x 10". Shpg. wt., 14 lbs. Net 24.50

SA-4 CONVERSION KIT for TM-1 and TM-3 decks to dual-channel. Shpg. wt., 4 lbs. Net 18.95

X-188 Digital Counter attachment for Pentron Tape Decks. Shpg. wt., 4 lbs. Net 12.95

Lafayette QUALITY PANEL METERS

STEREO VU BALANCE METER

BALANCES STEREO SYSTEMS • TWO METERS IN ONE

ACCURATE TAPE RECORDER LEVEL INDICATOR

Forever ends the problem of adequately balancing your stereo system. Two precisely damped loudness meters mounted at opposite ends of the meter assembly provide a continuous comparison of speaker levels. The scales are calibrated in "Volume Units" and percent. 1.2 volts input sensitivity for 0 VU or 100 percent indication. Instead of continuously running back and forth between listening position and volume control, you can balance the entire system in one step. The special calibrating switch and 20 db attenuation controls permit exact matching of channels. But there are many more uses for this meter. It is the ideal recording level indicator for inexpensive stereo tape recorders, replacing the troublesome "magic eyes" or neon bulbs, and giving more accurate, more reliable readings. Safeguarded against burning out by two internal DC blocking diodes. Greater than 8,000 ohm impedance permits connecting to output circuits without loading. The entire unit is housed in an attractive plastic case 4" x 2 1/8" x 1 1/8". Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. Net 8.95

TM-40 STEREO BALANCE METER

Net 8.95

AUDIO OUTPUT VU LEVEL METER

A level meter for monaural systems, this unit is calibrated in Volume Units and percentages in accordance with standard VU meter practice. A consistently accurate reading level indicator to replace the clumsy "magic eyes" and neon bulbs of tape recorders, it indicates proper level in PA, paging and commercial music distribution systems. Housed in a compact plastic case 4" x 2 1/16" x 1 3/8". Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. Net 5.95

Call LAFAYETTE FOR ALL YOUR ELECTRONIC NEEDS
SPECIAL TAPE RECORDING VALUES

G B C “PHONETIC” TAPE RECORDER FOR HOME AND OFFICE
• WEIGHS ONLY 10 LBS. • UP TO 1 HR. & 20 MINS. RECORD/PLAY TIME • MEASURES ONLY 8" x 9½" x 4½” • TRULY SUBMINIATURE! • ACCURATE CLOCK-TYPE COUNTER • DUAL SPEED: 1½ & 3¼ INCHES PER SECOND • DECORATOR-STYLED FOR HOME OR OFFICE • A COMPLETE VERSATILE TAPE RECORDER

Lafayette is pleased to offer this top-quality versatile tape recorder/dictating machine which combines excellent performance with modest cost. Dual speed (1½ and 3¼ ips), frequency response is 75-7500 c.p.s. for speech or music amplifies, input jack for microphone, 3½-watt power amp. Automatic tape counter and magic-eye volume level indicator. Recorder measures 8" x 9½" x 4½" and weighs only 10 lbs. Finished in two-tone pastel green and ivory. Dual-proof plastic lid 310 volts, 60-cycle operation.

Net 99.50
Reg. Value 169.50

TAPE RECORDER • 10 WATTS PUSH-PULL OUTPUT! • MPF’S GUARANTEED SPEC! • RESPONSE 40-15,000 CPS ± 3 DB AT 7.5 IPS • DISTORTION LESS THAN 0.5% • WOW AND FLUTTER BELOW 0.3% • SIMPLIFIED KEYBOARD CONTROL! • WEIGHS ONLY 18 LBS.

MODEL T-1500 HI-FI TAPE RECORDER A really precision portable high fidelity recorder made by a famous manufacturer of precision optics. This latest model T-1500 is made available for the FIRST TIME AT THIS PRICE. By Lafayette Dual speed (1½ and 7.5 inches per second), dual-track—provides up to 4 hrs. of record or playback time. Suitable for stereo and mono recording and playback. Utilizes miniature components and all-metal electronics-type construction to achieve real portability. Weight only 18 lbs. Includes stereo head and microphone, with a built-in add-on. Special design of this outstanding recorder includes: signal-to-noise ratio 48 db; 2 special hum balance controls; “Balanced Tone” high fidelity; exclusive high-speed rewinding lever. Also available in 50 cycle test unit. Net 139.50

ACCESSORIES FOR WOLLNASK TAPE RECORDER

STereo CONVERSION KIT (A) Converts monaural tape recorder for stereo playback. Measures on the outside of almost all existing tape recorders. Uses high quality TLD-5 stereo head with internal magnetic shielding for low distortion. Mu-metal shield gives excellent rejection of hum. Plays monaural half-track tapes also. Quick easy installation using ordinary tools. After installation, one channel plays through present recorder and second channel plays through any other amplifier or preamp. Can be used for monaural or stereo recordings with appropriate amplifier. Shpr. wt., 1½ lbs.

NortonTRONICS RECORDING ACCESSORIES

STEREO CONVERSION KIT (A) Converts monaural tape recorder for stereo playback. Measures on the outside of almost all existing tape recorders. Uses high quality TLD-5 stereo head with internal magnetic shielding for low distortion. Mu-metal shield gives excellent rejection of hum. Plays monaural half-track tapes also. Quick easy installation using ordinary tools. After installation, one channel plays through present recorder and second channel plays through any other amplifier or preamp. Can be used for monaural or stereo recordings with appropriate amplifier. Shpr. wt., 1½ lbs.

NortonTRONICS SK-100 Net 35.50

1/4 TRACK 4-CHANNEL STEREO ADAPTER KIT (A) Similar to SK-100, but for use with new 1/4 track 4-channel stereo tapes. Equalized response, 30,120,000 cps ± 3 db of 3¾ ips. Output, 1 mv of 1 k. Can also be used with 1/2 track stereo tapes. Shpr. wt., 1½ lbs.

NortonTRONICS SK-50 Net 26.00

BIAS-ERASE OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMER (B) Furnishes 65 kc bias current to the recording head and erase current to either high or low impedance erase head. Complete with instructions and 1 tube oscillator circuit. Shpr. wt., 1½ lbs.

NortonTRONICS T60E Net 4.50

ALIGNMENT TAPE Full track, 3” reel, 7½ ips speed. Provides sine wave signals of 50 to 10,000 c.p.s for stereo and monaural heads calibration, 1/4”, phone level and tone control adjustment, and frequency response check. Shpr. wt., 4 oz.

NortonTRONICS AT-100 Net 2.50

PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER (C) Ideal for use with any tape deck or stereo head kit. Two required for stereo recording. Has NAEB equalization, VU meter, monitor jack, high level and line level inputs. Sensitivity for full recording: 1 mv, 0.2 channel. Provides 65 kc bias current, adjustable to match any head. Erase output for either high impedance (6000 to 10,000 ohms) or low impedance (20 to 30 ohms) eraser head. Full frequency response 50/5000 c.p.s. Also synchronization for stereo recording purpose using 2 RA-100’s. For 110-120 volt, 60 cops AC. Size, 2½” x 3½” x 6” w. Shpr. wt., 8 lbs.

NortonTRONICS RA-100 Net 49.50

PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER (D) For tape head playback with a tape deck or for addition to a converted recorder to provide playback amplification for the second channel. 2 required for a stereo deck. A complete 3-watt amplifier with a cathode follower preamp output for driving a larger amplifier. Linear low output with 1 mv sensitivity, high level output with 0.2 watts sensitivity. Outputs 4, 8, 16 ohm speaker taps; 1 volt cathode follower output. Less than 2% harmonic distortion, response 30-15,000 cps ± 2 db, continuously variable, equalization including NAEB and RIAA standards, 50 db 5/4 ratio. For 110-120 volts, 60 cops AC. Size 2½” x 3½” x 6” w. Shpr. wt., 8 lbs.

NortonTRONICS PL-100 Net 39.50

PATCH CORD AND JACK (E) For connecting one channel of the Stereo-Kit to the audio system of the converted recorder. With instructions. Shpr. wt., 5 oz.

NortonTRONICS PC-100 Net 2.50
NEW! MYLAR BASE RECORDING TAPE

Lafayette's huge purchasing power makes it possible to provide you with first quality tape at about half the price you would pay for the same tape with the manufacturer's own label. WE GUARANTEE ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY BACK. These splice-free mylar base recording tapes are quality manufactured to assure uniformity of frequency response and complete absence of drop-outs. In addition, they are extremely durable and break-resistant and are capable of withstanding temperature and humidity changes. The wide frequency response characteristics combined with low noise level and long playing time open new horizons of recording possibilities for the high fidelity enthusiast as well as professional sound engineers. Av. Shop. wt., 12 oz.

RT-12 1800 ft. on 1 mil Mylar base, 7" reel diameter.
Lots of 5, Ea. 2.85

RT-13 2400 ft. on 1/2 mil Mylar base, 7" reel diameter.
Lots of 5, Ea. 3.65

ACETATE BASE RECORDING TAPE

These popular high quality tapes are coated uniformly with red oxide on plastic base with high output and uniform frequency response covering the entire audio spectrum from 40-15,000 cps. completely splice-free. Another Lafayette outstanding value for all hi-fi recordists, backed up by our Money Back Guarantee. Using 7" cop dual track, 1200 ft. reel provides 1 hr. of recording time while 1800 ft. reel provides 1 1/2 hr. of recording time.

RT-T 1200 ft. on 1/2 mil acetate base, 7" reel.
Lots of 5, Ea. 1.50

RT-11 1800 ft. on 1 mil acetate base, 7" reel.
Lots of 5, Ea. 1.85

TELEPHONE PICKUP FOR RECOROING TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS

Induction telephone pickup. Telephone conversations can now be picked up with no tapping of wires or special telephone circuits. Simply place the phone base, either cradle or upright type, on the pickup platform and connect the leads to the high impedance input of any medium gain audio amplifier, or directly to any tape, disc or wire recorder. Shop. wt. 8 oz.

MS-16 — Replacement Blade .98

(B) ROBINS SILICONE TAPE CLOTH

Cleans, lubricates and protects by depositing a microscopic film of silicone on the tape. Reduces head wear, tape wear, tape speed and chatter. Eliminates "pream还要权限". Washable. Shop. wt., 3 oz.

MS-375 TAPE CLOTH .59

MAGNETIC TAPE SPlicer

An excellent accessory that splices tapes accurately and all-important joint noise, both ends cut simultaneously. Nickle-plated brass finish. Shop. wt., 1 lb.

MS-399 Net 1.47

MAL TPE STORAGE CANS

NEW LOW PRICE .39 ea. In lots of 6


ML-61 Lots of 6, Ea. .39 — Singly, .41

8 INCH EMPTY PLASTIC REELS

Individually boxed five plastic reels for recording tape.

MS-367 In lots of 6, Ea. .38 — Singly, .45

METAL TAPE STORAGE CHEST


ML-60 Net 2.99

10 INCH EMPTY PLASTIC REELS

Individually boxed five plastic reels for recording tape.

MS-368 In lots of 6, Ea. .38 — Singly, .45

C0303
NEW! LAFAYETTE-GOODMANS 3-WAY EXTRA-VALUE HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS

- 1½ lb. to 6½ lb. MAGNETS of "ALCOMAX," the most efficient magnetic material available!
- FREE-ENDED CONE SUSPENSION MADE BY EXCLUSIVE GOODMANS PROCESS
- 12" and 15" MODELS, ALL 3-WAY WITH SMOOTH LOW-, MID- AND HIGH-FREQUENCY COVERAGE
- ALL MODELS HAVE SPECIAL LOW-RESONANCE WOOFER CONES, STIFF MID-FREQUENCY RADIATOR CONES, COMPRESSOR-Driver Tweeter Horns
- FREQUENCY RESPONSE 30-30,000 cps
- HIGH POWER-HANDLING CAPACITY
- HIGH EFFICIENCY WITH LOW-DISTORTION TRANSIENT RESPONSE
- WIDE DISPERSION ANGLE TWEETER WITH SELF-ALIGNING ALUMINIUM VOICE COIL & DIAPHRAGM
- PLUG-IN 12 DB/OCTAVE CROSSOVER NETWORK WITH HIGH FREQUENCY LEVEL CONTROL

LAFAYETTE-GOODMANS 1½ lb. ALCOMAX MAGNET 12" AND 15" 3-WAY SPEAKERS

- 12" SPEAKER WITH 30 WATT POWER RATING
- 15" 35 WATTS
- WITH PLUG-IN 12 DB/OCTAVE L/C CROSSOVER NETWORK & L-PAD LEVEL CONTROL

SK-110 3-WAY 12" SPEAKER

Another highly efficient integrated 12" 3-way speaker system with response of 30-20,000 cps, cone resonance 35 cps, and power rating of 30 watts program material; dimensions 7½" overall height, 12½" dia. Magnetic flux density 11,500 gauss; total flux 129,000 maxwells. 1½ lb. voice coil. Rugged metal frame. Otherwise the same superior performance specifications as all other Lafayette-Goodmans speakers on this page. Shpg. wt., 20 lbs.

Net 47.50

GET 2 FOR STEREO

Onl 44.50 Ea.

SK-111-3-way 15" with 1½ lb. magnet. Same as SK-110 but 15" speaker, with power rating of 35 watts and cone resonance of 25 cps; 7½" deep, 15½" overall diameter.

Shpg. wt., 25 lbs.

Net 54.50

GET 2 FOR STEREO

Onl 51.50 Ea.

LAFAYETTE-GOODMANS 3½ lb. ALCOMAX MAGNET 12" AND 15" 3-WAY SPEAKERS

- 40 WATTS POWER RATING OF 12" SPEAKER
- 15" 45 WATTS
- HEAVY DIE CAST NON-RESONANT FRAMES
- 12 DB PER OCTAVE CROSSOVER WITH L-PAD HIGH FREQUENCY LEVEL CONTROL
- 25-35 CPS WOOFER RESONANCE

SK-112 3-WAY 12" SPEAKER

This is a 3-way integrated 12" speaker system whose performance can only be compared, in other words, to the very best available. The superior efficiency of the 3½ lb. Alcomax magnet with total flux of 185,000 maxwells plus the excellent constructional details, the exclusive Goodmans cone bonding and treatment process, the 35 cps cone resonance, the superb Goodmans horn-loaded compression driver tweeter, the heavy, non-resonant die-cast metal frame—all are combined to provide another LAFAYETTE SUPER-PERFORMANCE VALUE, made possible only by its custom specifications and by direct importation to save you money. Specifications are similar to the other Lafayette-Goodmans 12" speakers listed on this page, except power rating is 40 watts program material, voice coil dia. is 1½" and overall dia. is 8". Shpg. wt., 25 lbs.

51.50

GET 2 FOR STEREO

Onl 48.00 Ea.

SK-112-3-way 15" with 3½ lb. magnet. Same as SK-112 but 15" speaker with 25 cps cone resonance, power rating of 45 watts, voice coil dia. 2½", total flux 201,000 maxwells, 8½" deep, 15½" overall diameter.

Shpg. wt., 30 lbs.

Net 79.50

GET 2 FOR STEREO

Onl 75.00 Ea.

LAFAYETTE-GOODMANS 6½ lb. ALCOMAX MAGNET 12" AND 15" 3-WAY SPEAKERS

- 12" SPEAKER HAS 45 WATT POWER RATING
- 15" 50 WATT
- COMPLETE WITH PLUG-IN 12 DB PER OCTAVE L/C CROSSOVER NETWORK & L-PAD LEVEL CONTROL
- HEAVY, DIE-CAST NON-RESONANT FRAMES

SK-114 3-WAY 12" SPEAKER

A highly-efficient 3-way 45-watt speaker for faithful reproduction of the complete audible spectrum without tone coloration or distortion. Response 30-30,000 cps. Min exclusive Goodmans special process woofer cone with 2½" diameter aluminum voice coil and cone resonance of 35 cps. 6½ lb. Alcomax magnet (the most efficient magnetic material available), stiff-cored mid-range radiator with 2½" dia. mechanical crossover, and horn-loaded compression-type tweeter with self-aligning aluminum voice coil and diaphragm. Magnetic flux density is 14,500 gauss; total flux is 227,000 maxwells. Supplied with 5000 cps plug-in 12 db per octave electrical network with high frequency level control. 16 ohms impedance. Rated at 45 watts power handling capacity with integrated program material. Ruggedly constructed heavy die-cast metal frames minimize frame resonances; with screw terminals for easy connections, socket for plug-in crossover network and level control harness. Dimensions: 8½" overall depth, 12½" dia.; takes 11½" dia. baffle opening. Shpg. wt., 35 lbs.

79.50

GET 2 FOR STEREO

Onl 75.50 Ea.

SK-114-3-way 15" with 6½ lb. magnet. Same as SK-114 but 15" speaker, with power rating of 50 watts and cone resonance of 25 cps; 8½" deep, 15½" overall dia.; requires 13½" dia. baffle opening. Shpg. wt., 40 lbs.

Net 89.50

GET 2 FOR STEREO

Onl 82.00 Ea.

6½ LB. MAGNETS 45-WATT 12" 79.50 50-WATT 15" 89.50
THE WORLD-RENOWNED Lafayette SK-58
SUPER-QUALITY 12" COAXIAL HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER

FEATURES:
- 10" Woofer Free-Air Cone Resonance of 40 Cps
- Overall Response 30-18,000 Cps
- 3-1/2" Tweeter
- Fixed Frequency Response
- High Efficiency Wide Range
- 3-Way Crossover Network Complete
- Wide Bandwidth
- Precision Molded 3-Way Enclosure

NEW! LAFAYETTE 8" HI-FI SPEAKER
• "MECHANICAL 2-WAY" SPEAKER OF UNUSUAL DESIGN
• EXTRA-HEAVY MAGNETS, EXTREMELY HIGH FLUX
• RESPONSE 40-16,000 CPS
• SPECIAL PATENTED CONE CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIAL FOR SMOOTH, DISTORTION-FREE RESPONSE
• EXCELLENT FOR STEREO

NEW! 6½" COAXIAL SPEAKER
• FOR EXCELLENT HI-SOUND
• ECONOMICAL & A SPACE-SAVER FOR STEREO
• RESPONSE 15-10,000 CPS
• BUILT-IN CROSSOVER NETWORK
• LARGE, HEAVY MAGNETS
• 6¼" Cone, 6" 8 ohm Woofer

SPACE-SAVER SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
NEW! LAFAYETTE "MINI-CAB" RESONATOR TYPE FOR 8" SPEAKER
• USES RESONATOR PRINCIPLE FOR EXTENDED CLEAN BASS
• HEAVY 350 SOLID WOOD CONSTRUCTION
• A SUPERB PERFORMER—EXCELLENT FOR STEREO

NEW! LAFAYETTE DUCTED-PORT BASS REFLEX SPEAKER ENCLOSURE
• RECOMMENDED FOR STEREO
• NEW DESIGN FOR WIDE-RANGE RESPONSE
• IN A SMALL PACKAGE
• ECONOMICAL-SPACE SAVING
• FOR 8" OR 6" SPEAKER

24.95

E X C L U S I V E !
J udge!

B uy at 29.50

R e q u i r e s 5 " 1/2 " d i am e t e r c u t o u t .  M o u n t s w i t h A e q u a l l y .

S K-58 NET 29.50

LAFOYETTE UNIVERAL HI-FI BASSREFLEX ENCLOSURE KITS

- EASIEST TO ASSEMBLE – ALL YOU NEED IS A SCREWDRIVER! \( \frac{\pi}{2} \) WHITE BIRCH \& PRECISION-CUT – FITS TOGETHER SMOOTHLY \& PERFECT FOR SINGLE WIDE RANGE, 2-WAY OR 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS \& HIGHBOY OR LOWBOY STYLE

All pieces of these carefully designed bass reflex high fidelity speaker enclosures are perfectly accurate precut of \( \frac{\pi}{2} \) veneers to fit snugly together and eliminate spurious resonances. Front panels are hand-crafted with picture-frame molding and covered with pleasingly decorative plastic acoustic grilles to blend with any finish and room decor. Attractively tapered offset legs are protected by good-looking brass ferrules. Acoustic lining material is provided to prevent reverberation and cabinet resonance. Cutouts are provided for subwoofer plus adapter for 12", 8" or 6" midrange plus adapter for 5" and blank wood block if no midrange speaker is used. Jensen compression horn tweeter plus adapter for Lafayette HK-3, HW-7 or Lafayette-Goodman SX-104 tweeters plus blank wood block if no tweeter is used. Thus, any single wide-range 12" or 15" speaker may be used, or any Lafayette 2- or 3-way speaker system, or almost any other combination of speakers. Kits are supplied unfinished, smoothly sanded and ready for finishing. The lowboy-style cabinet dimensions are (less legs) 28 1/2" W x 23 1/2" H x 16" D, legs are 7" high. Highboy has some dimensions with height and width interchanged, Instructions, all parts, hardware, and grille are included with each kit.

LAFAYETTE MINIATURE HI-FI SPEAKER AND ENCLOSURE

NEW LAFAYETTE’S $6.95

ENCLOSURE WITH STEPHENS 80FR SPEAKER

Lafayette's Bookshelf Enclosure (left) is optionally available with a single Stephens full-range, free-cone 80FR speaker. Speaker has frequency response of 40-15,000 cps, is rated at 15 watts continuous (50 watts peak). 1 lb. Approx. 9" x 3" x 1 1/2" deep. Shpg. wt. 16 lbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAB-38</th>
<th>Net 22.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAB-39</td>
<td>Net 23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAB-40</td>
<td>Net 23.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENCLOSURE WITH STEPHENS 80FR SPEAKER

Ready to play—this 2-way system (with crossover) installed in Lafayette's tastefully designed bookshelf enclosure (left) provides the perfect answer for those who demand realistic sound reproduction even in small apartments, dens, etc. Two of these systems are ideal for stereo. Speaker system consists of special Jensen 8" woofer with heavy magnet, a Jensen compression-type horn-loaded tweeter, plus a 2000-cycle LC crossover network. Shpg. wt. (complete system and enclosure) 22 lbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SY-285</th>
<th>2-way system with CAB-38</th>
<th>Net 39.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SY-286</td>
<td>2-way system with CAB-39</td>
<td>Net 40.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-287</td>
<td>2-way system with CAB-40</td>
<td>Net 40.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LAFOYETTE BOOKSHELF ENCLOSURE 2-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM WITH BOOKSHELF ENCLOSURE

JENSEN TWEETER

JENSEN 6" WOOFER

LAFAYETTE L-C CROSSOVER

No need to forgo the fun of hi-fi because of cramped quarters! Lafayette provides a handsome solution to the problem with this custom-designed enclosure which will be "at home" anywhere. Unique design enables use as bass-reflex cabinet with Jensen tweeter or as ducted-port type with Lafayette's SK-105 or any 8" full-range speaker. Cover cut-outs are provided. Two of these enclosures offer the perfect setup for stereo. Solid 3/4" veneer plywood construction throughout. Hand-rubbed finish, brass-trimmed molding. Overall size: 11 1/2" H x 24" W x 10" D deep. Shpg. wt. 16 lbs.

| CAB-38 Bookshelf Enclosure (mahogany) | Net 22.95 |
| CAB-39 Bookshelf Enclosure (walnut)   | Net 23.95 |
| CAB-40 Bookshelf Enclosure (blond-timed oak) | Net 23.95 |

FINISHING KITS

To obtain professional-like furniture finishes. Include stain, filler, sealer, varnish, finishing papers, brushes, and detailed instructions. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

- FK-10 Walnut
- FK-20 Mahogany
- FK-30 Fruitwood
- FK-40 Cherry
- FK-50 Golden Oak
- FK-60 Ebony

Net Each: 4.90

Factory-Asssembled Bass Reflex Enclosures

Same as the Lafayette kits above but factory-assembled and finished in lustrous, hand-rubbed mahogany or blonde to measure up to the finest standards of high-quality fine-furniture finishes. Also available assembled but unfinished.

| CAB-13 Assembled, Unfinished Highboy     | Net 39.50 |
| CAB-19 Highboy, Assembled, Finished in Mahogany or Blonde (please specify) | Net 49.50 |
| CAB-21 Highboy Assembled, In Walnut Finish | Net 52.50 |
| CAB-24 Assembled, Unfinished Lowboy     | Net 39.50 |
| CAB-20 Mahogany or Blonde Lowboy, Completely Assembled (please specify choice of finish) | Net 49.50 |
| CAB-22 Lowboy Assembled, In Walnut Finish | Net 52.50 |
LAFAYETTE 2 and 3 WAY!

Famous 3-WAY SYSTEM

with 15" WOOFER...8" MID-RANGE SPEAKER...HORN TWEETER...
CROSSOVER NETWORK

55.50
ONLY 5.50 DOWN $5.00 MONTHLY

- 15-INCH WOOFER WITH 31.5 OZ. MAGNET (SK-67)
- 8-INCH MID-RANGE SPEAKER (SK-74)
- NEW HIGH-FREQUENCY ACOUSTICAL LENS TWEETER (HW-7)
- 3-WAY CROSSOVER NETWORK (LN-3)

Lafayette presents this outstanding 3-way speaker system designed for the high fidelity enthusiast who desires performance formerly possible in multi-speaker systems costing many times this price. You won't believe your ears when you hear the superb reproduction throughout the entire audio spectrum. The SK-67 15" woofer provides phenomenal bass response, the SK-74 8" speaker delivers full bodied, mid-range frequencys, and the HW-7 high frequency acoustical lens tweeter faithfully reproduces the highest audible frequencies. Crossover points at 350 and 5000 cycles are provided by the LN-3 3-way inductance-capacitance network with continuously variable presence and brilliance controls that adjust tone balance to personal taste. Shpg. wt., 25 lbs.

SY-03—Complete System as listed above

CAB-13—PREASSEMBLED UNFINISHED MOUNT CABINET Net 29.50
CAB-14—PREASSEMBLED UNFINISHED LOUDSPEAKER CABINET Net 39.50
CK-10 Unfinished Hi-bay Speaker Cabinet Kit 29.50
CK-11 Unfinished Low-boy Speaker Cabinet Kit 29.50

ALL LAFAYETTE ENCLOSURES and ENCLOSURE KITS are DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE ALL LAFAYETTE 2 and 3 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS
15" COAXIAL HIGH-FIDELITY SPEAKER

30-20,000 CPS—25 WATTS—21.5 OZ. ALNICO V MAGNET

Superb standard of performance throughout the audio spectrum. Consists of specially designed 15" woofer with a full 2" high-frequency tweeter, coaxially mounted, and 1½" voice coil. Extra heavy magnets are used in both units for highest efficiency and smoothest response. The 15" woofer gives the deep, rich bass notes for complete satisfaction. Frequency response: 30-20,000 CPS. Crossover frequency: 3500 CPS. Handling capacity: 25 watts, 25 watts peak. Impedance: 8 ohms. Rugged seamless cone, finished in attractive non-marking brown homemaided enamel. Shop wt.: 13 lbs. Cone Resonance 45 cycles

SK-70  Net 25.50

12" COAXIAL HIGH-FI SPEAKER

Some magnet weight and characteristics as above except for diameter. Cone Resonance 30 cycles

SK-71—12" Coax.  Net 22.50

ECONOMY 8" COAXIAL HIGH-FI SPEAKER

• IDEAL WIDE-RANGE BUDGET SPEAKER • PERFECT FOR STEREO • RESPONSE 70-12,000 CPS • BUILT-IN CROSSOVER • 10 WATT RATING • 5.16 OZ. MAGNET

A fine coaxial high fidelity speaker with built-in electronic crossover. Rated at 10 watts, with response of 70-12,000 cps. Rugged seamless cone, high efficiency 3.16 oz. Alnico V magnet, specially-treated long-life cone, and gasket-coated magnet cover contribute to its fine performance. 8 ohm voice coil. Shop wt.: 6 lbs.

SK-92 LAFAYETTE ECONOMY SPECIAL  Net 6.25

8" HI-FI WIDE RANGE SPEAKER

50—13,000 CPS

Answers the need for a good quality but moderately priced speaker with a range of 50-13,000 cycles. An extremely smooth single cone reproducer — ideally suited for Hi-Fi systems. Excellent for limited space—good overall balance—power handling capacity. 8 watts—6 oz. Alnico V magnet—frequency response: 50-13,000 CPS when properly baffled. Rim treatment on cone minimizes possibility of diaphragm distortion. Voice coil impedance: 8 ohms. Shop wt.: 4 lbs.

Cone Resonance 85 cycles

SK-69  Net 6.25

8" MID-RANGE & WOOFER

A low frequency bass reproducer, free from distortion and capable of clean reproduction down to 40 cycles. Ideal for use with tweeters and crossover networks to make up a 2-way or 3-way system. Can also be used with additional speakers as a multi-speaker woofer. Perfect, too, as mid-range unit in low cost 3-way systems. Crossover at 350 CPS, frequency response from 350-13,500 cycles, suitable for crossover to 5000 cycles. Impedance 8 ohms. Cone Resonance 150 cycles

Shop wt.: 4 lbs.

SK-76  Net 6.50

5-INCH HIGH-FREQUENCY TWEETER

25 WATTS—WITH BUILT-IN CROSSOVER NETWORK

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY 2000 CYCLES

A fully enclosed high-frequency tweeter with sensibility and smoothness which in many cases outperforms the much more costly compression horn types of tweeter. Clean, with extended high frequency response of 600 to 15,000 CPS and crossover frequency of 2500-3500 CPS, this tweeter will handle output of small amplifiers up to 25 watts. Will increase the frequency response range and add much to the realistic reproduction of the original performance. Voice coil 1½" dia., impedance 8 ohms rugged seamless cone—inheritently moisture resistant. 3.16 oz. Alnico V magnet, with built-in crossover network. Shop wt.: 3½ lbs.

SK-72  Net 5.25

12" COAXIAL SPEAKER

EXTENDED RANGE DUAL SPEAKER SYSTEM FOR FM OR AM RADIO, TELEVISION, SOUND AND WIDE RANGE RECORD PHOTOGRAPHS. QUICK, EASY, MODERNIZING REPLACEMENT OF OLD STYLE SINGLE RANGE SPEAKERS.

12" Alnico with 1½" voice coil and heavy one piece cone. Specially designed 3" Alnico V PM tweeter completes this combination speaker, range 40 to 13,000 CPS. Built-in high pass filter. Installs some as regular PM speaker, only two wires to connect. 6.8 oz. Alnico V magnet. Impedance: 8 ohms

SK-93  Net 8.75

NEW! 12" WIDE-RANGE HI-POWER HI-FI SPEAKER

• 1 lb. ALNICO 5 MAGNET • RATED AT 30 WATTS • RESPONSE 75-14,000 CPS • SEAMLESS CONE • SPECIAL HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION

Incorporating a full 1 lb. magnet of high-flux density Alnico 5, this new wide-range 12" PM high fidelity speaker is rated at 30 watts and is excellent for use with any hi-fi system. With proper baffling, frequency response is 20 to 14,000 cps. Special constructional features include a 2" voice coil, permanent bonding of the voice coil to the seamless cone, completely dust-proof enclosed magnet structure; fibro-to-metal bands made with heat under extreme pressure; heavy cast-metal frame; metal parts heavily cadmium-plated, with exposed surfaces covered with a handsome matte finish. Voice coil impedance 8 ohms. Overall dimensions 3 1/2", mounting diameter 11-9/16", depth 4 1/8". Color-coded brass solderless binding-post terminals. Shop wt.: 7 lbs.

SK-99  Net 14.95

ECONOMY 15" COAXIAL HI-SPEAKER

• RATED AT 20 WATTS • 5" TWEETER • BUILT-IN 1800 CPS CROSSOVER • RESPONSE 45-12,000 CPS

This dual-speaker system provides clean, extended response down to 45 cycles with coaxially mounted 5" tweeter and built-in 1800 cps crossover. Heavy, non-resonant frame, anti-corrosion treated. 6.8 oz. Alnico V magnet, 8 ohm voice coil. 20 watts power rating. Shop wt.: 11 lbs.

SK-89 LAFAYETTE ECONOMY SPECIAL  Net 13.75

15" HI-FI LOW FREQUENCY WOOFER

• 31.5 OZ. ALNICO MAGNET • 20 TO 5000 CYCLES—35 WATTS

This efficient 15" low frequency woofer incorporates many exclusive features. For original equipment or replacement, it provides highly efficient extended low-frequency response. Ideal for assembling 2- and 3-way speaker systems. Handling 35 watts of audio power, Frequency response ± 1 dB to 20 CPS to 1000 CPS, ± 5 dB from 20 CPS in ± 5000 CPS with proper baffling. Voice coil dia. 2", impedance 8 ohms. 31.5 oz. Alnico V magnet. Finished in beautiful brown enamel. Cone is seamless type, permanently bound to voice coil. Shop wt.: 13½ lbs.

Cone Resonance 45 cycles

SK-67  Net 23.95

12" HI-FI LOW FREQUENCY WOOFER

31.5 OZ. ALNICO V MAGNET—25 WATTS

Provides efficient, extended low-frequency response of ± 3 db from 35 to 6000 CPS, and features 25 watts handling capacity. Perfect for high fidelity installations or for modernization of older equipment. Ideal for assembling 2- and 3-way speaker systems at a budget price. Enclosed magnetized, lightweight dust-proof. Camouflage of over cones and baffle; properly calculated sound dispersion. Best bass response. 31.5 oz. Alnico V magnet, 1½" dia. voice coil, 8 ohm impedance. All exposed surfaces are finished in beautiful brown enamel. Shop wt.: 8 lbs.

Cone Resonance 50 cycles

SK-40  Net 16.50
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FULL REFUND OF EASY PAY CARRYING CHARGES IF PAYMENTS COMPLETED WITHIN 60 DAYS
HIGH FREQUENCY TWEETER WITH ACOUSTIC LENS
DIRECT IMPORTATION MAKES THIS PRICE POSSIBLE!

- FREQUENCY RESPONSE FROM 2000 CPS TO BEYOND AUDIBILITY
- LOUVERED ACOUSTIC LENS FOR IMPROVED SOUNDBOARD
- HANDLES 25 WATTS OF POWER


NEW! Lafayette COMPRESSION-TORCH SPEAKER SYSTEM

- RESPONSE 1500-16,000 CPS
- 20 WATTS
- EXPOSITION TALL
- FOR 2-WAY, 3-WAY OR 4-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS
- WIDE-Angle DISPERSION OF NIGHS
- FOR TOP OR IN-CABINET MOUNTING

A HIGH QUALITY COMPRESSION-DRIVER TWEETER IN WHICH CAREFUL ENGINEERING DESIGN AND POINTEERING MANUFACTURING PROCESS ARE COMBINED TO PROVIDE A RESPONSE RANGE OF 1500-16,000 CPS, A CONTINUOUS DUTY RATINGS OF 20 WATTS, OUT FINE STYLING TO PERMIT MOUNTING TOP OF THE SPEAKER ENCLOSURE, OR, OPTIONAL, WITHIN THE ENCLOSURE. VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISSIPATION OF HIGH FREQUENCIES PROPERLY FOUND. WITH CHROME-PLATED FAKK, CHROME-PLATED SCREW TERMINALS FOR EASY CONNECTIONS. OVERALL HEIGHT WITH SWIVEL STAND IS 4 1/2"; WIDTH 2 3/4"; BEHIND PANEL MOUNTING REQUIRES A RECTANGULAR CUTOUT (LONG AXES VERTICAL) 1 1/4" X 4 3/16". SHIP. Wt., 3 Ibs.

FINE QUALITY HI-FI COMPONENTS
At Savings of \( \frac{33}{3} \) to 50%

CONE TYPE METAL-CASED HI-FI TWEETER

- FREQUENCY RESPONSE 2000-16,000 CPS
- HANDLES 20 WATTS
- IMPORTED TO SAVE YOU MONEY

Without doubt one of the finest cone type high frequency tweeters we have ever seen. A remarkable improvement over previous models in performance, only by dispersive type tweeter. It is particularly efficient in the higher end of the audio spectrum where ordinary cone tweeters tend to lose clarity and volume. With this tweeter added to your present speaker system, you will be able to hear all the fine transients and high notes of the upper register as they were actually recorded. Entirely enclosed in metal case with base for standing by itself, or mounting on a flat surface. BRACKET IS SUPPLIED FOR MOUNTING PANEL OR IN CABINET. REQUIRES CROSSOVER NETWORK SUCH AS LA FAYETTE LN-2. DIAMETER, 3". DEPTH, 2 1/2". VOICE COIL IMPEDANCE 8-16 OHMS.

NEW! Lafayette COMPRESSION-TORCH SPEAKER SYSTEM

- RESPONSE 1500-16,000 CPS
- 20 WATTS
- EXPOSITION TALL
- FOR 2-WAY, 3-WAY OR 4-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS
- WIDE-Angle DISPERSION OF NIGHS
- FOR TOP OR IN-CABINET MOUNTING

A HIGH QUALITY COMPRESSION-DRIVER TWEETER IN WHICH CAREFUL ENGINEERING DESIGN AND POINTEERING MANUFACTURING PROCESS ARE COMBINED TO PROVIDE A RESPONSE RANGE OF 1500-16,000 CPS, A CONTINUOUS DUTY RATINGS OF 20 WATTS, OUT FINE STYLING TO PERMIT MOUNTING TOP OF THE SPEAKER ENCLOSURE, OR, OPTIONAL, WITHIN THE ENCLOSURE. VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISSIPATION OF HIGH FREQUENCIES PROPERLY FOUND. WITH CHROME-PLATED FAKK, CHROME-PLATED SCREW TERMINALS FOR EASY CONNECTIONS. OVERALL HEIGHT WITH SWIVEL STAND IS 4 1/2"; WIDTH 2 3/4"; BEHIND PANEL MOUNTING REQUIRES A RECTANGULAR CUTOUT (LONG AXES VERTICAL) 1 1/4" X 4 3/16". SHIP. Wt., 3 Ibs.

DUAL WIDE-ANGLE TWEETER
ADD TO YOUR PRESENT SPEAKER
FOR A 2- OR 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM

NEW! Lafayette Scoop! Modernize your high fidelity listening by adding this wide-angle dual-tweeter to extend treble range in a 2-way or 3-way speaker system. Mounts directly on any 12" speaker and converts it to a capitol type. Response 1500 to 16,000 cps. Recommended crossover 2500 to 4000 cps. Heavy magnets for high efficiency with 18,000 gauss flux density. Dispersion angle approx. 125° horizontally. Impedance 16 ohms (2-8 ohm units in series). Will handle up to 20 watts program in 2 or 3-way system, Incorporates specially designed chrome-plated steel bracket of rigid construction to prevent resonances. Measures 12" L x 2" D x 2 1/2" H overall. Ship. Wt., 2 lbs.

LA FAYETTE 2 AND 3-WAY CROSSOVER NETWORKS

TWO-WAY CROSSOVER—Capacitive-inductive network with 2000 cps crossover, and built-in continuously variable "brilliance" control that permits adjustments to match room acoustics perfectly. Channels all frequencies above 2000 cycles into the high frequency tweeter of a multi-speaker hi-fi fidelity system. The control is on a 2 ft. long cable to permit mounting on a panel removed from the network. Matches speakers with 8-16 ohm voice coil. Careful design has reduced insertion loss to a minimum. Enclosed metal case 6 1/2" L, 2 1/4" H, 2 1/4" D. Easily accessible screw terminals for input and speakers. With instructions. Ship. Wt., 5 lbs.

THREE-WAY CROSSOVER—A carefully designed and engineered 3-way crossover network with continuously variable "brilliance" and "presence" controls. Separates audio frequencies and feeds them to low frequency woofer, mid-range speaker and high frequency tweeter. Crossovers are 350, and 5000 cps. For 8-16 ohm systems. The network is a true inductance-capacitance unit. Two built-in controls are widely adjustable. Crossover cables are remote-mountable. Insertion loss has been reduced to a minimum. Crossover is enclosed in heavy metal case 8 1/2" L, 3 1/2" H, 2 1/2" D. Easily accessible screw terminals for input and speakers. With Instructions. Ship. Wt., 7 lbs.

NEW! Lafayette 12 DB/OCTAVE CROSSOVER NETWORK

- FOR 2-WAY OR 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS
- FOR 8-16 OHM SYSTEMS
- CROSSTOS AT 350, 700, 2800 AND 5000 CPS
- BUILT-IN FRONT PANEL LEVEL CONTROLS
- FOR TABLE-TOP, SHELF, OR PANEL MOUNTING

A new Lafayette 1/C network, ruggedly built and of excellent engineering design, for dividing the audio frequency spectrum of appropriate crossover points as required by 2-way or 3-way speaker systems. Incorporates high and low-inductances and capacitance to provide the sharp cutoff at 12 db per octave with minimal loss of output at the crossover frequencies and with low insertion loss. Choke of crossovers for 2-way speaker systems includes 350, 700, 2300, and 3500 cps; for 3-way systems combinations available are 350 and 2500, 350 and 5000, 700 and 2500, 700 and 5000. Designed for voice call impedances of 8-16 ohms, with all speakers in any given system having like impedances. The network is housed in an extremely rugged metal cabinet with rubber feet and may be placed on tabletop, shelf, on the console cabinet panel, or on the side or rear of the speaker enclosure. Removable metal escutcheon plates and decorative knobs are provided for the built-in high-frequency and mid-frequency baffle terminals. The cabinet measures 15 1/2" W x 3 1/2" H x 5 1/2" deep (including knobs). Ship. Wt., 9 lbs.

NEW! Lafayette 12 DB/OCTAVE CROSSOVER NETWORK

- FOR 2-WAY OR 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS
- FOR 8-16 OHM SYSTEMS
- CROSSTOS AT 350, 700, 2800 AND 5000 CPS
- BUILT-IN FRONT PANEL LEVEL CONTROLS
- FOR TABLE-TOP, SHELF, OR PANEL MOUNTING

A new Lafayette 1/C network, ruggedly built and of excellent engineering design, for dividing the audio frequency spectrum of appropriate crossover points as required by 2-way or 3-way speaker systems. Incorporates high and low-inductances and capacitance to provide the sharp cutoff at 12 db per octave with minimal loss of output at the crossover frequencies and with low insertion loss. Choke of crossovers for 2-way speaker systems includes 350, 700, 2300, and 3500 cps; for 3-way systems combinations available are 350 and 2500, 350 and 5000, 700 and 2500, 700 and 5000. Designed for voice call impedances of 8-16 ohms, with all speakers in any given system having like impedances. The network is housed in an extremely rugged metal cabinet with rubber feet and may be placed on tabletop, shelf, on the console cabinet panel, or on the side or rear of the speaker enclosure. Removable metal escutcheon plates and decorative knobs are provided for the built-in high-frequency and mid-frequency baffle terminals. The cabinet measures 15 1/2" W x 3 1/2" H x 5 1/2" deep (including knobs). Ship. Wt., 9 lbs.

LA FAYETTE'S EXCLUSIVE HI-FI EQUIPMENT SAVES YOU MORE AND SERVES YOU BETTER
LAFAYETTE HI-FI SPEAKER ENCLOSURES FOR UNITARY 2-WAY—3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS

LAFAYETTE RESONATOR ENCLOSURES

THE CABINET—New, lowboy console resonator cabinet for 12" high fidelity speakers. Completely assembled and finished unit constructed of ¼" stock of the finest genuine mahogany and walnut veneers. Solidly built and acoustically designed to provide wide range frequency response without reverberation or vibration. Cabinet is lined with acoustic material to prevent cabinet resonance. Front panel has attractive picture frame molding and fine quality plastic grille cloth that matches the finish. Baffle area approximately 4.3 cubic feet. Cutout for 12" speaker. Dimensions: 20" wide, 23½" high, 16½" deep. Shpg. wt. 38 lbs.

CAB-16—Finished Cabinet only (Specify Walnut or Mahogany) Net 29.50
CAB-17—Same as above in Blonde finish Net 31.50

LAFAYETTE UNIVERSAL HI-FI SPEAKER ENCLOSURES

LAFAYETTE UNIVERSAL SPEAKER ENCLOSURES are "universal" in the sense that almost any combination of speakers can be installed in the cabinet. Has cutout for 15" speaker plus adapter for 12". Also a cutout for 8½" or 8" speaker plus adapter for 5" and blank wood block if such speakers are not desired. In addition, a tweeter opening is provided for most standard tweeters, plus adapter for Lafayette HK7, HW-7 or Lafayette-Goodman's SK-10 tweeters plus blank wood block if no tweeter is used.

UNIVERSAL BASS REFLEX ENCLOSURES

Solidly constructed of ¼" stock. Finished models of genuine veneers of the original wood. Universal speaker panel is detail with picture frame molding and covered with pleasing plastic grille. 5" tapered off-set legs are edge-tipped with brass ferrules. Lined internally with acoustic material. Size of lowboy (less legs): 28½" w, 23½" h, 16½" d. Same size for highboy with height and width interchanged. Shpg. wt., 54 lbs.

CAB-13—Highboy; CAB-14—Lowboy Unfinished Net 39.50
CAB-19—Highboy; CAB-20—Lowboy In Mahogany Net 49.50
CAB-21—Highboy; CAB-22—Lowboy In Walnut or Blonde (please specify finish) Net 52.50

DELUXE UNIVERSAL DUCTED PORT ENCLOSURES

Deluxe universal enclosure employing the ducted port principle for efficient speaker loading and better bass response. Internally lined with acoustical padding. Provides 6½ cu. ft. volume. Actually improves the overall response of any speaker system. Universal speaker panel to accept any speaker system desired. The sharply styled enclosure is wrapped around with attractive grill cloth. Heavy ¼" veneer plywood construction throughout. Dimension, 28" h, 24½" w, 21½" d, with 4½" self leveling legs. Shpg. wt., 55 lbs.

CAB-35—In Mahogany Net 62.50
CAB-36—In Walnut Net 65.50
CAB-37—In Blonde (Limed Oak) Net 65.50

SPECIAL MONEY SAVING COMBINATIONS—LAFAYETTE CABINETS AND NATIONALY FAMOUS SPEAKERS

COMBINATIONS WITH LAFAYETTE UNIVERSAL CABINETS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock No.</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Enclosures</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Special Combination Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SY-177</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-11</td>
<td>129.00</td>
<td>99.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-189</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-12</td>
<td>139.00</td>
<td>112.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-191</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-21</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-211</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-22</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-311</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>108.00</td>
<td>89.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-312</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-361</td>
<td>Electro-Voice 137TRX</td>
<td>CAB-11</td>
<td>84.00</td>
<td>66.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-362</td>
<td>Electro-Voice 137TRX</td>
<td>CAB-12</td>
<td>94.00</td>
<td>75.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-363</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>108.00</td>
<td>89.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-364</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-177</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-41</td>
<td>167.00</td>
<td>127.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-311</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>108.00</td>
<td>89.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-312</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-361</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-11</td>
<td>84.00</td>
<td>66.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-362</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-12</td>
<td>94.00</td>
<td>75.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-363</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>108.00</td>
<td>89.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-364</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMBINATIONS WITH LAFAYETTE DELUXE UNIVERSAL ENCLOSURES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock No.</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Enclosures</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Special Combination Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SY-251</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-11</td>
<td>143.00</td>
<td>103.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-252</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-12</td>
<td>153.00</td>
<td>126.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-253</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-21</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>34.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-254</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-22</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>34.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-255</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>110.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-256</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-257</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-11</td>
<td>167.00</td>
<td>127.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-258</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-12</td>
<td>177.00</td>
<td>135.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-259</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>110.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-260</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-261</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>110.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-262</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-251</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-11</td>
<td>167.00</td>
<td>127.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-252</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-12</td>
<td>177.00</td>
<td>135.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-253</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>110.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-254</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-255</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>110.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-256</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-257</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-31</td>
<td>110.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-258</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-32</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: For Combinations of Lafayette Universal Cabinets and Lafayette-Goodman's 3-way speakers, see other pages.

COMBINATIONS WITH LAFAYETTE RESONATOR ENCLOSURE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock No.</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Enclosures</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Special Combination Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SY-2691</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-1</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-2692</td>
<td>University 8003</td>
<td>CAB-2</td>
<td>73.00</td>
<td>54.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-2711</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-1</td>
<td>118.00</td>
<td>83.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY-2712</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-2</td>
<td>128.00</td>
<td>92.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-2711</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-1</td>
<td>118.00</td>
<td>83.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-2712</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-2</td>
<td>128.00</td>
<td>92.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-2791</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-1</td>
<td>118.00</td>
<td>83.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-2792</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-2</td>
<td>128.00</td>
<td>92.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-2793</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-3</td>
<td>91.00</td>
<td>69.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-2794</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-4</td>
<td>109.00</td>
<td>81.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV-2795</td>
<td>Lafayette-Goodman's $-10</td>
<td>CAB-5</td>
<td>119.00</td>
<td>88.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Specify Walnut or Blonde finish.
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BUY THE MERCHANDISE YOU WANT NOW ON LAFAYETTE'S EASY PAYMENT PLAN
NEW! LAFAYETTE "PHONE MASTER" RADIO-INTERCOM-BABY SITTER

Just the set for home or office—wherever a radio and intercom are required. The Lafayette "Phone-Master" is a convenient radio and two-way intercom, beautifully and ingeniously combined to give long service and extra versatility. Indispensable in large homes, from kitchen to front door, from living room to the den, from house to garage—in business, office to office, office to shop, department to department—on the farm, house to barn. Perfect as an electronic baby sitter, to watch over the baby, anywhere, the "Phone-Master" consists of two handy units: The small remote speaker mounted in its own cabinet, with excellent sound characteristics, yet small enough (only 1/8 x 1/16 x 3/16") not to clash with the decor of the room; and the compact radio and intercom master station, also attractively styled in its own 6" x 4" x 4" cabinet. Master station controls include a large, smooth-acting tuning knob, with an easily visible tuning dial, an On-Off-Volume knob, and a selector switch for Talk or Listen. In the Phone position of the Function switch, this versatile unit is a fine two-way intercom, capable of calling and monitoring the remote station. In the Radio position, it becomes a sensitive 5-tube superhet receiver which can be listened to at the master unit, or can be connected to the remote unit. The perfect solution to intercommunication problems—the remote can be answered without stopping work—it picks up sound from more than 50 feet away—so sensitive it picks up the ticking of a clock on the other side of the room! Complete with master and remote stations and connecting wire with two plugs. Shop. wt., 6 lbs.

PS-120—"Phone-Master" Radio-Intercom Net 31.95

NEW! GRANCO FM RECEIVER

Model 6011 Volts: 110 V AC-DC. Size 9 1/2" x 4 1/6" x 3 1/2". Shop. wt., 6 lbs. List 42.95 Net 32.45

- SENSITIVE 5-TUBE SUPERHET
- TWO-WAY INTERCOM
- AC-DC OPERATION
- EXTRA COMPACT

GRANCO 6010P—Gray and White. List 39.95 Net 31.95
GRANCO 6010G—Turquoise, Green and White. List 33.95
GRANCO 601R—Coral and White. List 33.95. Net 34.95

NEw! GRANCO AM-FM RECEIVER

Model 7010 Volts: 110 V AC-DC. Size 9 1/4" x 4 1/6" x 3 1/2". Shop. wt., 9 lbs.

List 45.95 Net 34.95

- 18 TUBES
- SENSITIVE 5-TUBE AM
- SENSITIVE 5-TUBE FM

GRANCO 7010P—Gray and White. List 39.95 Net 31.95
GRANCO 7010G—Turquoise, Green and White. List 34.45
GRANCO 701R—Coral and White. List 42.95. Net 32.45

Extra features: top performance... Portability... Long battery life... Ideal for home and office. Perfect as a portable unit... for the summer cottage... Backstage for once-a-year amateur theatricals... as well as permanent installation... office to office... kitchen to front door. This is a complete transistor intercom system, consisting of a master station and a remote station. Specialized circuitry permits each unit to call the other (remote can call the master even when it is turned off), while requiring only a two-conductor wire for interconnection. Completely transistorized, requires only 6 volts from built-in, easily replaceable batteries for months and months of reliable communication. Elimination of all power line connections eliminates all shock hazard and makes this unit safe to use everywhere—even outdoors, the kitchen and other applications where contact with ground is possible. Master station has a volume control for comfortable level setting, and function switch with three positions: Talk, for speaking to remote不 Listens, for monitoring the remote (baby sitting, etc.); and Standby. The Standby position turns off the power to conserve batteries. Zero warm up time means the unit is instantly ready for operation the moment the function switch is thrown to Talk or Listen. When the unit is turned off (Standby) the remote can call the master by depressing its Call switch; a pleasant musical tone alerts the master that it is being called. Push-pull output circuit, the correct amount of negative feedback, plus big 4" speakers are used for optimum naturalness and intelligibility. Each unit is housed in an attractive, two-tone metal case, measuring 4 1/4" Wide x 2" High x 3 1/2" Depth, not including 3/4" projecting knobs. Shown with cabinets. Shop. wt., 6 lbs.

PA-70—Transistor Intercom complete with batteries. Net 29.95

NEW! LAFAYETTE 4 TRANSISTOR INTERCOM AND ELECTRONIC BABY SITTER

- 4 TRANSISTORS
- NO SHOCK HAZARD
- NO WARMUP DELAY
- EXTRA SMALL
- NO HUM
- NO HEAT
- 4" SPEAKERS

Regency RC-103 FM TeleVerter

- MAKES ANY TV SET AN FM RECEIVER
- COMPLETELY TRANSISTORIZED
- SIMPLY INSTALLED BY ANYONE

The Regency Model RC-103 TeleVerter makes any TV set an FM receiver at the flip of a switch, yet does not interfere with normal TV reception. Utilizes the TV audio system and large speaker baffle to produce tone quality for superior to small table model FM receivers. Completely transistorized, its power source is 3.5 volt penlight batteries with current drain so low (200 mA) that battery life expectancy approaches the rated life of the radio. Simple to install by anyone in 5 minutes—the only connections necessary are to TV set antenna terminals and cabinet. A-1 FCC transmitter complies with all Federal regulations. Large easy-to-read dial and planetary drive make fine tuning easy and master sharp. Housed in attractive 4 1/2" x 6" x 4" plastic cabinet. Shop. wt., 5 lbs.

Regency RC-103 FM TeleVerter..... Net 14.96
Burgess Z Cells (3 needed)....08 ea
A terrific bargain in an all-around extra sensitive multimeter. Here is the ideal all-purpose multimeter for troubleshooting anything electrical or electronic—can be used for repairing automobiles, wiring, checking ordinary household appliances, such as irons, heaters, and motors; troubleshooting complex electronic equipment in the home, or in the field. Ideal for TV, radios, high-fidelity sets, amateur gear, commercial communication equipment wherever a truly portable unit is required. This is a completely wired precision instrument.

**NOT A KIT. Uses a sensitive, rugged 38 microampere basic meter, a 4’Arsonval’meter movement with jeweled bearings providing easy, accurate read-off from its large, clear scales. 2½” meter face. 1½% precision resistors guarantee top-notch accuracy. This unit weighs only 10 oz., measures only 4¼” x 2⅛” x 1½”—fits into pocket without bulging, without weighing down. The entire front is protected by a thick, clear sheet of plastic, preventing scratching and eroding of switch markings, protecting your meter and preserving its appearance. Single selector switch with positive detents and clearly marked positioning permits one-handed operation. Recessed, break-proof terminals knob permits easy adjustment, yet cannot be broken even under rough handling.

Has 23 ranges at the unusually high sensitivities of 20,000 ohms per volt DC, 10,000 ohms per volt AC. DC Volts, 0-5.25-100-500-1000; AC Volts, 0-5.25-100-500-1000; OHMS, 0-161-600X-6 Meg-60 Meg; DC MILLIAMPERES, 0.05 (50 microamps) -5-50-500; DECIAMPS, 20 to +64 in 5 ranges. Truly a superb instrument for any application. Complete with 1⅝ volt and 15 volt batteries, and vinyl insulated test leads.**

**HIGH QUALITY 20,000 OHM PER VOLT MULTITESTER SEMI-KIT**

**ONLY 22.50**

**NEW MINIATURE HIGH SENSITIVITY MULTITESTER**

- 23 RANGES
- 38 µA MOVEMENT
- COMPLETELY WIRED
- 20,000 Ω/V DC SENSITIVITY
- 1% RESISTORS
- WEIGHT ONLY 10 oz.
- 10,000 Ω/V AC SENSITIVITY

A terrific bargain in an all-around extra sensitive multimeter. Here is the ideal all-purpose multimeter for troubleshooting anything electrical or electronic—can be used for repairing automobiles, wiring, checking ordinary household appliances, such as irons, heaters, and motors; troubleshooting complex electronic equipment in the home, or in the field. Ideal for TV, radios, high-fidelity sets, amateur gear, commercial communication equipment wherever a truly portable unit is required. This is a completely wired precision instrument. **NOT A KIT.**

Uses a sensitive, rugged 38 microampere basic meter, a 4’Arsonval’meter movement with jeweled bearings providing easy, accurate read-off from its large, clear scales. 2½” meter face. 1½% precision resistors guarantee top-notch accuracy. This unit weighs only 10 oz., measures only 4¼” x 2⅛” x 1½”—fits into pocket without bulging, without weighing down. The entire front is protected by a thick, clear sheet of plastic, preventing scratching and eroding of switch markings, protecting your meter and preserving its appearance. Single selector switch with positive detents and clearly marked positioning permits one-handed operation. Recessed, break-proof terminals knob permits easy adjustment, yet cannot be broken even under rough handling.

Has 23 ranges at the unusually high sensitivities of 20,000 ohms per volt DC, 10,000 ohms per volt AC. DC Volts, 0-5.25-100-500-1000; AC Volts, 0-5.25-100-500-1000; OHMS, 0-161-600X-6 Meg-60 Meg; DC MILLIAMPERES, 0.05 (50 microamps) -5-50-500; DECIAMPS, 20 to +64 in 5 ranges. Truly a superb instrument for any application. Complete with 1⅝ volt and 15 volt batteries, and vinyl insulated test leads. **No KIT.**

**PIX-CHEX PICTURE TUBE TESTER**

**ONLY 5.95**

Make sure that picture tube is really bad before you have it replaced! This dynamic picture tube tester helps prevent costly mistakes, actually tests tube and indicates type of defect. Easy to use in the field because of its small size and low weight. This tester shows positive proof of tube failures, will convince even the most skeptical set owner when tube is defective. Checks tube in set, in the box or on the bench. Transformer powered for safety. Checks cathode emission, checks filament, detects grid-cathode and heater-cathode shorts up to 100,000 ohms. Extremely simple to use, complete instructions for use are printed on the case. For 110 volts, 60 cycle AC. Shop wt. 2 lb. **PIX-CHEX TESTER** **Net 5.95**

**LAFAYETTE SPECIAL TUBE TESTER!**

**20,000 OHM PER VOLT MULTITESTER SEMI-KIT**

**A New Kind of Kit**

- **20,000 OHMS PER VOLT DC**
- **10,000 OHMS PER VOLT AC**
- **40 MICROAMPERE 2°**
- **D’ARSONVAL METER MOVEMENT**

**ONLY 11.95**

The semi-kit is a new concept in test equipment kits. All the important or difficult parts are already mounted. All that remains to be done is to mount and wire in a few small parts—a job so simple you’ll finish before you realize it, and best of all, you’ll have one of the finest high sensitivity multimeters on the market. When used in a circuit, the high input resistance on all DC and AC ranges does away with the highly inaccurate readings common to low resistance testers which load the circuit. Ranges: DC Volts, 0-100-250-500-1000; AC Volts: 0-10-250-500-1000; DC CURRENT, 0-500 ma.; OHMS, 0-10-100-1000: 1 meg, DECIAMPS, 20 to +64 PLUS 0-5000 henries and 250 muf. to 0.02 muf. Black case 5¼” x 3¼” x 1½”. Complete with test leads, all parts, and instructions and battery. Shop wt. 3 lbs. **TK-10 KIT Net 11.95**

**COMPLETELY WIRED NOT A KIT**

A new streamlined tube tester with a realistic approach to the problem of quickly testing the ever increasing number of tube types. It incorporates new and advanced engineering features and all at a price of about half of even the most ordinary tube tester. Read these specifications.

**FREE POINT” ELEMENT SELECTION SWITCH:** Newly designed, it reduces possibility of absence for minor movement with jeweled bearings allowing easy, accurate read-off from its large, clear scales.

**MULTIPURPOSE TUBES:** Special isolating circuit allows each section of multi-purpose tubes to be tested individually as if it were in a separate envelope.

**SHORTS AND LEAKAGES:** Super-sensitive method checks shorts and leakages up to 5 megahms between any and all elements; continuity between various sections individually indicated.

**SIMPLICITY:** Fast simple operation. The 4 position test switch is all numbered in exact accord with RCA standards. Thus when testing element terminals in pin No. 7 of a tube, you use button No. 7. You can’t insert a tube in the wrong socket—there’s one for each type of tube base.

**TUBE TYPES:** Tests all octal, loose, 9 pin miniatures, 9 pin miniatures as well as the new nogo and sub-mini types. Old type sockets used for testing obsolete types—that you rarely see anymore—have been eliminated.

**Simple, practical kit to carry with you as well as for use in the shop—only 8½” x 4¾” x 2⅛” deep.**

Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. **TL-65—complete with carrying case and instructions.** **26.95**

**ERB MICRO CRYSTALophonophone**

Measures only 3” x 4” x 1⅝”, yet this amazing unit has 8 instruments in 1. Measures AC-DC volts from 0.1000 on low range, and 50KV on high. It’s a signal tracer, condenser tester, audio oscillator, A.C/G.C. substitution voltage supply, visual output meter and continuity tester. An outstanding value. Shop wt. 1½ lb. **ERB A1000 ** **Net 5.95**
LAFAYETTE — COMPLETELY WIRE TEST EQUIPMENT
SENSATIONAL VALUES AT LESS THAN THE PRICE OF KITS!

LAFAYETTE SIGNAL GENERATOR
NEVER BEFORE HAS A COMPLETELY WIRE AND TESTED
INSTRUMENT OF SUCH ACCURACY AND QUALITY
SEEN OFFERED AT SUCH A PRICE:

- FREQUENCY 120 KC TO 260 MC
- 120 KC TO 130 MC ON FUNDAMENTALS
- LABORATORY ACCURACY AND QUALITY

A completely wired and tested instrument not to be confused with units sold in kits form at almost the same price, but with a quality and accuracy of instruments to 4 times its price. The overlapping ranges generate signals of 126KC to 326KC, 329KC to 1500KC, 1MC to 3.2MC, 11MC to 88MC and 31MC to 139MC. Leads with calibrated horns range from 120MC to 260MC. Selector switch gives instant choice of ranges. Selectivity is insured by special circuit design with a fine adjustment RF control. AF output is 2.3 volts. AF input is 4 volts across 1 megohm. Common AF terminals for BXT-MOSI input and INT-14 for audio test eliminated need for carrying heavy leads. 9.5 volts. — Comes complete with pair of leads. AC line cord and plug. Operates on AC-DC 50-60 cycle AC. Shpg. wt., 8 lbs.

LAFAYETTE LSG-10 SIGNAL GENERATOR 22.50

NEW POCKET AC-DC VOM MULTITESTER
3,000 ohm per volt Sensitivity on both DC and AC

160 use 3" METER
1% PRECISION
REJECTORS
SILVER CONTACT — SELECTOR SWITCH

FULL SCALE RANGES
DC Volts: 0-10; 0-50; 0-300; 0-1000 Volts — AC
Volts: 0-10; 0-30; 0-90; 0-1000 Volts — DC Current:
100 use and 500 use
Resistance: 100; 1-Meg — Decimals: — 0 to +3;
24 db (5 db — 0.775 V) — Capacity: 300 microamps to 1 mfd. — Output Ranges: 0-100; 0-50; 0-1000 Volts

4.5MC CRYSTAL may be operated independently of sweep. RF output is over 100,000 microvolts and is controlled by the 3 step (X1, X10, X100) attenuation and the continuously variable fine adjustment control. Output impedance is 75 ohms, unbalanced.

Controls are sweep width, horizontal phase, electronic retrotec blanking with offset position, marker amplifier, RF output 3 step multiplier, RF output fine adjustment control. Use for measuring low impedance and sensitivity. Cutoff selectivity and marker range selector switch. Crystal, after light and external marker input are also on front panel. Tube are 6J6, 6C5HH, 6AV6 and 6X4. Other features include filter to prevent leakage to line through power supply, efficient, completely shielded oscillator and attenuator allowing easy selection of overlap for wanted signal, two 3" easy-to-read diodes protected by clear, plastic covers and vernier driven diode pointers. Sturdy grey wrinkle metal cabinet. Convenient handle. Complete with batteries and shipping weight 6 lbs. Shpg. wt., 4 lbs.

MODEL LSG-50. Net 79.50

SPORTABLE MULTITESTER

TV-FM SWEEP-MARKER-ALIGNMENT GENERATOR
Compare it with instruments at twice the price

- SWEEP RANGE 3MC-260MC
- MARKER RANGE 3MC-225MC
- CRYSTAL CALIBRATION
- RF OUTPUT 100,000 µV
- SWEEP WIDTH 0-12 MC CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE

79.50 COMPLETELY FACTORY WIRE AND TESTED

The Lafayette LSG-50 is a factory wired and calibrated precision instrument that incorporates in a single unit both TV-FM sweep and crystal marker generators with all the features and ranges required for fast, accurate alignment of IF and RF stages of TV and FM receivers. It may, of course, also be used as a high quality linearis RF generator. The accurate, linear electromagnet sweep system covers 3MC-260MC in 2 bands of 3MC-120MC and 140MC-260MC. Sweep width is continuously variable from 0.125 to more. 3 volts RMS, 60 cycle sine wave horizontal sweep voltage (for oscilloscope) available from front panel. The marker covers 3MC-225MC in 4 overlapping ranges, providing continuous coverage and marking for all FM and TV IF frequencies. The combination of crystal and variable marking permits producing several marker indications simultaneously along the IF curve. Marker calibration is accurate to better than 1%. The 4.5MC crystal supplied mounts on front panel socket and is accurate to 0.002%.

Output of the crystal may be used to calibrate both the sweep and marker generators over their entire ranges, as well as to calibrate other generators. An extra input is provided so an additional external marker can be used. The built-in marker may be operated independently of the sweep. RF output is over 100,000 microvolts and is controlled by the 3 step (X1, X10, X100) attenuation and the continuously variable fine adjustment control. Output impedance is 75 ohms, unbalanced.

Controls are sweep width, horizontal phase, electronic retrotec blanking with offset position, marker amplifier, RF output 3 step multiplier, RF output fine adjustment control. Use for measuring low impedance and sensitivity. Cutoff selectivity and marker range selector switch. Crystal, after light and external marker input are also on front panel. Tube are 6J6, 6C5HH, 6AV6 and 6X4. Other features include filter to prevent leakage to line through power supply, efficient, completely shielded oscillator and attenuator allowing easy selection of overlap for wanted signal, two 3" easy-to-read diodes protected by clear, plastic covers and vernier driven diode pointers. Sturdy grey wrinkle metal cabinet. Convenient handle. Complete with batteries and shipping weight 6 lbs. Shpg. wt., 4 lbs.

MODEL LSG-50. Net 79.50

NEW! 20,000 OHM PER VOLT MULTITESTER

- 20,000 OHMS PER VOLT DC—10,000 OHMS PER VOLT AC
- 40 MICROAMPERE 3" DARSONVAL METER MOVEMENT
- HIGH INPUT RESISTANCE ON ALL DC AND AC RANGES

ONLY 13.50

A new multimeter with extra luxury features, at a down-to-earth price. Uses a large 3" meter with two color scales for easy visibility. The multimeter dispenses meter movement and gives high input resistances on all ranges: 20,000,000 ohms per volt on DC; 10,000,000 ohms per volt AC. This permits the measuring of voltages and current under load, saving the clinometer and calibrating inrush current, thus preserving accuracy of readings. 1% tolerance resistance further help in this respect. A single knob selector switch greatly simplifies operation.

TEST EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE ON LAFAYETTE'S EASY PAYMENT PLAN

LAFAYETTE TEST EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE ON LAFAYETTE'S EASY PAYMENT PLAN
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THE LAFAYETTE STEREO-TUNER IS YEARS AHEAD

More than a year of research, planning and engineering went into the making of the Lafayette Stereophonic Tuner. Designed against obstacles, it incorporates every practical and worthwhile feature that is considered necessary for your complete satisfaction of all present and future types of broadcasting. Already, breathtaking stereophonic programs are being transmitted via FM and AM. It will certainly become more and more the popular method of high fidelity broadcasting. The tuner also provides an output for multiplplies FM stereophonic reception, enabling you to enjoy the ultimate in high-fidelity sound reproduction. Since the FM and AM sections are completely independent of each other, this tuner can be used furthermore as a dual-monaural tuner. In this way, the music lovers are able to listen to concert programs on the FM channel in one room, while the younger set can listen to a different program on AM in another room. In addition, on a monaural program which is broadcast simultaneously via FM and AM, this tuner will enable you to tune both channels and reproduce them through individual amplifier-speaker systems. The improvement of quality will be immediately noticeable because the sound source is now distributed and at the same time, the hole-in-the-wall paint source effect is completely eliminated. Of course, the unit can also be used as an ordinary type of FM-AM tuner, providing you with unsurpassed quality of reception.

Apart from its unique flexibility, this is, before all else, a superior high-fidelity tuner, employing many features found only in the highest priced units. An inspection of the tubes and parts used will reveal that this tuner is engineered without compromise of any kind. With the Lafayette Stereo-Tuner you are assured of noise-free, drift-free, distortion-free performance. You will not only hear this quality, but also see it even in the mechanical details; in the “feel” on the velvet-smooth easy flywheel tuning, in the professional appearance of the tastefully selected colors that will blend with any decor. The just-right shade of gold brass, nickel, contrast just enough with the dark maroon knobs with gold insets. The design of the cabinet has the simplicity of modern styling, touched by a stroke of traditional elegance. Carefully designed for easy installation in console if desired.

Deluxe features include separate FM and AM sections, each tuned with its own 3-gauge tuning capacitor, and each has its individual input impedance/cathode follower output. This means that the tuner can be installed using shortest possible FM antenna lead-in wire to minimize undesirable pickup. Long output cable can be used to connect tuner to control center without fear of high frequency loss. Also, separate volume controls are provided for each channel so that, when used for stereophonic reception, a proper balance between channels can be achieved. Without this important feature, the wonderful realism of stereophonic sound would be destroyed. Convenient front panel switch changes from stereo to mono manual use. Simplified automatic knife-edge tuning is provided by magic eye which operates independently on FM and AM. Automatic frequency control “locks in” FM signal permanently. Ferrite rod antenna with loading ring is supplied to bring in weak AM stations for quality reproduction. Deluxe for easy assembly, the kit is built around two printed circuit boards and preassembled 10”, making construction and wiring simple, even for such a complex unit.

**THE MOST FLEXIBLE STEREO-TUNER EVER DESIGNED!**

- Use it as a Stereophonic FM-AM Tuner
- Use it as separate Monaural FM & AM Tuners
- Use it as straight Monaural FM or AM Tuner

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **RANGE**: FM 88.1-108.0; AM 530-1600 KHz
- **FM CIRCUIT**: Armstrong, low noise front end with triode grounded grid amplifier and triode mixer. Double tuned dual limiters, Foster-Seyler discriminator, AFC and AFC defeat
- **AM CIRCUIT**: Supplied with 3 stages A/V, 10Kc whistle filter, ferrite antenna
- **DISTORTION**: Under 1% harmonic on FM, 1% on AM for up to 20% modulation.
- **HUM LEVEL**: 60 db below 100% modulation.
- **Sensitivity**: FM—full limiter on all signals as low as 1.0 µV, 2.5 µV for 30 dB quieting; AM—Terminal Sensitivity, 3 µV
- **SELECTIVITY**: FM 20Kc bandwidth, 6 db down, AM 8Kc BW 6 db down.
- **FREQUENCY RESPONSE**: FM 70 Kc, AM 50 Kc
- **RADIATION**: METS FCC REQUIREMENTS
- **OUTPUT LEVEL**: FM +5W for 100% modulation, 1V for 20%. AM average 1V.
- **CONTROLS**: 5 controls: FM VOL, AM VOL, FM Tuning, AM Tuning, and five position function selector switch
- **TUNER**: 1600 KHz, 2-10 kHz, 6 db down, AM 8Kc BW 6 db down.
- **IMAGE REJECTION**: FM 40 db; AM 30 db
- **IF REJECTION**: FM 40 db; AM 30 db
- **ANTENNA INPUT**: 300 ohms, Size, 13/8" W x 10 1/8" D x 4 1/2" H x 16 lines.
- **OUTPUT JACKS**: Stereo, Monoaural, Separate Monaural
- **OUTPUT IMPEDANCE**: Low Impedance cathode follower output. Output jacks for FM, AM or Monaural
- **MODEL KT-500**: Stereo Tuner Kit. Net 74.50
- **MODEL LT-50**: Same as above, but completely wired and factory tested.

---

**Lafayette STEREO TUNER KIT**

**THE MOST FLEXIBLE TUNER EVER DESIGNED!**

Use it as a Stereophonic FM-AM Tuner
Use it as separate Monaural FM & AM Tuners
Use it as straight Monaural FM or AM Tuner

- MULTIPLEX OUTPUT FOR NEW STEREO FM
- TWO PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS AND IF'S
- PREDIAGNED
- FM AFC AND AFC DEFEAT
- TUNED CASCODE FM FRONT END
- 17 TUBE PERFORMANCE—11 Tubes (4 dual-purpose) + Tuning Eye & Selenium Rectifier
- ARMSTRONG CIRCUIT WITH DUAL LIMITERS AND FOSTER-SEELEY DISCRIMINATOR
- 12 TUNED CIRCUITS AND DUAL CATHODE FOLLOWER OUTPUTS
- EXTREME SENSITIVITY AND WIDE FREQUENCY RESPONSE

**M O D E L  K T - 5 0 0**

**7 4 . 5 0**

**IN KIT FORM**

**ONLY $7.45**

**DOWN $8.00**

**MONTHLY**
SAME DAY SERVICE — All orders received by us before 12 o’clock are shipped the same day.

LAFAYETTE RADIO
Shop by Mail Or In Person
AT THE
World’s Foremost
ELECTRONICS
SUPPLY HOUSE

TEST EQUIPMENT • KITS • TOOLS

PHONO • RADIO • HAM GEAR • CABINETS

COMPLETE INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT’S
COMPLETE HI-FI DEPARTMENTS
FULLY EQUIPPED DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

LAFAYETTE’S EASY PAYMENT PLAN
• BUY NOW OUR EASY-PAY WAY •

ON ORDERS AS LOW AS $20!

FAST—ECONOMICAL—CONFIDENTIAL
and
EASY TO USE

Lafayette’s Easy Payment Plan enables you to get the equipment you want now, even if you do not have the ready cash. This sensible plan permits you to buy without disturbing savings and to pay out of future earnings — and at the lowest carrying charges! You need only a small down-payment on all orders of $20 or more. You can buy whatever you please under this plan from the merchandise in our catalogs, flyers and advertisements including High Fidelity Systems; individual Hi-Fi units and accessories; Test Equipment; Kits; Public Address and Intercom Equipment; Amateur Gear; Power and Hand Tools; Phonographs and Record Changers; Telescopes, Binoculars and Photographic Equipment; Books and Manuals. In fact, all merchandise can be purchased on the Easy-Pay Plan (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, PRE-RECORDED TAPE, RECORDS, TUBES AND PARTS).

TERMS OF OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN
• Minimum Order: Orders must have a total cash value of $20.00 or more.
• Down Payment: A minimum of $5.00 down on orders less than $50.00 total, and 10% down on orders $50.00 or more. Larger down payments reduce service charges and monthly payments.
• Service Charge: See “Easy Pay Schedule.” Lafayette service charges are lowest in this field.
• Monthly Payments: See Schedule. All payments are for equal amounts, as shown, except for the last payment, which is for the balance due. The minimum payment is $5.00 per month.

HOW TO BUY ON LAFAYETTE'S EASY TERMS
To order the merchandise you want to buy on easy terms, use your Lafayette order blank. Then, supply the answers to the simple questions on the reverse side of the order blank and sign it. In the space provided, attach the remittance covering your down payment (see above) and mail your order. As soon as your credit is approved your order will be shipped. Your first payment is due until 30 days after date of shipment. Lafayette has made this Easy Payment Plan as simple and as confidential as possible — no red tape. Any responsible person over 21 having a steady income can get credit approval. Lafayette’s Easy Pay Plan is only available to residents of the 48 states — it cannot be applied to shipment to U. S. Possessions or Territories, to A.P.O. or F.P.O. addresses, or to foreign countries.

TYPES OF MERCHANDISE SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS
With some exceptions, you can buy whatever you please under this plan including High Fidelity Equipment and Accessories; Test Equipment; Kits; Public Address and Intercom Equipment; Amateur Gear; Power and Hand Tools; Phonographs and Record Changers; Telescopes, Binoculars and Photographic Equipment; Books and Manuals; etc.

NOT AVAILABLE ON EASY PAYMENT TERMS are Electrical Appliances; Pre-recorded Tape; Records; Tubes; and Parts.

REFUND OF SERVICE CHARGES FOR ADVANCE PAYMENT
All service charges will be refunded if payment is completed within 60 days of shipment. Take the full time to pay if you wish. However, a pro-rata refund of carrying charges will be made if payment is completed before the required time.

EASY PAY SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balance Is</th>
<th>Service Charges</th>
<th>Monthly Payment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.00 - 25.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.01 - 30.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.01 - 35.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.01 - 40.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.01 - 50.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.01 - 60.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.01 - 70.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.01 - 80.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.01 - 90.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.01 - 100.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.01 - 110.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110.01 - 120.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.01 - 130.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.01 - 140.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140.01 - 160.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160.01 - 180.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180.01 - 200.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200.01 - 225.00</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225.01 - 250.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250.01 - 275.00</td>
<td>27.50</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275.01 - 300.00</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300.01 - 350.00</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350.01 - 400.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400.01 - 450.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450.01 - 500.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On orders over $500.00, send down payment of 10% or more. Payments and service charge will be in proportion to amounts shown on schedule.
HOW TO ORDER

Use our convenient order blank (additional blanks sent on request). Please write in ink, legibly, and not more than one item to a line. Make sure you write our exact stock or the manufacturer's number and, if the price is the amount for the item you want, specify how we shall make shipment by checking the preferred rate "Parcel Post", "Express" etc. We shall follow your instructions, but will change them whenever required because of carriers' regulations, or if such change is in your better interest.

NOTE: In many instances, especially in tabulated lists of merchandise, it is impossible to show shipping weights. Make your best estimate.

IMPORTANT

Please write all correspondence on a separate sheet of paper. Make sure you include sufficient money for postage/shipping charges. All overpayments promptly refunded.

DOMESTIC ORDERS

We buy for cash and sell for cash: this explains our low price policy. We do not carry credit accounts, and we pass on to our customers all savings effected by the elimination of cashbookkeeping. Will ship C.O.D. if desired, providing a deposit of at least 25% accompanies your order. C.O.D. parcels may be shipped ONLY to places in the 48 states of the U. S. territories. Remittance in full saves you extra collection costs.

ORDERS OUTSIDE OF THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES

All orders from outside of the continental United States should be marked to the attention of our Export Department. All prices at such orders are net, F.O.B. our New York City house, subject to change without notice. Orders shall be paid for by checks on a confirmed, irrevocable letter of credit, or by a remittance in United States dollars on a New York bank, and should include enough to cover shipping, insurance and consular expenses. All orders should have a minimum merchandise value of $40.00. Goods are packed in cardboard cartons, for wooden export packing there is a slight additional charge. Please send all correspondence by air for faster service.

FINAL PRICES

Prices shown in our catalogs are net, and except where marked POSTPAID, do not include shipping costs. All discounts have been deducted, including 2% discount for cash. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE, and customers the benefit of all reductions taking place after the catalog is published. Orders are filled at prices in effect at time of shipment.

POSTPAID ITEMS

Please note that Postpaid items refer only to shipments made within the 48 states of the U. S. (U. S. possessions not included).

SENDING MONEY

The safest and best way to send money is by: American Express, Postal or Telegraph Money Order, bank drafts or firm checks. DO NOT SEND CASH. If absolutely necessary to remit cash, send by registered mail only.

RETURNING MERCHANDISE

When returning merchandise to us, always write a note telling the reason and state exactly what you wish us to do. Return the order form and any attached papers you received with the merchandise. If additional money is to be sent, enclose a money order, bank draft or check. PLEASE DO NOT SEND CURRENCY. Write your name and address legibly on the package. Then follow instructions below. They apply to any item you return.

BY FIRST CLASS MAIL:

Wrap all small unbreakable parts or samples in paper and enclose in the same envelope along with your letter. Place proper letter postage on the envelope.

BY PARCEL POST:

Pack, wrap and tie the goods securely. Paste your letter of instructions to the outside of the package, under it, in the cord. Place a 4c stamp on the letter and proper postage on the package.

B Y F R E Q U E N T O R E X P R E S S:

Do not return items by freight or express until you have written us and received our reply with instructions.

DAMAGED MERCHANDISE

If your shipment is damaged, obtain a report from the postmaster or express agent and mail it to us with the damaged merchandise.

NOTE:

All orders for special merchandise must be accompanied by a deposit of 50%.

Catalogue Shipping Weights are Approximate

PRINTED IN U.S.A. • ENTIRE CONTENTS COPYRIGHTED 1958 BY RADIO WIRE TELEVISION, INC. • 165-08 LIBERTY AVE., JAMAICA 33, N. Y.
### ORDER FORM

**RADIO WIRE TELEVISION, INC.**  
**LAFAYETTE RADIO**  
165-08 Liberty Avenue  
Jamaica 33, New York

Please print clearly your full name & address. Date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>R.F.D</th>
<th>P.O. Box</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you want this order shipped to another person or to a different address, give directions here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Postal Zone</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLEASE DO NOT USE**

**OUR STOCK NO.**  
**PAGE NO.**  
**QUANTITY REQUIRED**  
**SHIPPED**  
**DESCRIPTION**  
(Show Mfr.'s Name Whenever Possible)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLEASE DO NOT USE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTALS</th>
<th>DO NOT USE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TERMS:** Our terms are cash. We ship C.O.D. on orders with 25% deposit. All trade and cash discounts have already been deducted in our catalog quotations. All prices are net f.o.b. shipping point. Standard equipment when rebuilt or modified to meet customers' special requirements, and equipment specially built or ordered for customers, not subject to exchange, credit or refund. Full payment should be sent with orders for specially built merchandise.

We follow your shipping instructions. However, due to postal regulations on various weights and sizes, (such as cabinets, antennas and other large or bulky items) when necessary we ship via express or freight. Express or Freight shipments are usually sent charges collect.

If there is no agent in your town, send money for charges. They are the same either way.

**How shall we ship?**

- [ ] Parcel Post
- [ ] Express
- [ ] Freight
- [ ] Air Exp
- [ ] Best Way

**Fill in amount enclosed.**

**Important:** Any correspondence not connected directly with this order should be written on a separate full size letter sheet. This will speed handling of both order and letter.

**ORDER FORM**

**PLEASE DO NOT USE**

**Mail Zone**  
**State**

If you have moved since your last order, please write your previous address here.

If this is an Easy Pay order, check here.

Additional for postage/shipping charges.

Total for goods.

**GENERAL TERMS:**

Am't. for Sales Tax if any.

Price subject to change without notice.

**Printed in U.S.A.**

© 1958 by WWT Inc.
LAFFYETTE'S EASY-PAY PLAN

SIMPLE—FAST—ECONOMICAL—CONFIDENTIAL

Laffyette's Easy Payment Plan enables you to get the equipment you want now, even if you do not have the ready cash. This sensible plan permits you to buy without disturbing savings and to pay out of future earnings — and at the lowest service charges! You need only a small down payment on all orders of $20 or more.

You can buy whatever you please under this plan from our catalogs, flyers and advertisements including High Fidelity Systems; individual Hi-Fi units and accessories; Test Equipment; Kits, Public Address and Intercom Equipments; Amateur Gear; Power and Hand Tools; Phonographs and Record Changers, Tape Recorders, Telescopes, Binoculars and Photographic Equipment; Books and Manuals. In fact, all merchandise can be purchased on the Easy-Pay Plan except Electrical Appliances, Pre-Recorded Tape, Records, Tubes and Parts.

**EASY PAYMENT TERMS**

Minimum Order — $20.00 total cash value.

Down Payment — $5.00 down on orders less than $20.00 total, and 10% down on orders above $20.00. (Larger down payments reduce service charges and monthly payments.)

Monthly Payment — See schedule. All payments are for equal amounts as shown, except for the last payment which is for the balance due. The minimum payment is $5.00 per month.

Service Charges — See schedule. The Lafayette service charges are the lowest obtainable in this field.

Refund of Service Charges for Advance Payment — All service charges will be refunded if payment is completed within 60 days after shipment. Take the full time to pay if you wish. However, a pro-rata refund of service charges will be made if payment is complete before the required time.

**HOW TO BUY ON LAFFYETTE'S EASY-PAY PLAN**

To order the merchandise you want on easy terms, use your Laffyette order blank. Then supply the answers to the simple questions below and sign in space provided. Attach the remittance covering your down payment (see above) and mail your order. As soon as your credit is approved, your order will be shipped.

Your first payment is not due until 30 days after date of shipment.

Laffyette has made this Easy Payment Plan as simple and as confidential as possible — no red tape. Any responsible person over 21 having a steady income, can get credit approval. Laffyette's Easy Payment Plan is only available to residents of the 48 states. It cannot be applied to shipments to U.S. Possessions or Territories, to A.P.O. and F.P.O. addresses or to foreign countries.

**FILL IN THIS FORM TO ORDER ON EASY PAYMENT**

Please answer all questions fully to help establish your credit promptly. Write your order on the reverse side.

**NOTE:** Easy payment contracts cannot be accepted from persons under 21 years of age. If you are under 21, have this form filled out by a person of legal age, regularly employed or engaged in business. He can make the purchase for you, and will be responsible for payment.

**NOTICE TO THE BUYER**

1. Do not sign this agreement before you read it or if it contains any blank space. 2. You are entitled to a completely filled in copy of this agreement.

**RADIO WIRE TELEVISION, INC.**

165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, N.Y.

Date ______

Enclosed is a deposit of ______ on the Easy Payment cost of the equipment listed on the reverse side. I will pay ______ monthly at your office, starting 30 days after shipment, for ______ months and a final payment of ______ until the total time payment price is paid. The title to and right of possession of the equipment shall remain with you until fully paid. It is agreed that I will protect the equipment, and will not sell, mortgage, remove, or otherwise deprive you of possession of it without your consent in writing. Upon default of any payment or payments, you may declare the entire unpaid balance due at once, and hold me liable for the full unpaid balance, or you may retake the equipment, as you may elect. If this order is not accepted by you on Time Payment, you are to refund the deposit with notice of non-acceptance. Acceptance of this order shall be affected only by your shipment to me of the equipment listed on the order. For the purpose of receiving credit on this basis, I make the following representation:

**RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT**

Accepted-Radio Wire Television, Inc.

By

**YOUR WRITTEN SIGNATURE X**

**EASY PAY SCHEDULE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Unpaid</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Monthly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance Is</td>
<td>Charges</td>
<td>Payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.01</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.01</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.01</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.01</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.01</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.01</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.01</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.01</td>
<td>90.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.01</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.01</td>
<td>110.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110.01</td>
<td>120.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.01</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.01</td>
<td>140.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140.01</td>
<td>160.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160.01</td>
<td>180.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180.01</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200.01</td>
<td>225.00</td>
<td>22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225.01</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250.01</td>
<td>275.00</td>
<td>27.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275.01</td>
<td>300.00</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300.01</td>
<td>350.00</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350.01</td>
<td>400.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400.01</td>
<td>450.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450.01</td>
<td>500.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On orders over $500.00, send down payment of 10% or more. Payments and service charge will be in proportion to amounts shown on schedule.

**RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>How Long at Home Address</th>
<th>Telephone No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home Address</td>
<td>(No. and Street or R. F. O. No. and Route) (City and State)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living With</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Landlord's Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Check which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Permanent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ or Previous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (Must Be Over 21)</td>
<td>Single □</td>
<td>Married □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Have you bought from Lafayette before?</td>
<td>Yes □</td>
<td>No □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Dependents Including Wife</td>
<td>Monthly Income $</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td>Husband $</td>
<td>Wife $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reside Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Reserve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Real Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holdings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ How Long (Years) (Months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW!

Lafayette PROFESSIONAL STEREO MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER

With All The Versatility Of A Broadcast Studio Control Console

THE LAFAYETTE KT-600 SOLVES EVERY STEREO/MONOAURAL CONTROL PROBLEM

In Lafayette's constant effort to bring you the very latest and most advanced developments in electronics — and particularly in audio quality — at prices you can afford, Lafayette went to the most forward-looking electronic research laboratories of the industry and has now DARED to produce what we think is the MOST REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT IN STEREO HISTORY! This new chassis comes equipped with the following unique features: — THE LAFAYETTE KT-600 STEREO MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER

The KT-600 provides 4 dual concentric input level controls for balanced use of different types of program sources — such as AM/FM tuners, tape cassette with microphone, phonograph plus microphone, etc., and without overloading inputs; 3 controls are for high level input, and a separate level control is provided for the output of the preamplifier stage. The KT-600 provides separate turnover and roll off dual concentric switches for 24 possible positions of accurate equalization on each channel; equalization on each channel may be set independently of the other. Furthermore, all inputs can be variably mixed, monaural, or with (with microphone, tape of phone, etc.) The Bridge Control permits cross-channel feed or optionally acts as a volume control for the 3rd channel (Bridge output to eliminate "ping-pong" or "nois-in-the-middle" effects. An audible, sharp, accurate "roll" (clip in sound output) is provided by the "Calibrate" positions of the Stereo Function Switches working in conjunction with the Bridge output for exact balance — highly important for good stereo performance. The 3rd channel output can also serve for mixing any stereo program (Stereo record, tape, AM/FM stereo) to produce excellent monaural program; monaural program monaurally through a separate amplifier and speaker system in another room. The KT-600 has Electronic Phase Reversal to make up for reversed-phase recording sometimes found in commercial, in which there is a loss of some portions of the frequency spectrum, and to correct speakers connected out of phase. Channel priority is also present for correct positioning of stereo music to the right or to the left — and this feature is provided for when the stereo phase reversal for both overall stereo sound. The KT-600 has a Presence Bell switch which pulls a solo instrument out of the general music background with minimum disturbance of orchestral balance.

AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL FEATURES OF LAFAYETTE'S KT-600 ARE: Tape head equalization for the new 4-track stereo tapes; Master Gain Control (Variable impediment adjustment of channel levels); inputs for constant velocity (magnetic) and constant amplitude (circular, crystal or capacitive) records; inputs are properly equalized by the Roll off and Turnover selector switches; Individual channel concentric bass controls and concentric treble controls which permit pre-setting for good stereo tonal balance and maintaining that balance at other tape control settings; tape control circuits use 5% tolerance components and 2% tolerance precision potentiometers for accurate centering of those "most" positions; switched rumble and scratch filters; switched Fletcher-Munson loudness contour compensation; tape monitor and output moves and Monitor-Play switch permit monitoring of recorders having special monitor heads and preamplifiers and also permit a stereo/monaural tape output without the "noise follower" output stages for low impedance (1300 oーム) outputs with extremely low distortion; special low-frequency power transformer and 9C operation of all elements for exceptionally low hum and noise operation; noise-depressed metal/film resistors and 7 of the new premium low-noise type 7025 tubes are used for extra good signal-to-noise ratio. The KT-600 has prined circuit board construction for ease of wiring and maximum performance stability.

THE LAFAYETTE KT-600 SOLVES EVERY STEREO/MONOAURAL CONTROL PROBLEM

In Lafayette's constant effort to bring you the very latest and most advanced developments in electronics — and particularly in audio quality — at prices you can afford, Lafayette went to the most forward-looking electronic research laboratories of the industry and has now DARED to produce what we think is the MOST REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT IN STEREO HISTORY! This new chassis comes equipped with the following unique features: — THE LAFAYETTE KT-600 STEREO MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER

The KT-600 provides 4 dual concentric input level controls for balanced use of different types of program sources — such as AM/FM tuners, tape cassette with microphone, phonograph plus microphone, etc., and without overloading inputs; 3 controls are for high level input, and a separate level control is provided for the output of the preamplifier stage. The KT-600 provides separate turnover and roll off dual concentric switches for 24 possible positions of accurate equalization on each channel; equalization on each channel may be set independently of the other. Furthermore, all inputs can be variably mixed, monaural, or with (with microphone, tape of phone, etc.) The Bridge Control permits cross-channel feed or optionally acts as a volume control for the 3rd channel (Bridge output to eliminate "ping-pong" or "nois-in-the-middle" effects. An audible, sharp, accurate "roll" (clip in sound output) is provided by the "Calibrate" positions of the Stereo Function Switches working in conjunction with the Bridge output for exact balance — highly important for good stereo performance. The 3rd channel output can also serve for mixing any stereo program (Stereo record, tape, AM/FM stereo) to produce excellent monaural program; monaural program monaurally through a separate amplifier and speaker system in another room. The KT-600 has Electronic Phase Reversal to make up for reversed-phase recording sometimes found in commercial, in which there is a loss of some portions of the frequency spectrum, and to correct speakers connected out of phase. Channel priority is also present for correct positioning of stereo music to the right or to the left — and this feature is provided for when the stereo phase reversal for both overall stereo sound. The KT-600 has a Presence Bell switch which pulls a solo instrument out of the general music background with minimum disturbance of orchestral balance.

AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL FEATURES OF LAFAYETTE'S KT-600 ARE: Tape head equalization for the new 4-track stereo tapes; Master Gain Control (Variable impediment adjustment of channel levels); inputs for constant velocity (magnetic) and constant amplitude (circular, crystal or capacitive) records; inputs are properly equalized by the Roll off and Turnover selector switches; Individual channel concentric bass controls and concentric treble controls which permit pre-setting for good stereo tonal balance and maintaining that balance at other tape control settings; tape control circuits use 5% tolerance components and 2% tolerance precision potentiometers for accurate centering of those "most" positions; switched rumble and scratch filters; switched Fletcher-Munson loudness contour compensation; tape monitor and output moves and Monitor-Play switch permit monitoring of recorders having special monitor heads and preamplifiers and also permit a stereo/monaural tape output without the "noise follower" output stages for low impedance (1300 oーム) outputs with extremely low distortion; special low-frequency power transformer and 9C operation of all elements for exceptionally low hum and noise operation; noise-depressed metal/film resistors and 7 of the new premium low-noise type 7025 tubes are used for extra good signal-to-noise ratio. The KT-600 has prined circuit board construction for ease of wiring and maximum performance stability.

THE LAFAYETTE KT-600 SOLVES EVERY STEREO/MONOAURAL CONTROL PROBLEM

In Lafayette's constant effort to bring you the very latest and most advanced developments in electronics — and particularly in audio quality — at prices you can afford, Lafayette went to the most forward-looking electronic research laboratories of the industry and has now DARED to produce what we think is the MOST REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT IN STEREO HISTORY! This new chassis comes equipped with the following unique features: — THE LAFAYETTE KT-600 STEREO MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER

The KT-600 provides 4 dual concentric input level controls for balanced use of different types of program sources — such as AM/FM tuners, tape cassette with microphone, phonograph plus microphone, etc., and without overloading inputs; 3 controls are for high level input, and a separate level control is provided for the output of the preamplifier stage. The KT-600 provides separate turnover and roll off dual concentric switches for 24 possible positions of accurate equalization on each channel; equalization on each channel may be set independently of the other. Furthermore, all inputs can be variably mixed, monaural, or with (with microphone, tape of phone, etc.) The Bridge Control permits cross-channel feed or optionally acts as a volume control for the 3rd channel (Bridge output to eliminate "ping-pong" or "nois-in-the-middle" effects. An audible, sharp, accurate "roll" (clip in sound output) is provided by the "Calibrate" positions of the Stereo Function Switches working in conjunction with the Bridge output for exact balance — highly important for good stereo performance. The 3rd channel output can also serve for mixing any stereo program (Stereo record, tape, AM/FM stereo) to produce excellent monaural program; monaural program monaurally through a separate amplifier and speaker system in another room. The KT-600 has Electronic Phase Reversal to make up for reversed-phase recording sometimes found in commercial, in which there is a loss of some portions of the frequency spectrum, and to correct speakers connected out of phase. Channel priority is also present for correct positioning of stereo music to the right or to the left — and this feature is provided for when the stereo phase reversal for both overall stereo sound. The KT-600 has a Presence Bell switch which pulls a solo instrument out of the general music background with minimum disturbance of orchestral balance.

AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL FEATURES OF LAFAYETTE'S KT-600 ARE: Tape head equalization for the new 4-track stereo tapes; Master Gain Control (Variable impediment adjustment of channel levels); inputs for constant velocity (magnetic) and constant amplitude (circular, crystal or capacitive) records; inputs are properly equalized by the Roll off and Turnover selector switches; Individual channel concentric bass controls and concentric treble controls which permit pre-setting for good stereo tonal balance and maintaining that balance at other tape control settings; tape control circuits use 5% tolerance components and 2% tolerance precision potentiometers for accurate centering of those "most" positions; switched rumble and scratch filters; switched Fletcher-Munson loudness contour compensation; tape monitor and output moves and Monitor-Play switch permit monitoring of recorders having special monitor heads and preamplifiers and also permit a stereo/monaural tape output without the "noise follower" output stages for low impedance (1300 oーム) outputs with extremely low distortion; special low-frequency power transformer and 9C operation of all elements for exceptionally low hum and noise operation; noise-depressed metal/film resistors and 7 of the new premium low-noise type 7025 tubes are used for extra good signal-to-noise ratio. The KT-600 has prined circuit board construction for ease of wiring and maximum performance stability.
**NEW LAFAYETTE STEREO AUDIO COMPONENTS**

**LAFAYETTE**  
STEREO REMOTE CONTROL CENTER  
MODEL KT-315

- Two Low Noise 7025 Dual-Triodes  
- Positive Control 50 Feet or More  
- Bridge Balancing Circuit  
- Output for "Third Channel"  
- Clutch-Type Volume Control

This self-powered electronic adapter offers exciting features unique even in the fast moving stereo field. Inclusion of low-impedance "follower" output permits remote operation 50 feet or more from the controlled amplifier. Unusual bridge circuit assures precise balancing of the stereo system by means of audible "null." Objectionable "hole-in-the-middle" effect can be eliminated by cross-feeding variable amounts of audio from each channel. Includes controlled third-channel output for driving third amplifier and speaker, if desired. Individual or simultaneous control of each channel. Phase reversal with or without channel reversal. Selective monaural-operation. Frequency response 10 to 25,000 cps ± 0.5 db gain 6 db. cross-channel rejection better than 50 db.

Premium type 7025 dual triodes. Printed circuit boards for easy error-free assembly. Complete, plasiously illustrated manual included. Adapter with cage measures 6¼" wide x 4½" high x 7" deep (not including knobs and projections). Shipping weight 7½ lbs.

KT-315 Electronic Stereo Adapter Kit (with cage) Net 27.50

**NEW! LAFAYETTE STEREO/MONOAURAL BASIC POWER AMPLIFIER KIT**

- 36-Watt Stereo-Amplifier 18-Watts Each Channel  
- For Optional Use As 36-Watt Monaural Amplifier  
- Employs 4 New Premium-Type 7189 Output Tubes

A superbly performing basic stereo-amplifier, in easy-to-build kit form to save you lots of money and let you get into stereo now at minimum expense! Dual inputs are provided, each with individual volume control, and the unit may be used with a stereo preamplifier, for 2-18 watt stereo channels or, at the Rock of a switch, as a fine 36-watt monaural amplifier, or either. Two, it may be used as two separate monaural Stereow switch. Dual Controls. Channel Reverse switch (AB-BA). Monaural operation of 2 speakers of up to 16 ohms. Input Sensitivity is 0.45 volts per channel for full output. TUBES are 2-CN8, 4-7189, 2C-34 rectifier. SIZE 9¼"/16"/10-9/16" With Connecting Cables. Supplied complete with perforated metal cage, all necessary parts and detailed instructions.

KT-310 Stereo Power Amplifier Kit (with cage) Net 47.50

**LAFA YETTE STEREO CONTROL CENTER**

- Self-Powered  
- DC On All Filaments  
- Tape Head Input, High Impedance  
- Dual Cathode Follow Output Stages

This is only the finest hi-fi preamp characterized by unmatched features, but it has been functionally designed to keep pace with the conversion of your present hi-fi system to binaural (stereophonic) sound. Incorporates an extra channel and dual volume control for binaural reproduction. Features include DC on all tube filaments, negative feedback in every stage, dual cathode follower output stages and latest printed circuit construction. Less than 0.0% IM distortion and less than 0.07 harmonic distortion at 1 V. Hum and noise level below 80 db below 3 V. Uniformly flat frequency response over entire audible spectrum. 7 Inputs for every type of phono, tuner or tape. Tasteful styling, brilliance and executed. Size 12½ x 9½ x 3¾". Shpg. wt. 10½ lbs.

LT-30—Lafayette Master Audio Control Kit Complete with cage and detailed assembly instructions. Net 39.50

**LAFAYETTE MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER WITH BINAURAL CHANNEL AND DUAL VOLUME CONTROL**

- Self-Powered  
- DC On All Filaments  
- Tape Head Input, High Impedance  
- Dual Cathode Follow Output Stages

Conservatively rated at 70 Watts + Inverse Feedback + Variable Damping  
- Metered Balance And Bias Adjust Controls  
- Available In Kit And Wired Form

LA-70—Same as above completely wired and tested with cage and instruction manual. Net 94.50

**DELUXE 70 WATT BASIC AMPLIFIER**

- Conservatively Rated At 70 Watts  
- Inverse Feedback  
- Variable Damping  
- Metered Balance And Bias Adjust Controls  
- Available In Kit And Wired Form

LA-70—Same as above completely wired and tested with cage and instruction manual. Net 94.50

**NEW Lafayette Stereo/Monaural Basic Power Amplifier Kit**

- 2 Printed Circuit Boards For Neat, Simplified Wiring
- Response Better Than 33-30,000 Cps  
- ± ½ DB At 18 Watts  
- Less Than 1% Harmonic Or Intermodulation Distortion

**NEW BEDFORD STORE**

NEW Lafayette Stereo/Monaural Basic Power Amplifier Kit

Only 27.50
20 WATT HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT MODEL HF20K

- $0.35 13 to $35,000 
- $1.5, $7 to $50,000 
- COMPARES WITH MOST EXPENSIVE AMPLIFIER MADE!
- BEST BUY IN SUPERLATIVE HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS

Only $49.95 COMPLETE KIT

High quality equalizer and control section plus 20 watt Ultra-Linear Williamson-type power amplifier. Low distortion feed-back equalizations; p-p equalizations provided for LP's and 78's including RIAA. Variable turnover, low distortion feedback tone controls. "Flat" positions at center settings of control knobs. Loudness control and separate level setting control both on front panel. Provides adjustable Fletcher-Munson compensation or no compensation when desired. Loudness control can be adjusted to give desired listening level without affecting overall tone. Permits use of up to 30 ft. of cable. Six inputs: 4 high level switched inputs—Tuner, TV, Tape, Auxiliary (crystal/ceramic phone or second tuner); 2 low level inputs (not switched) —provides proper pick-up loading and attention for all lending magnetic, FM and high quality crystal cartridges without changing resistors. Hum balance control for balancing out 60 cycle residual hum. Tables: 2-12AX7, 2-12AU7, 2-6L6GB, 1-5U4GB. Handsomely styled to eliminate the necessity for cabinet. Size: 8 1/2" x 10 3/4".

EICO MODEL HF20K - KIT, Complete
MODEL HF20 Factory Wired
E-1 ENCLOSURE FOR HF20

20 WATT PUSH PULL HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT MODEL HF65AK

- Only $10.00 Down — $5.00 Monthly

10 WATT PUSH PULL HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT

- Only $10.00 Down — $5.00 Monthly
- BUILT-IN PREAMPLIFIER FOR GE RELIABILITY PARADISE CARTRIDGE
- SELECTOR SWITCHES PERMIT CHOICE OF 3 SYSTEMS INPUTS
- SEPARATE BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS
- 4, 8, AND 16 OHM OUTPUTS
- EASY-TO-FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS

This new, economy hi-fi amplifier has many deluxe features for exceptional performance. The three inputs are radio/crystal phone pickup, magnetic phone pickup or microphone. A selector switches the input from radio/crystal to microphone or magnetic pickup, depending upon the position of a rear panel slide switch.

OUTPUT — Rated 10 watts, peak 18. FREQUENCY RESPONSE — ± 1 db 30-15,000 cps. DISTORTION — 3%, harmonic; 5%, intermodulation at 8 watts. 4 CONTROLS — Input Selector; Volume; Power; On-Off switch. TREBLE CONTROL — Flat response up to 15 db boost. BASS CONTROL — Flat response up to 15 db attenuation. OUTPUT IMPEDANCES — 4, 8 and 16 ohms. TUBES — 6SC7, 2-6H6GT and 340GT rectifier. AUXILIARY AC OUTLET - Distinctive Hammersmith finish. SIZE — 10 x 6 x 3/4". WEIGHT — 8 lbs. net. 120 Volts. Complete kit with coded wire, highest grade solder and detailed instruction manual. KT-91

USE LAFAYETTE'S EASY PAYMENT PLAN — SIMPLE, FAST AND CONFIDENTIAL
 SELF-POWERED PREAMP-CENTER CONTROL OFFERING COMPLETE SWITCHING AND CONTROL FACILITIES FOR ANY STEREO PROGRAM SOURCE — TAPES, DISCS OR BROADCASTS. EACH CHANNEL PROVIDES: LOW-LEVEL INPUT FOR CARTRIDGE REGISTRANTS, TONE-HEAD, MIC, HIGH-LEVEL INPUTS FOR FM AND FM SELECTORS, FM MULTIPLICITY, AUXILIARY A-M AND BROADCAST TUNERS. FURTHER, INTERCHANNEL AND PROPORTIONAL FEEDBACK CONTROLS ARE ALSO PROVIDED FOR TOTAL TONE-BASED DUAL PREAMP KIT.

INDEX KIT MARK III
60 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER KIT

- PRE-WIRED PRINTED CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY
- MATCHED PAIR PREMIUM TRANSISTORS
- CHOOSE FILTERING TO CONTROL NOISE

Compact 60 watt basic amplifier designed for finest listening quality in modern hi-fi installations. Pre-wired printed circuit assembly with parts mounted assures correct trouble-free construction in as little as three hours. Accurate and simple bias setting independent of meter accuracy. Selancing or critical adjustments are not required to meet performance specifications. Frequency response: +3 dB from below 8 cps to above 6000 cps. Response less than 1% of 60 watts, 5% below 50 watts and 0.34% at average listening levels. Less than 1% harmonic distortion within 1 db of 60 watts from 700 to 20,000 cps. Excellent transient response on pulses, square waves, etc., and noise 90 db below minimum 8, 10, and 16 db outputs. Uses 1.6M, 2.1K (or 6550), 2.2K (or 6550), 2.2K (or 6550). No amplifiers. Washable, chip-proof vinyl coated finish on cover. All parts, tubes and protective cover included in kit. Kit with 70.7 volt output for P.A. use.

MARK III 60 WATT Amplifier KIT
Net 79.95
Kits with 70.7 volt output for P.A. use.

NEW! DYNAD KIT MARK IV 60 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER KIT

- PRINTED-CIRCUIT MODULE
- 5 INPUTS — 2 OUTPUTS
- 4 A.C. CONVENIENCE OUTLETS
- INTEGRAL D.C. HEATER SUPPLY

A quality preamp-control unit incorporating factory-wired printed-circuit module for easy and accurate assembly. Current and voltage feedback loops included in four stage amplifier. Low-noise, low-distortion, high-level magnetic, radio, TV, tape, plus 'special' low level input (option of extra RIAA phono input, tone-head, or tiled). Outputs: Tape and Audio output. Selector: Selectivity-idealization, bass, treble, volume, tone monitor, loudness, hum-balance. Tone-Control Range: +4 db @ 20,000 cps, 0±20 db @ 20 cps. Phono Equalization: RIAA, 78 rpm, original LP, accuracy ensured by use of 1% components. IM Distortion: Less than 0.25% at any setting on tone control. Response: ±0.3 db at 6600 cps. Gain: 54 db @ 1000 cps (RIAA input), 20 db @ 20-20,000 cps (High-Level input). Impedance: 1000 ohms (output), 500,000 ohms or higher. Efficiency: 82% at maximum volume. Sensitivity: 0.3 db at 6600 cps. Power Requirements: 200-400 vols d.c. ± 0.5 ma; maximum 6 volts ± 0.75 ma. Size: 4½ x 12 x 9½ wide x 6 deep. Kit, 7 lbs. Choice of bone white or charcoal brown vinyl finish.

Dynakit Preamp KIT
Accessory Kit for Panel-Mounting
Dynakit Dual Power Supply, P-1

NEW! DYNAD KIT HI-FI PREAMPLIFIER KIT

- PRINTED-CIRCUIT MODULE
- 5 INPUTS — 2 OUTPUTS
- 4 A.C. CONVENIENCE OUTLETS
- INTEGRAL D.C. HEATER SUPPLY

Each Dynakit 5500, 6660 or 7770 preamp control unit is a self-contained, all-in-one amplifier/equalizer. It can be used as a complete preamp to feed an existing power amplifier. It can also be used as a preamp for an all Dynakit system or an audiophile's dream system.

NEW! EICO STEREOPHONIC DUAL PREAMP KIT

The EICO Ultra-Linear II 60 watt power amplifier utilizing ultra-linear circuitry and new feedback design to provide a new standard of stability in feedback amplifier performance. A variable damping control is adjustable between 3 and 10 to control feedback in a linear fashion and provide distortion or frequency discrimination. Critical wiring is preassembled on a printed circuit board. A full choke condenser bank and fully potted transistors are supplied, and tubes are operated well within ratings. New TO-600 output transistors with low leakage resistances between windings and novel feedback windings are used. IM distortion less than 1% of 60 watts for any standard combination of test frequencies. Harmonic distortion less than 1% of 60 watts at 20 db output to 1 db of 60 watts. Sensitivity is 2 watts RMS for 60 watts output. Hum is 85 db below rated output. Output impedances of 4, 8, and 16 ohms. The tube line-up consists of 2 6L4/6A7, 12AU7, 12AX7 and 2GZ4. The amplifier is attractively styled and presents a professionally finished appearance. Size 7" x 11" x 8". Kit, 30 lbs.

ACROSOND 60 Watt AMP KIT

Above, Completely Wired and Tested
Net 79.50

NEW! EICO BASIC AMPLIFIER KIT

Five tube "Ultra-Linear" hi-fi amplifier rated 22 watts continuous, 44 watts peak, low noise, 86% direct-coupled to 6SN7GT9A drives push-push 616G5 tapped-screen output stage. Will handle 4, 8, 16 ohm speakers, including electrostats. Frequency response: ±0.5 db at 20-10,000 cps @ 22 watts. IM distortion (60 & 7000 cps) 1%, harmonic distortion below 1% from 20-20,000 cps @ 1 db below 22 watts. Hum 85 db below rated output. Sensitivity 0.6 volt for 22 watt output. Damping factor above 12 (20-20,000 cps @ 1 db). Power consumption 40 watts at 117 v, 60 cycle source. Size: 7" high x 14" wide x 8" deep. Shpg. wt., 25 lbs.

HFP3K 35-w. Power Amp Kit
Net 67.95
HFP2 Same, factory wired & tested
Net 72.95
E-2 Matching Enclosure
Net 4.50

NEW! EICO STEREO PHONI C DUAL PREAMP KIT

35-watt "Ultra-Linear" power amplifier (70 watts peak) featuring EL34 tapped-screen output stage, low noise EF86 stereo amplifier, new TO-600 output transistors with low leakage resistances between windings and novel feedback windings used. IM distortion less than 1 at any frequency between 20 cps and 20 kc at 60 watts output. Sensitivity is 2 watts RMS for 60 watts output. Hum is 85 db below rated output. Output impedances of 4, 8, and 16 ohms. The tube line-up consists of 2 6L4/6A7, 12AU7, 12AX7 and 2GZ4. The amplifier is attractively styled and presents a professionally finished appearance. Size 7" x 11" x 8¼". Operates from 110-125 VAC 60 cps line.
NEW! LAFAYETTE STEREO PHONO AMPLIFIER KIT

- **GANGED TONE CONTROLS**
- **STEREO-MONOURAL SWITCH**
- **VOLT SENSITIVITY**

This is a complete 4-watt hi-fi stereo amplifier having 2 watts output per channel. Features separate volume control for each channel, ganged tone controls. Stereo-monoaural switch to feed one channel to both speakers and to reverse the channel. Just right for any use where a small stereo amplifier is required—ideal for custom mounting in even the tightest locations; specially designed for small apartment size stereo systems.

An isolation transformer makes this circuit extra safe. Other circuit features for better performance include application of negative feedback to driver and output stages for wide-range response and extra low distortion. Dual-12AX7 tube function as voltage amplifier and driver, providing very high gain; 40 millionths drives this unit to full output. This tremendous gain, plus extremely high input impedance, make this amplifier perform exceptionally well with all types of dynamic and crystal pickups, as well as turntables, tape recorders, etc. Selenium rectifier power supply has extremely good regulation. Logical layout, high quality parts, plus complete instructions for assembly, make this kit a pleasure to build and use. For 3.3 to 8 ohm speakers. Tubes: 3-505C5, 2-12AX7 plus selenium rectifier. Size: 9" x 5 1/4" x 4 1/4". Complete with all parts. For 110-120 volts, 60 cycle AC. Shop. wt.: 7 lbs. KT-156-Kit. Complete

ONLY 18.95

3 WAY PORTABLE RADIO KITS

- **AC-DC OR BATTERIES**

**BROADCAST RECEIVER**

Build this extremely sensitive portable radio which operates on either 110V A.C., 110V D.C. or batteries. Covers the entire broadcast band from 530 to 1600 KC. Utilizes miniature low drain tubes: 185 converter, 114 i.f. amplifier, 115 detector and first audio amplifier, 34V power amplifier plus a selenium rectifier. Beautiful 2 tone polyester case cabinet 10" x 4 1/4" x 7". Built in loop antenna. Complete with tubes, parts, cabinet and construction manual featuring full-size pictorial diagrams, and easy step by step wiring instructions. Supplied less batteries. Shop. wt.: 4 lbs.

KT-57

BATTERIES ( KT-57 Burgess N60 ) 2.98

FOR ( KT-58 Burgess N60 ) 2.98

The NEW LAFAYETTE STEREO PHONO AMPLIFIER KIT includes a high gain extremely sensitive portable set covering the 550-1600 KC broadcast band plus the 6-18 MC shortwave bands. Operates either on 110V AC, 110V DC or on self-contained batteries. A selection of different countries indicated on shortwave dial. Uses iron core IF's and miniature tubes including 114, 115, 185 and 34V plus a selenium rectifier. Attractive black/white cabinet with semi-dipole dial. Kit is complete with tubes, rectifier, cabinet and technical construction manual with easy to follow schematic and pictorial diagrams. KIT is complete without batteries. Shop. wt.: 10 lbs.

KT-58

BATTERIES ( KT-58 Burgess N60 ) 2.98

For ( KT-58 Burgess N60 ) 2.98

KIT-57

NET 26.75

KIT-58

5-WATT PUSH-PULL AC-DC HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT

- **SEPARATE VOLUME, BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS**
- **PUSH-PULL AUDIO OUTPUT STAGE**
- **INVERSE FEEDBACK CIRCUIT**
- **AC OR DC OPERATION**

Here in kit form is an AC-DC hi-fi amplifier that presents unusual features despite its amazingly low price. The separate bass and treble controls permit adjustment of both low and high frequency response and balance. Works equally well with both crystal or ceramic cartridges. Has a 4-tube line up—12AX7 amplifier and phase inverter, a 35W rectifier and a pair of 35C5's in push-pull, housing a power-packed low distortion output. The circuit utilizes an inverse feedback loop to reduce the level of hum and distortion. Kit is complete containing all essential parts, tubes and detailed instruction manual showing pictorial and schematic diagrams. Shop. wt.: 11 lbs.

KT-92

NET 10.95

The NEW LAFAYETTE 10-IN-1 LAB KIT

- **EDUCATIONAL**
- **PRACTICAL**

**You Build:**

1. **RECEIVER**
2. **PHONO-MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER**
3. **PHONO OSCILLATOR**
4. **BROADCAST STATION**
5. **CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR**
6. **SIGNAL TRACER**
7. **CAPACITY OPERATED RELAY**
8. **ELECTRONIC TIMER**
9. **ELECTRONIC SWITCH**
10. **PHOTOCCELL RELAY**

Here is a new laboratory tested experimenter's kit designed to provide maximum instruction and entertainment and which is ideal for both the beginner and advanced experimenter. Features practical and interesting circuits which enable you to do many novel and interesting things with the circuits function. You can broadcast your voice or play a phonograph through your radio from anywhere in the house, send code through a headphone or radio, or use light or body capacitance to activate electrical circuits. Safe, low voltage is utilized. Kit is complete with perforated mounting board, 3 vacuum tubes and all parts necessary for construction. A detailed 12 page instruction manual contains simple-to-follow pictorial and schematic diagrams for each project. Less headphones, photoelectric cell and socket, wire and solder. Shop. wt.: 3 lbs.

KT-34A

PHOTOELECTRIC CELL TYPE 648 2.85

AMPHENOL 77MIP4 SOCKET FOR ABOVE .08

CANNON AM-15-1 1000 OHM SINGLE HEADPHONE 1.10

**NET 12.95**

AC-DC BROADCAST RADIO SET KIT

- **COMPLETE WITH TUBES AND CABINET**
- **16 PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOK PLUS 3D COLOR EYE-O-GRAMS**

Not just another kit with tubes and schematic diagrams, but a new simple method that makes building a circuit 3 different colored instruction sheets plus the wiring diagrams, each of which fit over a master reduce photostat. A master copy shows all 3 done in individual stages—when you're through you'll have a full working set covering 530-1600 KC. Inexpensive bronze plastic insert with built-in antenna. Use P325. Complete Kit with 3 tubes, cabinet, speaker, and all parts. Shop. wt.: 1 lbs.

KT-19

**NET 17.10**

The NEW GENIAC FASCINATING ELECTRIC BRAIN KIT

- **COMPUTES, REASONS, PLAYS GAMES**
- **COMPOSES MUSIC FORECASTS WEATHER**
- **DESIGN YOUR OWN COMPUTERS OVER 400 PARTS & COMPONENTS**

You build up to 125 exciting "electric brain" machines that test intelligence, code and decode; add, subtract, multiply and divide; play tic-tac-toe; solve puzzles; build a burglar alarm system in syllogisms; etc. Has special circuits for forecasting the weather, and includes the new "Design-O-Mat" which gives dozens of extra experiments and equipment. See how you can design your own computers using Geniac components. Comes complete with 7 books and materials and includes a book by Dr. Claude Shannon of MIT on the use of symbolic analysis in relay circuits. No soldering required—even a 12-year-old can make a machine that will intrigue a scientist. Other books supplied include 200-page "Minds and Machines," 64-page "Simple Electric Brains and How to Make Them," Beginners Manual and wiring instructions. Attractive metal deckle finish. Complete with mounting rack and battery, 16½" x 11¼". Shop. wt.: 6 lbs.

KT-78-Geniac Kit

**NET 17.95**
NEW! LAFAYETTE 15-IN-1 TRANSISTOR EXPERIMENTERS KIT
A TRULY REMARKABLE VALUE
Practical-Educational-Entertaining

EXCITING PROJECTS BUILD ALL OF THESE

- ELECTRONIC TIMER
- BURGLAR ALARM
- 2-_STAGE AUDIO AMPLIFIER
- PHOTO- ELECTRIC RELAY
- CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR
- AUDIO PREAMPLIFIER
- ELECTRONIC FLASHER
- TV COMMERCIAL KILLER
- RAIND ALARM
- SIGNAL INJECTOR
- INTERCOM
- 2- STAGE BROADCAST RECEIVER
- WIRELESS BROADCASTER
- WIRELESS CODE TRANSMITTER
- REGENERATIVE RADIO RECEIVER

ASSEMBLE THE BASIC COMPONENTS
— THEN WIRE EACH CLEARLY EXPLAINED CIRCUIT BY SIMPLY CONNECTING THE PROPER LEADS.

THE MOST EXTENSIVE TRANSISTOR LAB KIT, IDEAL FOR STUDENT — HOBBYIST — EXPERIMENTER

Lafayette’s new 15-in-1 transistor experimenters kit is the most practical introduction to the understanding of the operation of transistors — since it utilizes basic transistor principles and circuitry. Its unexcelled simplicity of construction provides a fascinating and educational program of instruction. You build practical, useful operating transistor devices that teach you transistor fundamentals and applications.

This versatile kit is supplied complete with transistors, relay, photocell, dual headphones and all necessary items including lead wire, solder and battery — Nothing else to buy. You also receive an easily understood instruction manual which explains just how each of the 15 circuits works. Battery powered, the kit is shockproof and safe — ideal for beginners. Shpg. wt., 4 lbs.

KT-134 15-in-1 Transistor Experimenters Kit .......................................................... Net 14.95

Burgess P-6 9V Battery .......................................................... Net .77

NEW! SUPER-SENSITIVE PHOTOCELL ELECTRONIC RELAY KIT

- WITH CLAREX CADMIUM SULPHIDE PHOTOCELL
- ADJUSTABLE SUPER SENSITIVITY— WORKS WITH JUST A FLASHLIGHT AT 250 FEET!
- NEEDS NO SPECIAL HIGH-INTENSITY LIGHTS
- INSTANTANEOUS OR SUSTAINED OPERATION ON THE FLIP OF A SWITCH!

Lafayette’s latest achievement in a super-sensitive photocell relay kit. Ideal for sustained operation required for Burglar alarms, door buzzers, for turning on porch and home lights at night to discourage prowlers when away in the evening. Excellent for instantaneous on-off operation required for counters, packaging, door opening, motor activation and countless industrial applications. A flip of the switch converts unit from instantaneous "on-off" to sustained "on" operation. A simple push on the "RESET" switch opens the external circuit and turns off the alarm. The unit operates on 110 volts AC and incorporates the efficient 3SB3 cold cathode tube, permitting longer life since there are no filament to burn out. The controlled circuit is plugged into a convenient 110V AC output socket. A simple change in wiring (in instructions), as well as convenient input terminals, enable you to supply the external circuit with any desired voltage. Relay contacts rated at 3 amps permitting up to 300 watts external load on 110 Volts AC. Complete with all parts, photocell, tube, chassis, silk screened metal cabinet and easy-to-follow illustrated instructions. Size: 3" x 4" x 5". Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.

KT-133—Kit, Complete .......................................................... Net 12.95

NEW! EXCITING "EXPLOR-AIR" RECEIVER KIT
4 BAND

- 4 Bands for total coverages
- 350-1600 Khz broadcast band
- 5.5-50 Mc., 5.0-14 Mc., 14-30 Mc. shortwave bands
- Complete bandswitching from front panel
- Built-In-Sup. 4 PM Loudspeaker

The most sensational shortwave economy receiver kit ever offered. A complete shortwave and standard broadcast set which covers the entire region from 350 kilocycles to 30 megacycles. Four whole bands of fascinating programming — plus one for student of languages, radio amateurs and casual listeners.

Only a regenerative circuit can offer such amazing performance and yet be so simple to build. Building this fine kit is an absolute pleasure — it's so well designed you can't go wrong. Kit includes all the parts you need, and the detailed step-by-step instruction book with its giant pictorial drawings shows you just how to put them together.

One front panel knob does all the bandswitching at the flick of the wrist, immediately taking you from band to band. All coils are prewound for greater accuracy. This kit is so easy to build a child who can read could do it (and many already have) The chassis is completely isolated from the circuit, so there is no shock hazard.

This precision radio kit is just full of extra features. Complete 4 band coverage of broadcast stations, international broadcast bands, amateur, maritime, fire and police services, yes, even satellite signals! Big 4" speaker and sensitive circuit with 50C1 output stage and 12AX7 regenerative detector and amplifier stages for all the volume you want. Phone jack for private automatically disconnects speaker. A" controls are on the front panel. On-Off Volume, Main Tuning, Band Spread, Bandswitch, Antenna Tuning, and Regeneration. 110 Volt 50-60 cycle AC-DC power supply lets you use this fine set anywhere, Size: 10" x 7" x 5". Everything needed for unexcelled reception is combined in a compact, economical package.

KT-135" EXPLOR-AIR RECEIVER KIT (Less Cabinet) .......................... 18.50

ML-150 = brotherette covered Wooden Cabinet for above .................. Net 2.75

ALL LAFAYETTE KITS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EASY-TO-FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS
Lafayette TRANSISTOR SUPERHET KITS

6 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET RECEIVER
WITH LATEST NPN-PNP TRANSISTORS
• GE 2N188A AUDIO OUTPUT TRANSISTORS
• 100% SUBMINIATURE PARTS — NO COMPROMISES!
• LABORATORY DESIGNED — SENSITIVE, SELECTIVE, STABLE!
• CLASS B PUSH-PULL AMPLIFICATION — PLENTY OF POWER.
• FOR GROUP AND PRIVATE LISTENING
• NEW 28 PAGE INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Super! Performance! Incomparable Value!

FOR GROUP AND PRIVATE LISTENING

Transistor-wise Lafayette proudly presents its newly revised 6 Transistor Superhet Receiver Kit KT-119A. This improved model uses the latest GE NPN-PNP Transistors in an ingenuously engineered, laboratory tested circuit providing superb performance and an amazing superior commercial quality. The circuit features a specially matched set of 3 IF transformers, Oscillator Coil, High-Q Loop, Class B Push-Pull Audio Amplification and optimum Transformer Coupling in audio and output stages. Has efficient 2½" speaker for exemplary reproduction and earphone lack for private listening. Complete with all parts, transistors, pre-punched chasis, but less battery and leather case. New 28 page easy-to-follow step-by-step instruction book. Size 6 x 3½ x 1½. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

KT-119A — Complete Kit—Less Case and Battery Net 27.50
BATTERY VV BURGESS 2 NOS. Net 1.30
MS-327A — Sturdy attractive brown leather case with carrying strap for KT-119A. 6 x 3½ x 1½”. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. Net 2.75
MS-346 — Sensitive matching earphone. Net 1.29

27.50 LESS CASE AND BATTERY

KT-116 — Complete 3 Transistor Kit Net 14.95
BATTERY 9V BURGESS 2 NOS. Net 1.30
MS-280 — Super power high output earphone for KT-116. Net 3.95
or MS-346—SENSITIVE ECONOMY DYNAMIC EARPHONE Net 1.66
BATTERY 9V. RCA VS309. Net 1.13

14.95

1 AND 2 TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO KITS

ONE TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO KIT — KT-97
• WITH NEW SELECTIVE FREQUENCY-LOCK & PERFORMANCE CHAINS FOR EASY ADJUSTMENT TO 3 TRANSISTOR KIT

An ideal, neat and low-cost transistor pocket radio kit for students, hobbyists and experimenters interested in a practical and basic knowledge of transistor circuits. Employs the new toped variable Ferril-Loop and a specially designed miniaturized 385 volt variable capacitor for super selective tuning. Includes a Crystal Diode detector and a reliable transistor in a grounded emitter amplifier stage for maximum output. Will give good reception up to 50 mile radius with approx. 50 ft. antenna and ground. Complete with transistor, crystal diode, plastic case, variable capacitor, tuned Ferril-Loop, resistor, caps, a neat pre-punched metal chassis that makes advancement to the 2 Transistor Kit easy-on-the-plp. With simple, detailed How-To-Do-It Instructions. Size: 3¼” x 2½” x 1”. Shpg. wt. 1 lb.

BATTERY 1½ V. BURGESS $75... Net 3.95

Net .08

KT-97 — Complete 2 Transistor Kit (less earphone and less battery)

TWO TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO KIT — KT-98

The 1 Transistor Pocket Radio Kit plus an additional resistance coupled transistor stage for increased sensitivity and greater output. Can receive even the weaker stations with an approx. 50 ft. antenna and ground. Includes all the KT-97 parts plus one transistor, 2 resistors, one capacitor and transistor socket. Complete with simple, detailed instructions. Size: 3½” x 2½” x 1½”. Shpg. wt. 1 lb.

K T-98 — Complete 2 Transistor Kit (less earphone and less battery) Net 5.45
MS-111 — Crystal Earphone for KT-97 and KT-98 Net 1.19
MS-280 — Super power high output dynamic earphone for optimum results Net 3.95
BATTERY 1½ V. BURGESS $75...

ONLY THE FINEST COMPONENTS ARE USED IN LAFAYETTE KITS
NEW! Lafayette’s SUPER-TROL R/C EQUIPMENT

(A) RADIO CONTROL TRANSMITTER: Assembled-tested-guaranteed. No license examination required for operation. Crystal controlled for stability and to meet F.C.C. regulations. Uses powerful S.A.S tube for range of approximately one mile. Will operate any 21.250 m R/C receiver. Overall dimensions only 2 1/4 x 3 1/2 x 1 1/2; not a handful! Includes antenna, tube—crystal and instructions. Less Batteries. Shpg. wt.: 2 1/2 lbs.

F-249

Net 14.95

Batteries required: Burgess U30 (3 needed) 1.75 ea. Burgess #2 (1 needed) .13 ea.

(B) RADIO CONTROL RECEIVER: Completely wired and tested receiver—extremely sensitive and stable. Completely enclosed—ideal in boats. Or case may be removed if desired. Ingeniously constructed to withstand vibration and shock. Features external fine tuning—antenna “snap” lead—plug for power and actuator connections. Ideal Companion for F-219 Transmitter and F-337 Servo shown elsewhere on this page. Requires one 1.2 V battery and one 7.5 Volt battery. Size determined by use. Measures only 3” x 2 1/2 x 1 1/2”. Complete with tube and instructions. Less batteries. Shpg. wt.: 8 oz.

F-208

Net 8.95

Batteries required: Burgess UX45 (1 needed) 2.07 ea. Burgess No. 2 (1 needed) .13 ea.

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER

Consists of R/C Transmitter (F-249), and R/C Receiver (F-208)

F-259 — Combination

Net 22.90

“JEWEL” REMOTE CONTROL RELAY

2.75

A natural for remote control receivers, it is highly sensitive, and built to withstand severe crashes. The smallest commercial job available, it weighs less than 1/4 oz. Factory adjusted to pull in at 1.4 MA, drop out at 1.2 MA D.C. Single pole, double throw. Used in outstanding R/C receivers. 5,000 ohm coll. IMPORTED TO SAVE YOU MONEY.

F-260—Relay

Net 2.75

27.255 R/C CRYSTAL

Reg. 2.95

1.95

Specially manufactured for Lafayette. Designed specifically for use in R/C model planes, boats, cars, etc. Low-drift — high output — dependable frequency control. Tolerance .04%, 13/16” wide x 7/16” deep x 1 1/4” high above pins. Pins on 1/8” centers.

MS-446

Net ea. 1.95

MATCHING CRYSTAL SOCKET:

Made of special low loss phenolic. Easily mounts flush or stand-off. Small—light-rugged.

MS-447

Net ea. .15

miniature TELESCOPING ANTENNA

.59

RETRACTS to 9 INCHES with PLASTIC CASE

Ideal for mobile or fixed transceivers, miniature portable and pocket transistor radios, wireless broadcasters and a host of similar applications. This 3-section antenna is made of chrome-plated brass and plugs into a jack which is supplied. Measures 38” fully extended and retracted 1” to facilitate carrying in pocket. Comes in a flexible plastic case with slip-under protecting flap.

F-343 Telescoping Antenna

Net 59c

NEW! MULTI-PURPOSE ELECTRIC SERVO MECHANISM

4.95

- POWERFUL, MOTOR DRIVEN R/C ACTUATOR
- POSITIVE, INSTANTANEOUS ACTION
- FOR MODEL BOATS AND CARS

Lafayette’s new, motor driven, remote control servo-mechanism. Imported by Lafayette to sell for half the price of any comparable unit. Carefully constructed for power, durability and rugged use. Operates with any single channel, remote control receiver and transmitter. When operated at the prescribed 3 volts, the actuator is accurate and rapid. Provides for selective steering and automatic return to neutral. Extremely efficient when used with model boats or land vehicles. Hobbyists will find uses for the servo-mechanism restricted only by their imagination. Single pulse operation—electronic neutralization. Measures only 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” x 1 1/2” overall. Includes instructions and linkage to extend actuator arm. Shpg. wt.: 8 oz.

F-337

Net 4.95

REMOTE CONTROL ESECAPEMENT

- AT THE LOWEST PRICE ANYWHERE!

A sturdy 2 arm self-neutralizing escapement. Completely wired (not a kit). Converts electrical impulses from remote control receiver to mechanical motion for varying movement of plane, boat, or car. Four 90° rations—two by armature activation, two by neutralization. Perfect helper for maintaining foolproof foolproof rotating speed. Weights only 7/8 oz. Size: 1-3/8” L x 2” W overall. Shpg. wt.: 5 oz.

F-255

Net 2.45

SUPER MICRO-MOTORS

- HALF THE WEIGHT—TWICE THE POWER! — HIGHER SPEED—LOWER DRAIN!
- PERMANENTLY LUBRICATED! — DOUBLE PERMANENT FERRITE MAGNETS!


F-257

Net 3.45

REMOTE ENGINE CONTROL ESECAPEMENT

- LAFAYETTE’S AMAZING VALUE IN A 4-ARM SELF-NEUTRALIZING COMPOUND ESECAPEMENT

- NO NEED TO WORRY ABOUT LOSING YOUR MODEL!

You have no sequence of operation to worry about--Simplicity as A B C! One pulse always gives right turn; two pulses always gives left turn. Three pulses closes the circuit for the supplementary control such as motor (F-257) or elevator, if used. The rudder always returns to neutral position after any turn as soon as top switch keying button is released. With ratchet governor for foolproof operation. Styudy construction—low current drain. Uses 1-1/2 volt battery. Weighs 1-1/8 oz. Size: 2-7/8” L x 1-9/16” overall. Shpg. wt.: 6 oz.

F-256

Net 3.95

DEPEND ON LAFAYETTE FOR EVERYTHING IN RADIO, TV & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT. NO.</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>CAT. NO.</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS 6001</td>
<td>Mendelssohn: A MISERUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM — Incidental Music (C. S.)</td>
<td>PS 109</td>
<td>JUST FOR YOU — Cyril Stepleton and His Orchestra, I Can't Help Myself. I'm Losing My Mind, Stuck on You, Till the End of the Night, April Showers; Ain't She Sweet, For Me and My Gal, Cotton放在 my Hand, Hands Across the Table, Shadow of You, Why Do You Want Me, and A Shadow If You Were the Only Girl in the World; Beer Barrel Polka, Anything Goes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS 6004</td>
<td>Brahms: SYMPHONY No. 2 IN D MAJOR, Op. 73 — Vienna Philharmonic Orch. conducted by Rafael Kubelik.</td>
<td>PS 110</td>
<td>BOS ON BROADWAY — Edmund Ros and His Orchestra, I Could Have Danced All Night! Sounds of the Night, Tonight, Till the End of the Night, Moonlight Beach, I Hope for the Best, I'll Never Find Another You, You'll Never Walk Alone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS 6007</td>
<td>THE BLUE DANUBE — Music of Johann Strauss The Blue Danube; A Waltz.</td>
<td>PS 115</td>
<td>RHYTHMS OF THE SOUTH — Edmund Ros and His Orchestra, Spanish Gypsy Dance (Pase doble), Blue Danube (Vienna Creation), Romany Swan, La Cathedrale, Caminito de Luis RI (Che, che, che), Colonial Rumba (Vienna Creation), Caminito (Tango), Molfi (Catalan), Corrida (Gusano).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS 6012</td>
<td>Brahms: SYMPHONY No. 1 IN C MINOR, Op. 68 — Vienna Philharmonic Orch. conducted by Rafael Kubelik.</td>
<td>PS 123</td>
<td>IMMORTAL SERENADERS — Frank Chacksfield and His Orchestra, That's Saratov's Serenade; Fair Lads of Parting, Student Prince, Don Giovanni, Pinafore's Serenade, Barcarolle from &quot; Tales of Hoff- man&quot;; Romeo and Juliet, Les Millions d'Ariel, Don Pasquale; Schubert's Serenade; Angel's Serenade; Serenade to a Handkerchief, Mephisto with Handkerchief, Careless Rubicon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS 6013</td>
<td>Rimsky-Korsakov: RUSSIAN EASTER OVERTURE, Op. 36</td>
<td>PS 124</td>
<td>WE COULD HAVE DANCED ALL NIGHT — Bill Sawtell &amp; His Orchestra, So You're My Teddy, You Can't Have All Night, All the Things You Are, You Can Have All Night, You Can Have All Night, You Can Have All Night, You Can Have All Night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS 6014</td>
<td>Rimsky-Korsakov: TEAR SUSTAIN — Rape</td>
<td>PS 125</td>
<td>FILM ENCORES — Mantovani and His Orchestra, My Favorite Fashion, Unknown melodies; Over The Rainbow, Symposium in Vienna; Yesterday, Three Cains in The Fountain; Lunar Moonlight over the Moonlit Sea, High Noon, Moonlight, Hit-Lo- September Song; Theme from Limelight.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The information provided is a summary of the contents of the document, not a natural text representation. The document appears to be a list of musical compositions and their performers, with various titles and conductors noted.
Four-Transistor Miniature Hearing Aid

Are all conversations just "whispers" to you?

IF SO –

This transistorized hearing aid can provide a real "lift" to your daily person-to-person contacts.

- Four modern transistors in a high efficiency circuit boost the level of sound reaching your ears and improve intelligibility of the spoken word. Inconspicuous and neat thick) and weighs a featherly 5 ounces!
- Men can carry the hearing aid in a shirt or suitcoat breast pocket while women can tuck it into the neckline of dress or blouse. The alum case is finished in gold by a special process to prevent peeling and rusting. The circuit components are protected against moisture and dirt by clear plastic "peek-in" cover.
- A Thin, flexible cord – a full 3-feet long – connects the flesh-colored dynamic earphone to the hearing aid. A smooth-working control permits user to adjust volume to individual requirements.
- Two low-cost penlite batteries will provide almost two months' service when hearing aid is used up to four hours a day. A smart gray leather zipper carrying case and batteries are included at no additional cost.

F-360 Hearing Aid
Extra batteries for Above: Burgess Z or RCA VS034 (2 required) Net 29.50 Net .08 ea

3-TRANSISTOR MINIATURIZED HEARING AID

HELP FOR THE HARD-OF-HEARING AT A PRICE TO SUIT ANY BUDGET!

Low you can enjoy radio and TV programs, chats with friends and neighbors, church, he movies – because this efficient three-transistor hearing aid amplifies and improves the intelligibility of your world of sound.

- A convenient "on-off" switch and volume control permits adjustment to meet individual preferences and degrees of hearing impairment.
- This low, low price includes a miniature dynamic earphone fitted with two detachable rubber-covered earplugs of different sizes (to insure individual fit and maximum wearing comfort) and a three-foot cord of inconspicuous colorless plastic.
- A single, inexpensive "penlite" battery will operate this hearing aid for hours.

Spare battery and zipper carrying case are supplied at no extra cost.

F-390 3-Transistor Hearing Aid – a $5.00 value – now only
Extra battery for Above: Burgess Z or RCA VS034

SALE! SPECIAL!

LAFAYETTE CUSTOM HI-FI™ STYLE - MATCHED TUNER

DELUXE FM-AM TUNER

- ARMSTRONG CIRCUIT • AFC DEFEAT • FOSTER-SEELEY DISCRIMINATOR
- TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED OSCILLATOR • MEETS FCC RADIATION REQUIREMENTS

A sensitive, selective, stable FM-AM tuner. Temperature compensated oscillator and AFC assure drift-free performance and "locking-in" of stations once they are tuned. The Armstrong circuit with limiter and Foster-Seeley discriminator uses 6 tubes, a rectifier and 2 long-life matched germanium diodes. Superior frequency response, hum and distortion specifications ensure excellent reception. Has built-in antennas for both AM and FM as well as provision for outdoor antenna. Fits in attractive dark maroon and gold. Size 13½" W x 5½" D x 4½" H. Shop wt., 10 lbs. Available with cage for shelf use or without cage for custom mounting.

Lafayette LT-40 FM-AM Tuner (With Cage)

SCOTT 22 WATT STEREO "ADD-ON" SYSTEM

REGULAR PRICE

223.05

LAFAYETTE SPECIAL

YOU SAVE

166.95

OR 16.70 DOWN

56.10

Expanding your hi-fi set to stereo is easy and fast with this "add-on" system featuring the Scott 990 22 watt power amplifier and preamplifier. Extra performance features include: 80 db hum level, 0.03% intermodulation distortion at full output, rumble and scratch filters, 5 position control for record equalization and many more.

The Scott 135 Stereo-Doptor becomes the basic control center for your entire stereo system, providing Master Volume control, Loudness switch, Function selector with stereo, stereo reverse, monaural records, monaural channel A, and monaural channel B positions, a monitor, and power switches. Use this system only if your present system has a separate preamplifier or if it has tone monitoring facilities (i.e., a means of connecting the adapter between preamp and power amplifier stages). The Electro-Voice 13TRX8 trioidal speaker used has extremely clean response. The General Electric GC-7 Stereo Diamond cartridge replaces your present monaural cartridge to permit playing stereo and monaural discs. Shop wt., 35 lbs. Less case for amplifier, complete with cables and instructions.

HF-460 "Add-On" system as above

Net 166.95 or 17.25 Down

HF-461 As above, but with the Electro-Voice SM6DST Stereo ceramic cartridge with 0.7 mil diamond and 3 mil sapphire stylus. Net 163.95 or 16.95 Down

Scott type C steel case for amplifier. Net 9.95

Scott CW Mahogany, CWW Walnut or CWW Blonde case. Net 19.95
REMOTE CONTROL FOR SILENT TV VIEWING
- SIMPLE TO ATTACH TO ANY TV SET OR RADIO
- SEE AND HEAR - NOISELESSLY - CONVENIENTLY
- LOOK AT THESE FEATURES!
1. FOR LATE LISTENERS. One or two 1. REMOTE CONTROL. Comes complete with 20 ft. of cable so it can be operated comfortably from a distance. Has its own volume control, speaker-off switch and two sets of jacks so either 1 or 2 ear phones can be connected.
2. FOR Hard-of-hearing. They can use this to regulate the set volume to keep that others can't control. The volume control is adjustable. The loudspeaker cut off or, if the rest of the family want to hear a speaker on.
3. FOR Noisy Programs. Don't let the kids "Wild Western's" bother you.
4. FOR NORMAL OPERATIONS. Does not affect your regular use of the TV set. Does not have to be disconnected from set.

FAMOUS BRAND 2-STATION INTERCOM
- ALL- METAL UNBREAKABLE CABINETS
- VERY SMART STYLING-FOR CHILD'S ROOM OR LIVING ROOM
- FOR 117 VOLTS AC OR DC
- SENSITIVE PICKS UP SLIGHTEST SOUNDS AT A DISTANCE
- COMPLETE WITH 50' CABLE
- FOR HOME OR OFFICE
- IDEAL BABY SITTER OR SICK ROOM WATCHER

Here is a FAMOUS-MAKE 2-station electronic intercom PRICED SO LOW WE DARE NOT MENTION THE MANUFACTURER'S NAME. Sensitive—picks up sounds from across the room. You can talk into the Remote station from a distance—there is no switch room, intruders, children at play—or for store to stockroom, restaurant to kitchen, etc. Alike. Complete system includes Master, Remote and 50' cable. Simple to operate, easy to install—virtually foolproof. Size of each station approximately 8" x 4" x 4". Shop. wt. 6 lbs.

4 SPEED PHONO MOTOR WITH TURNTABLE
Quiet, dependable A-C operation assured by rubber shock-mounted friction drive motor. Speed change control through idler driving on 3" turntable. Mounting centers 4 1/2", 3 1/2", 2 1/2", and 1 1/2" depth below base plate. Shop. wt. 3 1/2 lbs.

ML-24 Phone and turntable
PK-146 Manipulating board for
101 Dial Type Telephone

WIRELESS BROADCASTER
Play your phonograph through any radio any where in the house without connecting wires. Talk through your radio by microphone.

Lafayette's new wireless broadcaster will extend your enjoyment of your phone player to every room that has a radio. Connect phone to wireless broadcaster, tune in any radio to the wireless broadcaster, which broadcasts an on adjustable frequency between 7000C and 17000C. Pick your cost. Will take crystal or magnetic cartridges and also microphones for voice broadcast. Has volume control with "on-off" switch. Size 6 1/2 x 3 1/2 x 4 1/2". Complete and wired and assembled with all tubes and operating instructions.

LA-14 Wireless broadcast
PA-24 Crystal microphone

NEW! "ROCKET" CRYSTAL RADIO
- NO BATTERIES—NO POWER NEEDED!
- INCLUDES CRYSTAL EARPHONE & ANTENNA!
- A COMPLETE RADIO RECEIVER!

A complete radio, capable of receiving entire broadcast band. Tunes by collar, legible nose "antenna". Complete with germanium diode, crystal earphone, stop on ear. Uses no batteries or other power source. 4 1/2" high x 1 1/2" diam. at base. Shop. wt. 6 oz.

F-117

TYPE T101
TIME SWITCH
Turns equipment "on" and "off" once in 24 hours, or from one to twelve "on" and "off" operations a day can be obtained by use of extra tripods. Extra tripods can be added without removing dial. Min. on or off time is 1 hr. No "on" or off time limit. Can be turned on or off manually with reset SPST switch rated at 25 amps. 4000 watt capacity. Has convenient mounting holes and knockouts. Large numbers—easy to read—easy to set. Gray steel case with knockouts—hinged door—can be locked. Construction: approved. Operates on 110 volt 60 cycle AC only. Size 3 1/2"L x 5 1/2"W x 3 7/8"H. Shop. wt. 4 lbs.

MS-82 T101
Net 7.12
MS-360 P101. Similar to T101 except case is equipped with receptacle and 6 ft. cord set for plug-in. Capacity 1250 watts.

8.42

DIAL TYPE TELEPHONE INTERCOM
- DIAL-TO-RING
- OPERATES UP TO 600 FEET

Full size—standard telephone shape—battery operated—two station set. The loudest clearest battery operated telephone available. Operates on easily replaced flashlight cells. No buttons to push for signals or talking. Perfect for communications room to room—office to office—house and garage—hundreds of installations. Extremely dependable—includes instructions and 50 ft. of wire. Less batteries.

ML-104
Net 5.70
NEW HAMMARBURLD RECEIVER

The HQ-170 offers the amateur a practically endless combination of tuning techniques whereby optimum reception of 555/CW and AM/MCW may be achieved. The front panel and design provide tuning of the 6, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 80, and 160 meter amateur bands, with electrical bandspread. The HQ-170 offers triple conversion with IF frequencies of 1035 Kc, 455 Kc and 60 Kc, providing excellent rejection of image response, slot filter with 60 db notch, separate VERNIER tuning dial on front panel, adjustable fast-attack delayed AVC, "S" meter, automatic response audio circuit for easier reading on weak signals. Has tube complement of 17 tubes. Size: 10½ x 19 x 13". Shp. wt.: 45 lbs.

MODEL HQ-170 Receiver, only in cabinet, less clock-timer. Net 359.00

MODEL HQ-170C Receiver only, in cabinet with clock-timer. Net 369.00

MODEL PL-3888-G1 Matching Speaker, in cabinet. Net 14.95

HAMMARLUND RECEIVER HQ-100

Sensitivity and selectivity place this receiver in the highly "hot" class. Continuously tuneable from 540 Kc to 30 Mc in four bands. Electrical bandspread tuning with dial markings every 10 Kc on 80, 40, 20 meter bands; every 20 Kc on 15 meter band; every 50 Kc on all bands. Q-multiplier permits continuous variable selectivity. Sensitivity of 1.75 millivolt produces 10:1 signal-to-noise ratio. Voltage regulated and temperature compensated, AHC on RF and IF stages. 1 tube circuit with automatic noise limiter. Antenna compensation for variable loading effects. For 1035-30 Kc, 50-60 cps. With "S" meter; combination clock and automatic time timer optional, 16½" L x 8¾" H x 9½" D. Shp. wt.: 33 lbs.

HQ-100 Receiver less clock-timer. Net 189.00

HQ-100C Receiver with clock-timer. Net 199.00

MODEL PL-3888-G6 Receiver, only in cabinet. Net 14.95

MODEL PL-3889-61 Conversion Kit, Clock. Net 9.95

KIT-38657-G5 XC-100 crystal Calibrator kit for HQ-100. Net 15.95

BUY YOUR HAM GEAR ON LAFAYETTE'S ECONOMY PAYMENT PLAN

NEW NATIONAL NC-60 SPECIAL

National's new all-wave low-priced receiver which features continuous coverage of AM Broadcast, Amateur and Weather Bands as well as NCS, Nations, and Bandspread. Receives AM, phone, and CW, utilizes 4 tubes plus rectifier superhet, low IF, with automatic noise limiter. Has front panel lock for phones, rear terminals for single or double antenna, 1000 log scale. Operates on 103/125, 50/60 cycle AC. Size 18% x 8 x 10". Shp. wt.: 32 lbs.

MODEL S-64 Receiver, same as above but for AC-DC Operation. Net 119.95

MODEL S-53A Popular receiver. Net 89.95

MODEL S-53A INDUSTRIAL RECEIVER

Standard model of Multicrafters' new FM receivers designed for police, fire truck, taxi cab, railroad, bus and other Industrial or emergency operation. Features minimum drift, high signal to noise ratio, high sensitivity, stand-by squelch system, low oscillator radiation, phone tip jacks for headphone operation. Employs 6 tubes plus rectifier to yield 1.5 volts audio output to 5" P.M. speaker, on a sensitivity of 1.5 µ volts. Has logging scale and service channel indications. Operates 105/125v, 50/60 cycle AC or DC. Comes in grey steel cabinet; size 13% x 7 x 7½". Shp. wt.: 14 lbs.

MODEL S-94 Receiver, Range 30-50 Mc. Net 59.95

MODEL S-95 Receiver, Range 152-172 Mc. Net 59.95

NEW NATIONAL NC-66 PORTABLE RECEIVER

National's most versatile receiver operates as a 3-way (AC/DC, battery) portable ham, marine and SWL receiver. Covers the Direction Finder beacon band (150-400 Kc), Standard Broadcast and 3 bands ranging from 5 Mc to 23 Mc. Has logging and bandspread scale (operative on all bands). Has a 7 antennas—ferite for DP, and whip for short wave bands. CD positions on scales clearly marked. Has CW oscillation. Two stage audio amplifier drives built in speaker or front panel phone jack. Has complement of 3 tubes plus selenium rectifier for superhet circuit. Has provision for connection of RDF 66 Direction Finder for marine navigation. Finish is two-tone gray, soft-spray tested. Size: 12-5/16 x 9-11/16 x 10", shp. wt.: 16 lbs. less batteries.

MODEL NC-66 Receiver. less batteries. Net 129.95

BATTERY-BURGESS 6FAQOP, 6Pb. Net 4.80

MODEL RDF-66 Direction Finder Accessory. Used with NC-66 as navigation findier for small craft. Size 7½ x 10". Shp. wt.: 6 lbs.
SELECTED SHORTWAVE, AMATEUR AND MOBILE COMPONENTS

TCR-2 ALL-TRANSISTOR RECEIVER

Compact 5-transistor receiver in a compact case delivering full-bodied tone and high output. Perfect for broadcast reception in the home, or in the car. Ideally suited for use with the ATC-1 converter for portable, mobile or even fixed installation; built-in input matching network provides correct match for converter, ensuring the best in performance. Operates up to 200 hours from a single car battery. Easily installed in car. Size: 3 1/2" x 4 1/4" x 1 1/4". Shp. wt., 3/1 lbs.


NEW! SEMI-AUTOMATIC "BUG"

Fully the equal of keys selling at almost twice the price! 7 adjustments for speed and comfort. Precision-crafted, rust-finished nickel-plated by hand. Speed adjustable 10 wpm to as high as desired. 7/8" silver contacts, weight scale for reproduction speeds. A real bargain for both amateur and professional CW operators! 6" lang x 3" wide x 7/8" high, exclusive of knobs and feet. Shpg. wt., 1 1/2 lbs. MS-433-Semi-Automatic "Bug" Net 9.95

24-HOUR STATION CLOCK

• Tell world-wide time at a glance.
• Ideal clock for the amateur, short-wave listener and for commercial stations.

TD-2400, self-starting, accurate clock for telling worldwide as well as local time. Calibrated in hours, 0100 to 2400; in minutes and seconds, 1 to 60. Has block hands with red sweep second hand. 6" dial, rotating inner dial, frictionally attached to hour hand, in red and blue. Shows time directly in all time zones. Simply set hour hand and inner dial for your time-zone, then read the time in all world time zones. For 110-120 volt, 60 cycles, A.C. Shpg. wt., 4 1/2 lbs.

ML-82 —Net including excise tax. 14.85

VOCALINE LOW COST 2-WAY TRANSCEIVERS

Now! Private short distance radio at a price you can afford. Practical 2-way communication for boats, sportsmen, surveying, etc. Simple operation. Lightweight units (4 lbs) 1work from 115 V. A.C. or your car battery. Talk into the handsized mike. Your message is received clearly by the loudspeaker of all Vocaline Units. That's all. No tuning. No adjustments. Built In whip antenna. Operates on a fixed 466 mc frequency (Citizens band). No examination is required for a license — station permits granted by FCC to any U.S. citizen over 18 years old. Complete with microphone. Size 9 1/2" x 6" x 3". Shp. wt., 12 lbs. For 115 V. A.C and battery operation, specify choice of 6 or 12 V. DC battery operation when ordering.

VOCALINE JRC-400 transceivers. Net per pair 119.60
VOCALINE JRC-455 transceivers, on above, but without push-to-talk feature. With earphone jack and stethoscope steel earphone. Net per pair 167.60
CARRYING CASE —holds transceiver, mike, line cords, and provides space for wet-cell battery. LCX-1 Case Net 15.96

NEW EICO 730K MODULATOR KIT

Completely new high level class B modulator for phone operation, delivering 500 watts of audio to plate modulate the Eico 720 transmitter or any other transmitter of up to 200 watts. Multi-match output transformer matches 500-10,000 ohm loads, low level clipping and filtering for top modulation, built-in over-modulation indicator. Inputs for crystal or dynamic mike, phone patch, etc. Uses ECC83/12AX7, 6AL5, 6AN6, 7E24/6CA7, EM84, G234. 117V 65 cycles, 150 watts. 6" x 14" x 8". Shp. wt., 21 lbs.

EICO 730K Modulator Kit Net 49.95
EICO 730 Wired Net 79.95
EICO E-5 Cover for above Net 4.50

VOCALINE ANTENNAS

G4-10 ground plane, with 10 of RG8U coax Net 6.36
G5-15 ground plane, 20 of RG8U coax lines Net 7.96
G5-50 ground plane, 50 of RG8U low-loss coax Net 19.96
AD-3 High gain directional antenna, less coax Net 19.96

MONITORADIO MOBILE FM RECEIVERS

High quality mobile receivers for government, municipal and industrial uses. These tunable receivers cover the entire FM communications bands with excellent sensitivity. Adjustable squelch permits quiet operation between transmissions. 10-tube circuit features a fully tuned RF amplifier, dual conversion, and two stages of limiting followed by the discriminator. Power input is 5 watts, 8 or 5 watts on 12 volt. Complete self-contained, includes its own power supply — three Z Penlight cells (see below). Built-in Q multiplier/880 increase sensitivity and provides best tone for CW and SSB reception. Entirely, bandswitching, uses a drum-type slide rule dial for easy visibility. With cable for connection to TCR-2 receiver, less batteries. Size 3 1/2" x 4 1/4" x 4 1/4". Shp. wt., 2 1/2 lbs.

REGENCY ATC-1-Receiver Net 79.90 Type Z Penlight Cell for above (3 required). Shp. wt., 4 oz. each Each Net 0.84

NEW! CODE PRACTICE SET

A budget item for the beginning amateuer and code practice groups. Key has adjustable spring tension, and adjustable contact clearance. High frequency buzzer has frequency, and tension adjustable with key to assure constant frequency. There is provision for insertion of blank key in any means of binding posts with knurled tightening screws. For individual, group or remote listening. Hacky-Burks. #22.5 Volt battery. Base 6 1/2" x 2 3/8" x 2 1/2". Overall length 8". Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. (less battery).

MS-438 —Code practice set. Net 1.79

BATTERY—Burks # 22.5. . . . Net 0.13

MS-369—Stethoscope Headset Net 1.69

Gonset Converters

"SUPER-12" BAND CONVERTER


Model M-160 Mobile FM receiver for 30-50 MC band. Sensitivity 2 µW for 20 db quieting. Net 99.50

NEW EICO 720K TRANSMITTER KIT

Brand new 90 watt bandswitching rig for 80 through 10 meters. This beautiful rig features clean, conservative design with extra high stability, safety and reliability. Modular, low cabinet with functional front panel design and complete TVI suppression, permits use anywhere. Features a 6146 final amplifier for 90 watts CW input, up to 65 watts phone with external modulator. 6820 tube protects final in case of loss of excitation. Variable pitch Pi-net output matches 50-1000 ohm loads. Oscillator keying permits full break-in operation. Panel meter indicates exact operating currents and helps in tuning up. Also provided is calibrated charting for the entire band, and a noise blanker exceeding the 75 watt power limit. Tubes: 6C6, 6C6, 6C6, 6C6 cathode oscillator, 6AQ5 buffer-multiplier, 6146 final amplifier, 6AQ5 clamper, and G344 rectifier. Copper plated chassis, ceramic switches, ingeniously metal case with complete shielding. Size 1 1/4" x 5 1/2" x 6 1/4". Shp. wt., 27 lbs. With all parts and instructions.

EICO 720K Transmitter Kit Net 79.95
EICO 720 Wired Net 119.95

OUR 39TH YEAR OF BEST VALUES AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE
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**THOR SPEEDWAY "20" 1/4" DRILL**
- • BALL THUST BEARINGS
- • GEARED CHUCK AND KEY
- • HELICAL CUT GEARS
- • UL APPROVED
- • 2.5 AMPs

**Husky-Low cost 1/4" geared chuck drill rated at a full 2.5 amps. Preferred and used by professional mechanics for many years. Built for continuous production on wood or metal.**

**Price:** $12.95

**THOR SPEEDWAY "42" 1/2" DRILL**
- • THE STANDARD FOR SERVICE—CONSTRUCTION—GARAGE MAINTENANCE!
- • CAST-IN FRAME AIR COOLING
- • 1/2" GEARED CHUCK WITH KEY!


**Price:** $26.95

**THOR SPEEDWAY "30" 3/8" DRILL**
- • HEAVY DUTY
- • RATED FULL 3.1 AMPs!
- • 11/4" JACOBS GEARED CHUCK
- • DESIGNED FOR MAINTENANCE AND INSTALLATION.
- • DRIVES HOLE SAWNS UP TO 1 1/2" INCH

More power for service work—production lines—mechanics—or anyone requiring an extra heavy duty 3/8" drill. 1 1/4" capacity in steel—1" in hardwood. Sealed radial thrust ball bearings assure bearings alive. 925 rpm no load speed, 610 rpm full load speed. D-oil cast housing, steel gears, and specially reinforced construction assure long life. Trigger switch with locking pin. 6 ft. type 51 UL approved cord, universal series wound AC/DC motor. For 110-120 volts, AC/DC. Overall length 8 1/2". Shpg. wt., 6 lbs.

**Price:** $16.95

---

**NEW! THOR SPEEDWAY "30" 3/8" DRILL**
- • FULL 3.9 amperes
- • Multiple Thrust ball bearings
- • 1 1/4" Geared Chuck and Key

Powerful, cool-running drill for all medium-duty applications. Used a heavy-duty universal type series wound motor for extra efficient performance. Works well on both AC and DC, 110-120 volts, permitting operation almost anywhere. Multiple heavy duty thrust ball bearings are used for smooth running even with heavy loads. Drill has a no-load speed of 2000 R.P.M., full speed of 1200 R.P.M. when fitted with locking pin for continuous operation, and automatic release feature. 1 1/4" capacity in hardwood. 1 1/4" capacity in metal. Use on extra rugged geared Jacobs chuck with 1/2" lock. With a 7 foot, 2 conductor 7/3 cord, UL approved cord. Overall length 9". Shpg. wt., 5 lbs.

**Price:** $29.96

---

**NEW! RAM HI-TORQUE 1/4" DRILL**
- • 1 1/4" HP MOTOR
- • 1 1/2 AMPS
- • 4500 RPM
- • FREE SPEED
- • CUTS 3/32" DEEP
- • 7" BLADE

Top value for the home craftsman with features hitherto unheard of at this price. Newly designed model features a powerful 1 1/4" horsepower motor with self lubricating moly Sulphide bearings. 7" blade diameter, 1/4" round Arbor hole. Cuts to a depth of 2 3/4". Angle of cut can be adjusted from 0° to 45°, with depth of cut of 2 3/4" at 45°. No load motor speed 4500 R.P.M. This rugged but lightweight saw is designed for effortless one-handed operation. For 110-120 volts DC or 50-60 cycle AC. Lustrous mirror finish. Combination rip and cross cut blade and rip-guide included. UL approved. Shpg. wt., 15 lbs.

**Price:** $28.10

---

**THOR "177" SPEEDGRINDER**
- • 3450 RPM NO LOAD SPEED

The perfect grinder for the small shop—garage—maintenance man. Twin 4 1/2" x 1/4" wheels. 1 - 40 grit, 1/4" arbor hole. Lightweight die cast aluminum case. Rubber feet for operation anywhere. Can be bolted to bench or service truck. Self aligning oilless bearings. 6 ft. heavy duty cord, 7 1/2" overall length. Blue wrinkle finish. Use on 110-120V 60 cycle AC only. Shpg. wt., 9 lbs.

**Price:** $12.60

---

**THOR "177""**
- • 3450 RPM NO LOAD SPEED

**Price:** $17.60

---

**NEW! THOR SPEEDWAY "30" 3/8" DRILL**
- • HEAVY DUTY
- • RATED FULL 3.1 AMPs!
- • 1 1/4" JACOBS GEARED CHUCK
- • DESIGNED FOR MAINTENANCE AND INSTALLATION.
- • DRIVES HOLE SAWNS UP TO 1 1/2" INCH

More power for service work—production lines—mechanics—or anyone requiring an extra heavy duty 3/8" drill. 1 1/4" capacity in steel—1" in hardwood. Sealed radial thrust ball bearings assure bearings alive. 925 rpm no load speed, 610 rpm full load speed. D-oil cast housing, steel gears, and specially reinforced construction assure long life. Trigger switch with locking pin. 6 ft. type 51 UL approved cord, universal series wound AC/DC motor. For 110-120 volts, AC/DC. Overall length 8 1/2". Shpg. wt., 6 lbs.

**Price:** $16.95

---

**THOR SPEEDWAY "30"—List 24.95 Net 16.95**

---

**THOR SPEEDWAY "42"—List 39.50 Net 26.95**

---

**THOR SPEEDWAY "117" SAWER**
- • Our No Sander Special
- • PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE!
- • MOTOR DRIVEN 3450 RPM
- • SANDS-SMOOTHS—BUFFS—70 grit, 1/4" abrasive
- • USE SHEET OR FREE (WET) ABRASIVES

Get this new top quality sander for all sanding uses. Here's an orbital motion, motor driven finisher sanding ideally speeded...well above average.

**Price:** $18.35

---

**WEN ELECTRIC POWER SAW KIT**
- • WEN 2 SPEED
- • 1/2" POWER DRILL
- • HI SPEED 3000—LOW SPEED 1000
- • CAPACITY IN WOOD 1 1/4" to 2 1/4" IN STEEL 1 1/4" to 1 1/2"
- • BALL THUST BEARINGS

One drill with the paper speed and torque for every job. Husky-powerful—but not bulky. Hi speed for sanding—sawing—grinding—brushing—buffing. Low speed for assembly. Versatility—pocket mixing—masonry drilling. Ingeniously wound motor delivers maximum torque under load. Auxiliary handle can be inserted at top or bottom. Changed speed by shifting power from power take off A to B. 1/2" geared chuck. Trigger switch with locking pin. 6 ft. rubber covered cord. UL approved. Overall length 12 1/4". 110-120V AC/DC. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs.

**Price:** $22.01

---

**WEN 805—List 29.95 Net 22.01**

---

**RAM "88" 7" POWER SAW**
- • 1 1/4" HP MOTOR
- • 1 1/2 AMPS
- • 4500 RPM
- • FREE SPEED
- • CUTS 3/32" DEEP
- • 7" BLADE

Top value for the home craftsman with features hitherto unheard of at this price. Newly designed model features a powerful 1 1/4" horsepower motor with self lubricating moly Sulphide bearings. 7" blade diameter, 1/4" round Arbor hole. Cuts to a depth of 2 3/4". Angle of cut can be adjusted from 0° to 45°, with depth of cut of 2 3/4" at 45°. No load motor speed 4500 R.P.M. This rugged but lightweight saw is designed for effortless one-handed operation. For 110-120 volts DC or 50-60 cycle AC. Lustrous mirror finish. Combination rip and cross cut blade and rip-guide included. UL approved. Shpg. wt., 15 lbs.

**Price:** $28.10
**NEW! SUPREME VERSAMATE**

- **7X MORE POWER**
- **PITS ALL DRILLS**
- **YANKIE STYLE BIT HOLDER**

The fastest, safe, easy way to drive even the largest screws into the hardest of woods. Versamate is a forward speed reducer, power multiplier for all portable drills. Add an adapter and it's a fine power wrench, with 1 1/2" chuck. It will enable you to use masonry bits, hole saws, etc. Factory guaranteed to work without failure. Comes with trigger switch, bit and instructions. Shop wt. 5 lbs.

**HD-409** - List 9.95

**NEW! SWINGLINE #101 STAPLER GUN**

- **High Compression Model**
- **Staples within 1/8" of corner**
- **100% Jam Proof**
- **Open Channel Loading**

Revolutionary, new staple gun with tremendous, pile driving action. Delivers as much driving power as machines twice its size and weight. Highly maneuverable - perfectly balanced - extremely lightweight. All case hardened steel solid or stranded rust proof, benderized finish. No oiling required at any time. Uses two staples sizes - 4 1/2" and 5" - with no mechanical changes. Used in carpentry - woodworking - fencing - upholstery display work - insulating - screening - weather stripping - etc. Built in staple extruding control. Indicator. Handle locks flush when not in use. Complete with package of 5/16" staples. Shop wt. 1 1/2 lbs.

**HD-322** - List 4.95

**DREMEL JIG-SAW**

- **POWERFUL ROTARY MOTOR**
- **Outlets and outperforms heavier units selling for much more. Extra rugged, built for heavy-duty use.**
- **Cuts wood up to 1/4" thick—plastics—light metals. 15° throat—cuts to center of 20" circle. Powerful, self contained, rotary motor. Exclusive rocking action. Table tilts to 45°. Safe enough for youngsters. 8" x 23" x 9 1/2" overall. For 110-120-60 cy. AC only. UL listed and approved. Shop wt. 14 lbs.

**HD-295** - List 23.48

**NEW! WELDER SOLDERING GUN**

**"250 WATT" WELDER SOLDERING KIT 10.99**

Here's everything you need for hundreds of thousands of jobs. Set contains: new design, high efficiency electric tip, high quality electric soldering jobs around the home and shop; for sheet metal, pipe, gussets—cents—etc. Cut plastic tiles—repair plastic tops. Kit includes 250 volt shop—supply—splicing welding gun—amp supply of Raster solder—soldering tip—smoothing tip—cutting tip—interchange wrench—two instruction booklets—thirty metal case for convenient storage. Shop wt. 5 lbs.

**NEW BVI DELUXE SPRAYER KIT**

- **SPRAYS PAINTS, INSECTICIDES, VARNISH**
- **EASY TO CLEAN**
- **UNIFORM SPRAY; CLOGPROOF**

This kit prepares you for any and every kind of spraying job indoors or out. Enables you to cover large areas fast - fences, outdoor furniture, siding, doors. Can be used as mothproof, or garden sprayer. The famous de luxe version of the Burgess Electric Sprayer with genuine sapphire nozzle is the heart of this kit. Sprayer comes with 24 oz. container, 4 oz. auxiliary container, angle nozzle adaptor, point strainer, 1 1/2 ft. cord, "How to Paint" booklet, spare parts kit, hand sprayer. Complete kit in a smartly designed steel carrying case. Shop wt. 6 1/2 lbs.

**HD-566** - List 20.95

**NEW! BVI BELT SANDER**

- **LARGE SANDING AREA**
- **POWERFUL BLOWER AND MOTOR COOLER**
- **SURE GRIP WOODPADDLES**

For the meticulous craftsman, carpenter or cabinet maker, this sturdily built cast aluminum sander is an excellent buy at this low cost. Sands right into corners. Has a 2-way switch—for constant or momentary operation. Operates at 115V, 60 cycle motor that gives automatic belt tension. Its easy-to-grip handles make it a pleasure to operate. Comes complete with 2-2 1/2" x 17 1/2" x 1" course, 1 medium—easy to slip on. Shop wt. 8 lbs.

**HD-368** - List 24.95

**NEW ELECTRIC PENCIL SET**

**NEW! HUNDREDS OF USES AVAILABLE**

Here's a much wanted addition to your home or office desk or table top. A 250 watt soldering pencil! Everything you need in one set. No need to keep buying items separately. gun, tip, 50 gals.—cents—etc. For burning out various kinds of wood, plastic, leather and cork. Illustrated catalog of uses and projects. Complete set for complete desk-top storage. Shop wt. 1 lb.

**NEW SOLDER PISTOL**

- **USE WITH FLUX**
- **USE IN COOLING**

Made of tough phenolic riveted handle. Takes all Unipor interchangeable tips. Wt. 5 1/2 lbs.

**Model 060** (Pistol only) Shop wt., 8 oz. List 10,000. Model 120 (Unit only) Shop wt., 8 oz. List 20,000. Model 121 (Unit only) Shop wt., 8 oz. List 4,000.
(A) 7 in 1 HOLE SAW
Fits any electric drill, drill press, motor gear, rotary sander or lathe. Cycloidal steel saw blades cut holes from 1/10 to 2½" diameter in any 1/8" stock. Hole size are 1/8", 1/16", 1/16", 1/8", 2", 2 1/2", 2 1/2". True size carb- bon steel saw blades fit into deep machined grooves in oval head and are placed in place by a full length key screw. Cuts wood, plastics, metals, steel, rock, wall-board, laminate, formica, etc. Has guide bar and automatic stop ejector. Shipping wt. 1 lb. HD-225

(B) 29 PIECE DRILL SET
A superior grade of chrome vanadium twist drills. Precision ground, hardened, sharpened. Give long lasting use under the most rugged conditions. Full range of sizes, 1/16th to 1/2 by 6ths. Convenient metal stand, each receptacle clearly marked. Shop wt. 4 lbs. HD-214

(E) MODEL 4100 VERSAMATIC
- WITH YANKIE STYLE BIT HOLDER
- TURNS 1/2" DRILL INTO HIGH POWER TOOL
- REVOLVES-CREASES POWER-
REDUCES SPEED
Seven to one speed reduction develops tremendous torque. High speed drill for cutting wood and metal. Bit chart for easy size selection! Look at these fabulous features! Power screw driver—handles largest screws—even 3" screws to extract them! Power drill tipping head! Plenty of power for oversized drilling! Perfect for concrete or any kind of masonry drilling! Low speed and high for hole saw attachments! A professional tool that anyone can use! Comes complete with screwdriver bit—Phillips bit—1/4 socket set adapter-wrench pin and instruction book. Shop wt. 5 lbs. HD-195

VIS-A-PART BOARDS
- STORE SMALL PARTS—
EASILY-SAFELY
NEATLY-INEXPENSIVELY!
Eliminates screw on cap! Makes use of convenient wall space. One glance locates the part you need. Jars slide securely into metal holders. Inserted or removed with simple motion. Holders are firmly riveted to backboard. Indispensable for screws, nuts, bolts, parts, seeds, spices, etc. Complete with caps. HD-166 24 Jars 18"x8" Board. Shop wt. 9 lbs. 3.63
HD-390 18 Jars 13½"x18" Board. Shop wt. 6½ lbs. 2.73

(C) ARCO SAW WITH DADO-ARBOR
- CUTS 4 X 4'S IN ONE CUT
Revolutionary new “Arco-Saw” with Adjustable “Dado-Arbor” cuts any groove up to 1½” wide in 1” deep on ONE CUT! Arbor swivels sawblade to cut large grooves with little power—no heavy duty drill needed. “Dado-Arbor” easily removed for straight and angle cuts with precision Depth-Ravel-Rip Gages. Has 5° Select-A-Blade. Fits any 1/4" drill in 1 minute. With instructions and factory guarantee. Shop wt. 4 lbs. HD-197-

NEW BVI TOTE SAW
- SAWS WOOD, STEEL, PLASTICS
- 2-SPEED MOTOR
- 100 sq. in. WORK TABLE
A beautifully designed bandsaw for the home craftsman, carpenter, custom installer. Cuts straight or curved cuts to center of pieces 24" wide, any length—in wood, plastics, tile, steel—almost anything! Has built-in dual ball rotary motor housed in rugged cast aluminum and cast alloy. Adjustable blade guard protects operator. Has positive chain drive and easy tension adjustment. Light enough to be completely portable. Operates on 115V, 60 cycle AC. Shop wt. 17 lbs. HD-367—List 24.95 Net 22.30

18" BENDING AND FORMING BRAKE
- FOR EXPERIMENTERS-
SERVICEMEN—SHOPS
- CLEAN SMOOTH BENDS
- FORMS UP TO 90°
- HANDLES UP TO 18" WIDTH IN 16 GAUGE THICKNESS.
Unique design permits forming chassis, boxes, covers, trays, etc. by means of 1" deep slots in brake-iron which allow corners to fold in. Precision flange edges 1" high. Easy to adjust for thickness, accuracy, angle of bend. Rugged construction offers a lifetime of service. Shop wt. 220 lbs. HD-220

4 TOOLS IN 1
- PUNCHES
- SHEARS
- RIVETS
- FORMS
FOR INDUSTRIALS
WORKMEN
SCHOOL WORKSHOPS
An ideal tool for school plant, shop or home use. Used extensively in high schools, vocational schools. Handles stock up to 1½" wide to 1½" gauge. Punches clean, sharp, smooth. Hand tools have been up to 1½", 1/8", 2/8", 2/16", 2/28" and 3/16" round. Furnia bends up to 90° in red or hot steel. Cleanly shears up to 1½" wide. Simple to operate. Question: is the blade guaranteed to be unbreakable? With 6 ft. card, plug and 8 ft. of hose. Shop wt. 5 lbs. HD-404

SPLAVIT
- COMPLETELY PORTABLE
- NOT A FLIMSY "VIBRATOR"
- FOR ALL PAINT-SPRAYING DUTIES
Here is a precision-built complete paint-spraying outfit manufactured to the highest professional standards and yet priced thousands of dollars below. Includes all parts for drilling and sanding perfect for polishing—large hole drill—masonry drilling, etc. Fits 1/4" chuck or may be screwed directly to drill spindle. Includes 1/4" mouth and female adapters—and 1/4" plain shaft adapter. Shop wt. 1 lb HD-114 List 4.48 Net 3.30

ELECTRIC HANDI-SPRAY
Saves time and money! 80 lb. nozzle pressure gives professional results. Sprays all types of paints, enamels and lacquers. Any spray liquid! Exclusively swivel nozzle permits spraying up, down, or sideways without filling for instant spray. Exclusively swivel adjustment from mist to cone or straight stream! High impact plastic housing—fits all parts of stainless steel and brass. Complete with 16 oz. Mason Jar and 8 ft. cord. Shop wt. 4 lbs. HD-73

“VILLAGE BLACKSMITH” ANVIL
Here is workbench equipment long wanted—a rugged form and home size small. 8" long, 3½" high and 2½" wide at the base. Finds hundreds of uses in metal work, woodworking, leather work, etc. Exclusively built for the home craftsmen, hobbiests and farmers. Shop wt. 8 lbs. HD-404
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Here is our new approach in home radio design with distinctive, different slimline styling and powerful use of power and tone quality. In half the space, 4” wide speaker with exclusive "sound resonator" provides exceptional tone clarity. Push-pull on-off switch, volume control, record player lock. For 117 volts, 60 cps AC. 8” x 14” x 6”. D. Shipped., $7.00.

MODEL 1008BR Caravan brown & white Net 17.70
MODEL 1008TU Turquoise & white Net 17.70
MODEL 1008WH Antique white Net 15.95

A style standout budget-priced to brighten the modern day decor. Here's our slimline styling, power and tone in half the space. Includes long-distance chassis by Sylvania automation, front-mounted, balanced-tuned speaker. Sensitive, built-in antenna, tough color-molded cabinet resists heat and impact. Trim two-tone color, 4” wide range speaker, ON/OFF volume knob. 6½” h x 12¾” w x 3¾” d. 117 Volts, AC/DC. Shipped., 5½ lbs.

MODEL 1108RE Coral & white Net 17.70
MODEL 1108TU Turquoise & white Net 17.70
MODEL 1108WH Antique white Net 15.95

Yo like what you see in the 3 striking color versions of this slimline beauty! Now, powerful big-set performance and tone quality—In half the space. 3 tubes plus rectifier, RF stage for extra sensitivity and selectivity. Includes record player outlet, variable tone control. 2-1/2” speakers, illuminated slide rule dial, high gloss vernier tuner, ON-OFF volume control. The durable, color-molded polyethylene cabinet features a sweeping panoramic dial. 117 volts AC/DC. 8”h x 15¾”w x 5½”d. Shipped., 7½ lbs.

MODEL 1304RE Coral & white Net 30.00
MODEL 1304TU Turquoise & white Net 30.00
MODEL 1304YE Inca gold & white Net 30.00

Value-packed with plus features including a smart, full-sweep front that lends a luxury look to this trim table model. Two matched full-range 4” speakers assure superb tone, power-packed chassis by Sylvania automation ensures peak performance. Features handy record player outlet, variable tone control, push-pull on-off switch and volume control, illuminated dial, heat and impact-resistant color-molded cabinet. 8” L x 15¾” w x 5½” d. For 117 volts, 60 cps AC. Shipped., 7 lbs.

MODEL 1303RE Coral & white Net 26.20
MODEL 1303TU Turquoise & white Net 26.20
MODEL 1303YE Inca gold & white Net 26.20

DELUXE
TABLE RADIO
MODEL 1108

Price

List 19.95—22.95

15.95

AS LOW AS

For 117 volts, 60 cps. AC. 8” h x 14” w x 6½” d. Shipped., 5 lbs.

MODEL 2207BR Caravan brown & white Net 29.60
MODEL 2207TU Sapphire blue & white Net 29.60

A trim, truly distinct, different model! Contains more usable features than practically any other clock radio on the market today! Complete with glowing p seulecitent lighting, exclusive dial face lamp that serves as a night light, automatic on-off with popular sleep switch and delayed buzzer alarm, appliance outlet and precision Telechron clock. 4” pm speaker and p seulecitent brightness control are additional features. 117 volts, 60 cps AC. 8” h x 14” w x 6½” d. Shipped., 5 lbs.

MODEL 2207BR Caravan brown & white Net 29.60
MODEL 2207TU Sapphire blue & white Net 29.60

Super Deluxe
MODEL 2305

List 54.95

39.00

Deluxe features galore to time your day and night. Slimline styling features easy-to-operate pushbutton controls, sweeping panoramic dial. Powerful 5-tube-plus-rectifier chassis by Sylvania automation ensures peak performance, features 5” extra full-range speaker, phone jack outlet, automatic on-off, sleep switch, delayed alarm, precision Westclox clock. Rugged polyethylene cabinet, vernier drive tuning, illuminated dial, push-pull on/off and volume control, and tone control. 117 volts, 60 cps. AC. 8” h x 15¾” w x 5½” d. Shipped., 8 lbs.

MODEL 2305RE Coral & white Net 39.00
MODEL 2305TU Turquoise & blue Net 39.00
MODEL 2305YE Inca gold & white Net 39.00
CUSTOM DELUXE STEREO HI-FI PHONO CONSOLE
• "BSR" 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC PHONO RECORD CHANGER
• STEREO DOUBLE AMPLIFIER WITH 24 WATTS OUTPUT
• VERSATILE CONTROLS AND 30-20,000 CPS RESPONSE
REGULAR PRICE 179.95
OUR PRICE 129.50

LUXURIOUS throughout, this console promises to bring you vivid, life-like, full dimensional stereophonic sound. Tastefully designed cabinet incorporates the simplicity of modern styling. Made of genuine hand rubbed veneers, finished in either mahogany or blonde. Famous "BSR" 4-speed automatic stereo record changer plays all record sizes and speeds. Intermixes 10" and 12" of the same speed, 45 rpm adapter is included. Other features include a rubber supported metal automatic shut-off after last record, etc. New lightweight cushioned tone arm is equipped with precision stereo cartridge and sapphire stylus for 35 and 78 record recordings. Completely compatible, it plays all stereo and monaural records. With this model, audio controls include separate bass, treble and loudness controls; 3 position record compensator and stereo level balance control.

Also a 3 position speaker selector switch, allowing selection of built-in speaker, external speaker or both. New stereo double-amplifier is rated at 24 watt peak (total) and frequency response of 30-20,000 cps. Extended range speaker system consists of 2 matched 10" Alnico V woofers, 1-5/8" mid-range, 1-3/4" tweeter. Has output jack for auxiliary stereo second channel speaker system. Operates on 110-125 V, 60 cps. AC. Size 29¼" H x 27¼" W x 14¼" D. Shpg. wt. 65 lbs. Less external speaker systems.

PH-104 Mahogany Finish — List 179.95 Our Price 129.50
PH-105 Blonde Finish — List 179.95 Our Price 114.50

DE LUXE SPEAKER CABINET
Matching speaker cabinet for above units. Can be used as a second channel speaker for stereo use or simply for monaural application. Consists of 2-10" woofers, 1-5/8" mid-range, 1-3/4" tweeter. Cabinet with genuine hand rubbed mahogany veneers. Choice of finish: Mahogany or blonde. Size 30" H x 27¼" W x 14¼" D. Shpg. wt. 45 lbs.

PH-106 Mahogany Finish — List 99.95 Our Price 69.50
PH-107 Blonde Finish — List 89.95 Our Price 57.50

PORTABLE STEREO HI-FI PHONOGRAPH

PH-100
DE LUXE STEREO HI-FI PHONO CONSOLE
• "BSR" 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC PHONO RECORD CHANGER
• STEREO DOUBLE AMPLIFIER — 10 WATTS OUTPUT
• FULL FREQUENCY RESPONSE 50-15,000 CPS
REGULAR PRICE 129.96
OUR PRICE 99.50

Portable stereo phonograph designed to match all stereo systems. Features include: 4 golden voice speakers matched and balanced; dual-amplifier with total peak output 20 watts.

PH-110
PORTABLE STEREO HI-FI PHONOGRAPH

PH-110

REVOLUTIONARY NEW CABINET DESIGN
4 GOLDEN VOICE SPEAKERS MATCHED AND BALANCED
DUAL-AMPLIFIER WITH TOTAL PEAK OUTPUT 20 WATTS
REGULAR PRICE 159.95
OUR PRICE 129.50

Cabinet is covered in spice-brown leatherette fabric. Speaker assembly is covered in genuine blade color texture. Cabinet is covered in genuine leatherette texture. Cabinet is covered in genuine leatherette texture. Excellent in all respects.

LAFAYETTE IS HEADQUARTERS FOR STEREO EQUIPMENT
NEW!!
LAFAYETTE'S
COMPATIBLE
STEREO
PHONOGRAPHS

4-SPEED PORTABLE
PHONOGRAPHS

With this portable phonograph you can play any record up to 12" size at 33 1/3, 45 or 78 rpm, or at the new "Talking Book" speed of 16-2/3 rpm. A simple lever selects any speed. The lightweight pickup arm is equipped with a single all-purpose needle, for all records. A special hub, for 45 rpm records, is provided. The hub routes below the turntable lever when other records are played. Volume control, with on-off switch. Fine quality Athene 5 pm speaker. Attractive 2-tone leatherette-covered case. For 177 volts, 60 cos AC. Dimensions 12½" x 10½" x 5½". Shop wt., 9 lbs.

PH-60 Net 15.95

9759 VM 45 rpm Spindle for above changer. Net 1.88

59.95

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE!

12.50

OUTSTANDING BUYS IN STEREO PHONOGRAPHS!

CUSTOM STEREO PORTABLE PHONO SYSTEM

An unusual value in a custom-quality stereophonic automatic record player system. 10-watt peak amplifier (dual 5-watt peak stereo channels) with frequency response of 50-15,000 cycles. Separate bass, treble and loudness controls. Wide range speaker system has a 6" woofers and 3" tweeter; matching remote speaker has same speaker complement for balanced stereo. The famous "959" 4-speed automatic record changer plays all record sizes, at all speeds, 10" and 12" records, and shuts off after last record. New lightweight pickup arm, precision stereo cartridge and sapphire needle. The case is covered in handsome Peacock Blue and Gray simulated leather and the remote speaker is style-matched. For 110125 volts, 60 cycles AC. 9½" x 15" x 19½". Shop wt., 28 lbs.

PH-121 Portable Stereo Record Player less Remote Speaker Net 59.95

PH-122 Matching Remote Speaker. 9½" x 15" x 6½". Shop wt., 9 lbs.

15.95

12.25

69.95

12.25

STEREOPHONIC AUTOMATIC RECORD PLAYER

HI-FI PORTABLE WITH GARRARD 4-SPEED STEREO CHANGER RONETTE COMPATIBLE STEREO TURNOVER CARTRIDGE

Realistic reproduction from your stereo discs with this high-quality portable player. The four-speed Garrard 9759 stereo changer with handle your entire monaural and stereo record library. Built-in dual stereo amplifiers (5 tubes plus rectifiers) for room-filling volume. Four controls (2 volume and 2 tone) permit channel A and channel B adjustment to individual tastes. Ronette stereo cartridge with dual sapphire stylus. Two built-in speakers (8" extended-range PM and 4" tweeter) plus jack for external speaker system. Handsome saddle-luggage — tan carrying case, with gold front bezel, measures 20½" x 13½" x 8½". Shop wt., 30 lbs.

PH-93 Stereo player in portable case Net 69.95

Remote speaker system for second-channel reproduction of stereo discs. Compact and sturdy enclosure in coordinated luggage tan with carrying handle houses one 8" extended-range PM speaker and 4" tweeter. Placement up to 13 feet from player. Cable with male plug included. Size 10½" x 9½" x 5½". Shop wt., 6 lbs.

PH-94 Remote speaker for PH-93 Net 12.25

59.95

IN EXCITING NEW COLORS

COMPLETE PORTABLE STEREO SYSTEM

DETACHABLE LID IS SPEAKER AND BAFLE!

TWO SPEAKER SYSTEMS — ONE CASE

COMPLETE 69.95

Now a unitsized stereo phonograph—in one handsome and compact portable case. System incorporates the famous new Collings automatic changer with counterbalanced transcription arm. Comes with the superb new Ronette compatible stereo turnover cartridge—75 mit sapphire stylus for stereo discs and monaural LP's and 2.5 mit sapphire needle for 78's. Dual amplifiers in unit drive two hi-fi dual-cone 6" speakers in base and the dual-cone 6" unit in cover. Twenty feet of connecting cable for flexible positioning of speaker/baffle unit. Comes in smart two-toned Chyenne green and Ivory case measuring 20½" x 13½" x 8½". Shop wt., 30 lbs.

PH-97 Complete Portable Stereo Phonograph System Net 69.95

LAFAYETTE PHONOGRAPHS ARE AVAILABLE ON LAFAYETTE'S EASY PAYMENT PLAN
AUTO SPEAKER KITS-AUTO RADIOS-ACCESSORIES

10% DOWN! MOTOROLA AUTOMOBILE SETS

UNIVERSAL CUSTOM SERIES WITH EXTERNAL OVAL PM SPEAKER

A truly flexible car radio that can be installed in a wide variety of makes and years, including some foreign sports cars. Equipped with tone control, noise eliminator circuit and automatic volume control. Powerful 6"x9" speaker gives exceptional music reproduction. Iron cone IF and diode coils for maximum efficiency.

88.5X — For 6-volt Battery...Net 41.25
88X — Transistor-powered, for 12-v... Net 43.75

REAR SEAT AUTO SPEAKER KITS

6" x 9" KIT WITH CHROME OR GOLD GRILLE

Complete kit for adding second speaker in rear of your car. Includes a 6" x 9" PM speaker, 3-position selector switch for cutting in front, rear, or both speakers; die plate with mounting bracket, knob, and hardwood chrome or gold grille; wire; and wiring instructions. Simple to install. Shp. Wt., 5 lbs.

SK-94 Speaker kit (Specify chrome or gold grille) Net 3.45

DELUXE 6" x 9" KIT with 2.15 oz. ALNICO V MAGNET

Same as above but with deluxe speaker with extra-heavy Alnico V magnet (2.15 oz.). This is same speaker used in kits selling at twice the price. Shp. Wt., 5 lbs.

SK-37 Speaker kit (Specify chrome or gold grille) Net 4.65

5" x 7" KIT

SK-42 Same as SK-94 but with 5" x 7" speaker and grille (Specify chrome or gold) Net 3.05

FADER TYPE AUTO KITS

Rear-seat speaker kits identical to those above except with fader-type controls to cut either speaker in or out or balance both. Shp. Wt., 5 lbs.

SK-53 5" x 7" kit. Same as SK-42 but with fader control Net 3.29

SK-95 6" x 9" kit. Same as SK-94 but with fader control Net 3.69

DELUXE 6" x 9" FADER KIT

Deluxe kit with extra-heavy-magnet 6" x 9" speaker plus fader control. Specify chrome or gold grille.

SK-56 6" x 9" kit. Same as SK-37 but with fader Net 4.80

HI-FI REAR SEAT AUTO SPEAKER KITS

FEATURING 6x9 COAXIAL SPEAKER WITH TWIN TWEETERS Add Hi-Fi Listening to Your Car

Identical to SK-37 auto speaker kit shown on this page except has P.I. 6" x 9" cone speaker instead of single-cone unit. Excellent for music lover who wants quality reproduction. Specify chrome or gold grille. Shp. Wt., 6 lbs.

SK-77 Net 5.80

FADER TYPE AUTO KIT

Coaxial speaker kit (same as SK-77) with fader for flexible control of both front seat and rear speakers and sound balancing. Specify chrome or gold grille. Shp. Wt., 6 lbs.

SK-78 Net 9.00

SCHAUER KAR-START

STARTS WET OR COLD ENGINES INSTANTLY

If you park your car outside in wet or wintry weather, you need Kar-Start. At instant of starting, Kar-Start sends five times the normal amount of spark from your plugs for sure-fire starts. Used for starting only. It is automatically disconnected when engine is running. Will not damage plugs or distributor. Simply, easily installed with just 3 quick connections. Save your battery, time and temper. Shipp. weight 1 lb.

A-8476 for 4 V. cars List $6.50 net $4.20
A-8477 for 12 V. cars List $7.95 net $5.15
**5" POCKET SLIDE RULE**

5" Pocket Slide Rule: Convenient pocket sized slide rule of specially selected and treated bamboo. Will not warp, shrink or lengthen under varying atmospheric conditions. A, B, C, D, and K scales engraved on white plastic surface. Reverse side of slide has standard S, L and T scales.

Table of formulas and equivalents is printed on metal back. C scale also has convenient conversion marks for changing degrees to radians, and for calculations involving areas of circles. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Carried easily in any pocket. Shop wt. 1½ lbs.

F-341 LIST 25.00 Net 10.45

**8" TRIGONOMETRIC SLIDE RULE**

8" trig slide rule of laminated, selected bamboo. Face of white plastic with engraved, permanently accurate, trigonometric, circular, logarithmic, exponential and proportional problems. LLO and LLOG scales refer to B scale. All other scales coordinate and refer to D scale. Scales are L, L1, D, DF, CF, CIY, C, Cl, D, LL2, LLO, LLOG, A, B, K, C, D, S, ST and T. Scale characteristics permit multiplication, division, proportion, inverse proportion, indices, exponents, square roots, cubes, roots, logarithms, tangents, sines, PI factor multiplication and division, powers and roots of numbers less than 1, powers and roots of numbers greater than 1, logarithms to base "e". The most often used slide rule in all basic fields science, engineering, production and economics.

Shop wt. 1½ lbs.

F-341 LIST 25.00 Net 10.45

**4" CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE**

Versatile, compact, circular slide rule, as easy to read as a 10 inch rule. Special ¾" thick plastic will not shrink or expand under varying climatic conditions. 12 separate scales for solving multiplication and division — proportion — squares — cubes — roots — sines — cosines — tangents. Also has calibrated marks for converting degrees to radians and for calculations involving areas of circles. Smooth, positive action on all scales and cursor. Complete with leatherette case. Shpg. wt. 4 oz.

F-382 Circular Slide Rule Net 2.89

**"draftette" DRAFTING MACHINE**

Full 180° protractor scale, finest aircraft aluminum with black satin finish. Engraved, white filled numbers and markings are machine calibrated to .0005 of an inch. Folding rule has parallel sides for straightedge use, center wheel for reduction of scale, dividing lines or circles into equal parts, quick solving of difficult measuring problems, finding distances on maps without scales, etc. Flat form of replaceable steel points. Pressure setting. Graduated for lines from 1/2" to 10" Circles from 6" to 20". Excellent, economical model designing, drafting, industrial or wherever precision drawing sizes are used.

F-13 Net 2.59

**8" PROPORTIONAL DIVIDER**

Extremely accurate finely imported from Germany. Basic equipment for drafts- men—architects—engineers—students. Replaceable steel points—in hard, leather covered, felt lined case. Used for proportional reductions and enlargements, copying drawings in enlarged or reduced scale, dividing lines or circles into equal parts, quick solving of difficult measuring problems, finding distances on maps without scales, etc. Flat form of replaceable steel points. Pressure setting. Graduated for lines from 1/2" to 10" Circles from 6" to 20". Excellent, economical model. Shop wt. 8 oz.

F-167 Net 3.95

**Professional GIANT BOW**

- 6" Size with Center Wheel Adjustment
- Finely Balanced—Professional Type

Professional quality table set in a fitted, velvet lined case. Made in Western Germany of nickel plated, hard-rolled brass, giant bow has preferred center wheel adjustment. Makes circles from ¾" to over 10" in diameter. Set includes 6" giant bow, interchangeable pen holder, 6" bow fastening clip, extra needle point for safety bow as divider, handle for use with pen and pencil parts, lead, lead box and repair parts. Shop wt. 1 lb.

F-44 Net 2.95

---

**TECHNICAL DRAFTING SET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center Wheel Adjustment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Craftsmanship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $15.00 Value</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**LIST 25.00**

10.45

**LOG LOG DUPLEX TRIG SLIDE RULE**

10" Log Log Slide Rule: Constructed of specially selected, laminated, non-hygrophilic bamboo, scales are machine engraved on white plastic in permanently accurate calibrations. Adjusting screws permit varying the tension on the slide. 21 scales in all including the most frequently used C, D, and CI scales on both sides of the rule. Evolves trigonometric, algebraic and exponential problems. LLO and LLOG scales refer to B scale. All other scales coordinate and refer to D scale. Scales are L, L1, D, DF, CF, CIY, C, Cl, D, LL2, LLO, LLOG, A, B, K, C, D, S, ST and T. Scale characteristics permit multiplication, division, proportion, inverse proportion, indices, exponents, square roots, cubes, roots, logarithms, tangents, sines, PI factor multiplication and division, powers and roots of numbers less than 1, powers and roots of numbers greater than 1, logarithms to base "e". The most often used slide rule in all basic fields science, engineering, production and economics.

Shop wt. 1½ lbs.

F-341 LIST 25.00 Net 10.45

**LIST 6.00**

2.89

**8" TRIGONOMETRIC SLIDE RULE**

8" trig slide rule of laminated, selected bamboo. Face of white plastic with engraved, permanently accurate, trigonometric, circular, logarithmic, exponential and proportional problems. Exceptional dimensional stability under all atmospheric conditions. Satin-finished facings protected from finger marks, and from water by top-grade plastic. Scales are A, B, CI, C, D, and K on face — S, L, and T on reverse of slide. Table of formulas and equivalents is printed on metal back. C scale also has convenient conversion marks for changing degrees to radians, and for calculations involving areas of circles. Shpg. wt. 8 oz.

F-381 8" Trig Slide Rule Net 1.95

**GENIAC CYLINDRICAL SLIDE RULE**

The GENIAC cylindrical slide rule uses a new concept in slide rule design to achieve the gradations and accuracy of a 66 inch slide rule. This may be used to give answers with up to 5 digit accuracy, and quickly solve problems involving multiplication, division, roots, powers, logarithms, proportions, and percentages. Cylindrical construction features all-metal construction with plastic coated spiral scales. 1½" diameter and 10½" long, the rule collapses to 6", small enough to be easily carried in a pocket. Almost indestructible, carbon warp. Shop wt. 3 lb.

F-387 GENIAC Cylindrical Slide Rule Net 15.95

**MAKING Mathematical SYMBOLS TEMPLATE**

Sturdy plastic template containing all commonly used mathematical symbols: plus and minus signs, roots, brackets, integrals, summation, infinity, the complete small letters of the Greek alphabet including epsilon, etc. plus some of the Greek capital letters used in mathematics. Many symbols present in several sizes. Precision milled for smoothness of cut, uses 030 mathematical quality plastic. Size 6¼" x 2½". Shpg. wt. 4 oz.

F-378 Math Symbols Template Net 2.10

---

**Our 39th YEAR OF BEST VALUES AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE**
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LAFAYETTE CAMERA DIVISION presents the 'RANGEFINDER 35' SYSTEM versatility at low cost

'RANGEFINDER 35'
- 5 ELEMENT 45MM F2.8 COATED LENS
- COUPLED RANGEFINDER
- 10 SPEEDS TO 1/500
- LUMINOUS FRAMED VIEW-RANGEFINDER
- SINGLE STROKE FAST-ACTION ADVANCE LEVER
- AUTOMATIC FLASH SYNCHRONIZATION
- F2.8 45MM AMBER COATED LENS
- HI SPEED REWIND
- BUILT-IN SELF TIMER

Lafayette's new professional Rangefinder 35—with features that insure professional results for any camera fan. New 5-element, amber coated, color corrected F2.8 45mm lens. Has the speed and resolving power needed to cope with available light problems and produce the finest pictures in color or black and white. New bright, brilliant, luminous gold frame, range and viewfinder. Superimposed gold image on a blue tinted field for quick-sure focus. Automatic parallax compensation. One stroke of the triple-action lever automatically advances film—sets shutter—and counts exposures. 10 shutter speeds from 1 sec. to 1/500th and 8 Built-In self timer. Automatic exposure counter. ASA film speed indicator. Hi speed rewinding with focusing lever. Focuses down to 18 inches. Fully synchronized at all speeds for F, M and strobe flash. All metal body with brushed chrome trim, black leatherette covering. 20 or 36 exposures on 35mm black and white or color film. Uses Series 6 accessories. Auxiliary lens pictured not included. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.

F-383—*Rangefinder-complete 35-mm. lens
F-389—Leather Eveready Case. Shpg. wt., 1/4 lb.


New "SPEEDLITE" Electronic Photoflash operates on 110V AC or Midget Battery Pack

- FEATHERWEIGHT
- SUPER POWERED
- 4 SECOND RECYCLE
- 50 WATT SEC. OUTPUT
- COLOR BALANCED LIGHT
- BUILT IN DIFFUSER

Designed by one of the foremost electronic flash engineers. More power—more practical features than any other unit in its price class. Thousands of flashes from one lifetime tube—pays for itself in savings on flash bulbs—less than 1/2 cent per flash. Featherweight flash head weighs only 16 oz. Entire unit—including battery—only 2 lbs. 4 ozs. Battery pack measures 5 1/2" x 3" x 1 1/4"—fits gadget bag or pocket. Colored cord extends 5 ft. for off-camera or bounce flash. 15 ft. AC cord gives practically unlimited movement when operating an AC. Universal bracket fits any camera with a tripod socket. Gun also mounts on side of portable pack. Light is color balanced (6500° Kelvin) for color pictures without filters. Kodachrome guide 25—Tripod guide 120. Recycles in 3 to 4 seconds. Speed 1/700 sec. flash duration. Gives soft, even, wide angle illumination. "Ready" light on head indicates flash is ready to fire. "Easy-off" clamp permits rapid off camera use. Socket on head for extension or multiple flash use. For any camera having X (zero delay) synchronization. Complete with battery, portable pack, 5 ft. collared cord, shutter, 15 ft. A.C. cord, mounting bracket, clamp and instruction book. Shpg. wt., 4 lbs.

F-370 Battery used in F-370 portable power pack. Burgess U160—List 7.95

NEW EXPOSURE METER
6.95 WITH BOOSTER
- ASA Scale—LVS Scale
- Stills or Movies
- Includes booster—Leather case—neck cord

NEW-BOOSTER EXPOSURE METER

- EXTREMELY VERSATILE—extremely simple, highly legible direct reading dial. Speeds from 4 sec. to 1/1000 sec.
- Lens aperture settings from f:1 to f:32. ASA scale 6 to 800. LVS scale 1 to 16. Cine scale 1 to 18. Cine scale 32 frames per second. Booster cell makes possible readings at extremely low light levels. Small, rugged, lightweight.
- Includes booster cell, leather cases, neck cord and instructions. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.

F-349 List 11.95

FOLDING BC FLASH GUN
6.95
- FOLDS LIKE A FAN TO 4" x 2½" 10-FOOT CORD

EFFICIENT B-C OPERATION

F-349 Complete with case. List 9.95

NEW AUXILIARY LENSES
- TELEPHOTO—TWICE AS CLOSE
- WIDE ANGLE—75% MORE
- CLOSE UP—DOWN TO 6½" 1

NEW Booster Exposure Meter
6.95
- WITH BOOSTER
- ASA Scale—LVS Scale
- Stills or Movies
- Includes booster—Leather case—neck cord
- EXTREMELY VERSATILE—extremely simple, highly legible direct reading dial. Speeds from 4 sec. to 1/1000 sec.
- Lens aperture settings from f:1 to f:32. ASA scale 6 to 800. LVS scale 1 to 18. Cine scale 1 to 18. Cine scale 32 frames per second. Booster cell makes possible readings at extremely low light levels. Small, rugged, lightweight.
- Includes booster cell, leather cases, neck cord and instructions. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.

F-349 List 11.95

FOLDING BC FLASH GUN
6.95
- FOLDS LIKE A FAN TO 4" x 2½" 10-FOOT CORD

EFFICIENT B-C OPERATION

F-349 Complete with case. List 9.95

NEW Booster Exposure Meter
6.95
- WITH BOOSTER
- ASA Scale—LVS Scale
- Stills or Movies
- Includes booster—Leather case—neck cord
- EXTREMELY VERSATILE—extremely simple, highly legible direct reading dial. Speeds from 4 sec. to 1/1000 sec.
- Lens aperture settings from f:1 to f:32. ASA scale 6 to 800. LVS scale 1 to 18. Cine scale 1 to 18. Cine scale 32 frames per second. Booster cell makes possible readings at extremely low light levels. Small, rugged, lightweight.
- Includes booster cell, leather cases, neck cord and instructions. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.

F-349 List 11.95

FOLDING BC FLASH GUN
6.95
- FOLDS LIKE A FAN TO 4" x 2½" 10-FOOT CORD

EFFICIENT B-C OPERATION

F-349 Complete with case. List 9.95

NEW Booster Exposure Meter
6.95
- WITH BOOSTER
- ASA Scale—LVS Scale
- Stills or Movies
- Includes booster—Leather case—neck cord
- EXTREMELY VERSATILE—extremely simple, highly legible direct reading dial. Speeds from 4 sec. to 1/1000 sec.
- Lens aperture settings from f:1 to f:32. ASA scale 6 to 800. LVS scale 1 to 18. Cine scale 1 to 18. Cine scale 32 frames per second. Booster cell makes possible readings at extremely low light levels. Small, rugged, lightweight.
- Includes booster cell, leather cases, neck cord and instructions. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.

F-349 List 11.95

FOLDING BC FLASH GUN
6.95
- FOLDS LIKE A FAN TO 4" x 2½" 10-FOOT CORD

EFFICIENT B-C OPERATION
NOW you can add that distant scene—those exciting close ups. Add unlimited versatility to your movie camera. The finest coated optics are used throughout—fully color corrected. Fit all 8mm cameras with standard D mount such as Kodak, Keystone, Revere, Da-Lur, Bolex H, etc. Satin chrome finish. Removable lens hoods. Accept standard filters. Individual lenses complete with leather cases. Sets are packed in jewel type presentation in case. Complete with lens caps.

1½" F1.4 Telephoto Fastest available lens for 8mm. Exceptional speed—extreme sharpness. Focuses 3½ ft. to infinity. Click stops F4 to F16. 3x magnification. 8-element lens. Focusing mount. Shpg. wt., 1 lb. F-299—List 44.95 Net 18.95

6.5mm F1.4 Wide Angle: Extreme wide angle. Covers 4x area of normal lens. Extremely fast—for poorest light conditions. Click stops F4 to F16. 8-element extra fast focus formula. Focusing mount. Shpg. wt., 1 lb. F-300—List 49.95 Net 34.80

1½" F1.9 Telephoto Fast, sharp, fully coated. Click stops F1.9 to F16. Focuses 3.5 ft. to infinity. 3x magnification. 5 element systems. Focusing mount. Shpg. wt., 1 lb. F-302—List 38.95 Net 14.95

6.5mm F1.9 Wide Angle: Covers 4x area of normal lens. 8 element retrofocus formula. Fixed focus for universal focusing. Click stops F1.9 to F16. 6.5mm wide angle. Focusing mount. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. F-303 List 39.95 

FASTER! FINEST! LOWEST PRICES!
- 1½" f1.4 Telephoto
- 1½" f1.9 Telephoto

LEATHER GADGET BAG (C)
Genuine pigskin—not plastic. Full 10" x 8" x 4". Holds your camera and all accessories. 20" zipper top. Zipper pouch in lid holds filters, etc. Outside pocket with strap and buckle. All brass hardware. Loops and straps on bottom and tripod. Includes shoulder strap and pad. Shpg. wt., 1 lb. F-320—List 8.95 Net 5.95

RANGE FINDER (G)
Focus by superimposed image in clear brilliant finder. Dial measures from 2 feet to infinity. Has standard "Foot" to fit accessory shoe on most cameras. Outside adjustment screw allows resetting for continuous accuracy. Single knob focusing. With leather case. Shpg. wt., 12 oz. F-33—Net 5.49

35mm SLIDE FILE (H)
Portable all steel 35mm slide file. Store 150 2x2 glass slides or 300 2x2 cardboards slides. Includes index card, and numbered strips for quick, easy identification. Metal handle and 2 snap catches. Finished in platinum grey enamel. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. F-161—List 9.49

FULL REFUND OF EASY PAY CARRYING CHARGES IF PAYMENTS COMPLETED WITHIN 60 DAYS
THE NEW Professionally Designed and Produced

2.4” EQUATORIAL REFRACTOR

- 800-mm. Focal Length
- 62-mm. Objective
- Micromotion adjustments on both axes
- Coated optics throughout
- Equatorial mount

160x—88x—40x—22x with eyepieces included 200x* by use of optional eyepiece

Latest In a long line of Lafayette refractors at reasonable prices. The unusual value of the Polaris is recognizable in the following specifications. Objective: Fraunhofer-type achromat, hard coated, 62.5 mm., 800-mm. focal length. Collects about 75 times as much light as the naked eye, resolving power 2 seconds, faintest discernible star 10.7 magnitude. All eyepieces are hard-coated Huygenians. Eyepieces included: 160x (5-mm.), 88x (7-mm.), 40x (20-mm.), 22x (35-mm.). Finder scope is 6x, 30 mm. Equatorial mount with slow-motion controls in right ascension and declination. Tripod head with latitude adjustment. Clamp lever for declination and inclination. Accessories include sunglass, star diagonal, erecting prism, sun projection screen, field tripod, and wooden case. Magnifications of 160x, 88x, and 40x. Rack-and-pinion focusing. Heavy plating used throughout to prevent rusting. Shipping wt., 30 lbs.

F342 Shpg. wt., 30 lbs. Shipped Via Express Only Net 79.50
F391 *200x obtainable by use of optional 4-mm Orthoscopic Eyepiece Net 8.95

Planetoid

2.4” ALTAZIMUTH

REFRACTOR

- 800-mm. Focal Length
- 2.4” Objective Lens
- Slow-motion controls

132x—88x—64x—40x with eyepieces included

All-new 1958 version of Lafayette’s famous 2.4” refracting telescope. A fine instrument for the amateur astronomer. Fully coated and corrected for come and for spherical and chromatic aberration. Fork-type altazimuth mount has slow-motion controls for both altitude and azimuth. Focusing by means of drawtube, rack-and-pinion drive with coaxial knobs. Body tube of white enameled duraluminum. Moving parts of heavily chrome-plated brass. Includes 3x 20-mm. focusing viewfinder with etched crosshairs, 4 coated eyepieces: 6-mm., 9-mm., 12.5 mm., 20 mm. Sunscreen, erecting prism, star diagonal, wooden cabinet, tripod with chain brace. Objective lens 62 mm., focal length 800 mm. Shipping wt., 25 lbs.

F329 Shpg. wt., 25 lbs. Shipped Via Express Only Net 59.50
F391 4-mm Orthoscopic Eyepiece for 200x Net 8.95

Explorer

SATELLITE TELESCOPE

49.50

Professionally designed and produced — not a collection of “surplus” parts and lenses. The achromatic objective is a hard-coated Fraunhofer type with a clear aperture of 50 mm., focal length 185 mm. The eyepiece is a 6-element, coated Erfle type, focal length 30 mm., apparent field of view 48°. Magnification is 6.2x, exit pupil 8 mm., real field of view 11°. The eyepiece has a 1-mm. wire in its field. All bearings of brass and stainless steel. Altitude scale reads 0-90° in 5° increments. First-surface, aluminized mirror, 95 mm. x 50 mm., set at 45° to the axis. May be used with a fine rich-field telescope — a wide-field finder scope — a 4x telephoto lens — 9x to 70x astronomical telescope by use of 2x Barlow lens and 6-mm., 9-, 12.5-mm., or 20-mm. eyepieces. Over-all size 8½” x 14½”. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

F320 Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Net 49.50
F331 2x Barlow lens for use above. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. Net 4.95

ACCESSORY EYEPICES

 Manufactured to extremely close tolerances by one of the world’s leading manufacturers of optical accessories. These oculars allow you to obtain maximum performance from your refractor or reflector. You can determine the magnification possible by dividing the focal length of the eyepiece into the focal length of the telescope objective lens. All are hard coated. The 24.5 mm. 0., (.7") fits most telescopes currently available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Stock #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Stock #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthoscopic</td>
<td>F-391</td>
<td>26-32 mm Combination</td>
<td>F-396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huygenian-Möbius</td>
<td>F-392</td>
<td>Kellner-Achromatic Huygenian</td>
<td>F-397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huygenian-Möbius</td>
<td>F-393</td>
<td>Kellner</td>
<td>F-397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huygenian-Möbius</td>
<td>F-394</td>
<td>Sunglass-far above oculars</td>
<td>F-398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huygenian-Möbius</td>
<td>F-395</td>
<td>Moolgloss-far above oculars</td>
<td>F-399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only 7.95 Down

USE THE LAFAYETTE EASY PAYMENT PLAN — ONLY 10% DOWN
Error: Document content not provided.
NEW! 30X-50X "STEREO-SCOPE"

- STEREOSCOPIC Binocular Dissecting Microscope
- Wide Field 3-Dimension View
- Two Models to Choose from

NEW! 500X "MICRO-MECH" MICROSCOPE

Tested and selected for consistent quality

- BUILT IN MECHANICAL STAGE!
- 100X—200X—300X—500X
- QUADRUPLICATE REVOLVING TURRET

PORTABLE 70X MICROSCOPE

"A real gem—very well made—very valuable for mineralogists, etc."
Y. R. Rawson, Chairman Science Dept., White Plains High School.

- Pocket Size for Field or Lab.  ■ Ideal for Mineralogy—
- Achromatic Lenses.

PORTABLE 70X MICROSCOPE

We made a deal with a big importer. He needed cash—fast! So he came straight to big-buying Lafayette—made us a hard-to-believe offer—and we closed the deal then and there! You get the lowest-prices ever on a truly fine instrument—precision built for accuracy and long-lasting service. Triple position turret holds 3 achromatic color-corrected objectives for magnifications of 100X, 200X and 500X power! Heavy base and stand—inclines through 90°. Dual knob focusing by rack and pinion. Adjustable plano-substage mirror. High-grade microoptics used throughout! Complete with fitted wooden carrying case and slides. Shpg. Wt. 4½ lbs.

F-40 NET 3.95
**NEW! 600X “BI-OCULAR” MICROSCOPE**

- **NEW—TWIN LENS “BI-OCULAR” TURRET**
- **BUILT-IN SUB-STAGE MICRO-LITE**
- **600X—400X—300X—200X—120X—80X**
- **ONLY AT LAFAYETTE!**

The latest advance in Micro-Optic design; free swinging, twin-lens. Bi-ocular turret permits instant variation of magnification without disturbing subject. Triple objective click stop turret in concert with 10X and 15X “Bi-Oculars” gives six ranges of magnifications. You can swing instantly from 60X to 120X—or 200X to 300X—or 400X to 600X without resetting subject or microscope. “Micro-Lite”, with automatic on-off switch, gives brilliant, color corrected, field of view. Dual knob rack and pinion focusing, 15/32” high, overall. All optics are achromatic. Ocular lenses are Huygenian type. Includes sub-stage mirror for viewing by reflected light, 90° Inclination stage. Includes dust-covered wooden carrying case and sample slides. 

Shipped wt., 5 lbs. Lens batteries.

**NEW! 800X “BI-OCULAR” MICROSCOPE**

- **TWIN OCULAR TURRET**
- **TRI-SELECTOR OBJECTIVE TURRET**
- **150X TO 800X IN 6 RANGES**

Most recent development in microscope design. Completely new concept in ocular and stage. Three new objectives array, 90° inclined over the 15X objective array, 20X and 200X. Inside focus permits instantaneous change of magnification. You can swing instantly from 100X to 200X, 300X to 600X, 1000X to 2000X, 4000X to 6000X without resetting subject or microscope. Dual knob rack and pinion focusing. Power indicator on turret. Infinity focus. Huygenian eyepieces. Click stop, disc on Micro-Motion. Dual substage diaphragm for control of light. Dual substage condenser. Includes wooden carrying case and sample slides.

**LAFAYETTE MICRO-LITE**

- **USE WITH ANY MICROSCOPE**
- **FURNISHES BRIGHT, EVEN LIGHT**

Specially designed for microscope illumination. Provides a bright, evenly lighted field of view. Controlled intensity, by means of focusable condenser lens. Lamp may be raised or lowered to meet desired height on its 3/8” column. Inclination and elevation double action, universal. Turret in vertical or horizontal plane. Fully adjustable or opaque specimens, direct or indirect illumination. Invaluable wherever an inclined light is necessary. Operated at 110-120 volts AC. A 25-watt bulb is readily replaced. Controlled switch and 60” cord and plug. Ships wt., 1 lb.

**MECHANICAL SLIDE HOLDER**

- **CENTERS SUBJECT MECHANICALLY**

An ingenious, indispensable device to aid in centering—positioning—shifting slide mounted subjects. Made to work with our L-10, F-334, F-377 microscopes or others. Having no larger stages. Made entirely of plated brass. Will accommodate slides up to 73/4” long. A indispensable accessory for the careful study of mounted micro-subjects.

**HUNTING WITH THE MICROSCOPE**

**NEW EDITION**

Guide for beginners and advanced users of microscopes. Now the microscope works. How to prepare and study cultures—set up a microscopical zoo and garden—grow and observe micro-organisms—perform surgery. Profusely illustrated with photographs and drawings. 14 chapters of easy-to-read, highly informative text.

**NEW! 900X “MICROBE HUNTER”**

- **The only Microscope in its class featuring GRADE A optics!**
- **Power Range 25X, 50X, 75X, 100X, 150X, 200X, 300X, 400X, 600X, 900X**
- **Full Range Fine Adjustment**
- **Safety Stop on Coarse Adjustment**

Made to rigid design specifications—has wide usage in schools, laboratories and law enforcement agencies. All of the most needed features for diversified micro-studies. Power range from 25X to 900X in 12 possible combinations. Geared rack and pinion, coarse focusing. Micro-motion fine focusing—12 complete revolutions, 36mm (piano/concave) mirror. Fixed square stage, 70mm x 80mm. Four achromatic objectives of 5X, 10X, 40X and 60X. Over size base insures stability. Body perfectly balanced at any angle. Complete with upright, wooden carrying case.

Shipped wt., 8 lbs.

**NEW! 800X “MICRO-SEARCH”**

**Laboratory Standard Microscope**

- **RECENTLY DEVELOPED DESIGN**
- **INFINITE MICRO-METRIC SLOW MOTION ADJUST**
- **HUYGENIAN EYEPIECES—ACHROMATIC OBJECTIVES**

**100X—1600X—200X—320X—800X—300X**

A truly fine dry system microscope, suitable for a wide range of laboratory-professional-and college use. Monocular tube of most recent, one-piece, design. Single rock and pinion focusing mechanism. Coaxial, dual knob, coarse adjustment. Infinite micro-metric, fine adjustment. "T" shaped, dove-tailed, slide, of improved design-automatic stop prevents over-rise. Square stage, 70mm x 75mm, with click stop, substage, diaphragm, 30mm plano-concave reflex mirror. Paired, Huygenian eyepieces of 10X and 16X. Three achromatic objectives of 10X, 20X and 50X. Refined, horsehair design, base, Overall height 10”. Grey soft touch, chrome trimmed. Dove tail, fitted cabinet of selected oak with rubber bumper feet and carrying handle. 

Shipped wt., 11 lbs.

**36X (PIANO CONCAVE) MIRROR**

- **LABORATORY STANDARD**

- **25X TO 800X**

Indirectly illuminated, for the careful study of mounted micro-subjects. Mounted on a wide range of laboratorian professional and college use. Monocular tube of most recent, one-piece, design. Single rock and pinion focusing mechanism. Coaxial, dual knob, coarse adjustment. Infinite micro-metric, fine adjustment. "T" shaped, dove-tailed, slide, of improved design-automatic stop prevents over-rise. Square stage, 70mm x 75mm, with click stop, substage, diaphragm, 30mm plano-concave reflex mirror. Paired, Huygenian eyepieces of 10X and 16X. Three achromatic objectives of 10X, 20X and 50X. Refined, horsehair design, base, Overall height 10”. Grey soft touch, chrome trimmed. Dove tail, fitted cabinet of selected oak with rubber bumper feet and carrying handle. 

Shipped wt., 11 lbs.

**800X—1600X—200X—320X**

A truly fine dry system microscope, suitable for a wide range of laboratory-professional-and college use. Monocular tube of most recent, one-piece, design. Single rock and pinion focusing mechanism. Coaxial, dual knob, coarse adjustment. Infinite micro-metric, fine adjustment. "T" shaped, dove-tailed, slide, of improved design-automatic stop prevents over-rise. Square stage, 70mm x 75mm, with click stop, substage, diaphragm, 30mm plano-concave reflex mirror. Paired, Huygenian eyepieces of 10X and 16X. Three achromatic objectives of 10X, 20X and 50X. Refined, horsehair design, base, Overall height 10”. Grey soft touch, chrome trimmed. Dove tail, fitted cabinet of selected oak with rubber bumper feet and carrying handle. 

Shipped wt., 11 lbs.

**50X—800X**

A truly fine dry system microscope, suitable for a wide range of laboratory-professional-and college use. Monocular tube of most recent, one-piece, design. Single rock and pinion focusing mechanism. Coaxial, dual knob, coarse adjustment. Infinite micro-metric, fine adjustment. "T" shaped, dove-tailed, slide, of improved design-automatic stop prevents over-rise. Square stage, 70mm x 75mm, with click stop, substage, diaphragm, 30mm plano-concave reflex mirror. Paired, Huygenian eyepieces of 10X and 16X. Three achromatic objectives of 10X, 20X and 50X. Refined, horsehair design, base, Overall height 10”. Grey soft touch, chrome trimmed. Dove tail, fitted cabinet of selected oak with rubber bumper feet and carrying handle. 

Shipped wt., 11 lbs.
TINY 6-TRANSISTOR RADIO
PLENTY OF POWER IN THIS SMALL PACKAGE!!

- 6 ULTRA-MODERN TRANSISTORS PLUS GERMANIUM DIODE
- PUSH-PULL AUDIO OUTPUT FOR FAITHFUL TONE QUALITY
- EARPHONE JACK—BUILT IN—FOR PRIVATE LISTENING
- FULL TONE DYNAMIC SPEAKER
- BUILT-IN FERRITE BAR ANTENNA
- TROUBLE-FREE PRINTED CIRCUIT
- SUPERHETERODYNE CIRCUIT
- HIGHLY STYLED PLASTIC CASE
- ECONOMICAL—USES ONLY ONE BATTERY

True superhet circuit with push-pull audio output powers either the built-in dynamic speaker or the personal-type earphone. The trouble-free printed circuit utilizes six ultramodern transistors plus germanium diode. Built-in ferrite-rod antenna brings in distant stations like locals. Single long-life 9-volt battery for economical service. Uses standard Burgess 2U6 or RCA VS 312 replacements.

Housed in smartly designed black and white case of durable plastic with gold-toned speaker grille. Soft leather carrying case with attached earphone pouch. "On-off-volume" control plus stylized tuning dial. Coverage 530-1600 kc. Just 4 1/2" high x 2 1/2" w x 1 1/4" thick and weighing mere 12 ounces—a true purse/ pocket portable. Lafayette "Tiny" 6-Transistor Radio—including battery, carrying case, and earphone for personal listening... all at an unbelievably low price!

FS-112 "Tiny" 6-Transistor radio
Net 26.95

IMPORTED BINOCULARS
Each of these extremely precise optical instruments has a coated lens—clamped in (not just glued) prisms—lighweight alloy all-metal body —weatherproof, tear-proof outer covering. Made to our own rigid specifications. Lafayette's famous money-back guarantee applies as always: Focus: Either central focus (C.F.) by means of a single wheel and one adjustable eyepiece, or individual focus (I.F.) wherein both eye pieces are separately adjustable. Power: Number of times image is magnified. For example, 7X(7 power) means the object will appear 7 times larger (or closer). Second number used (i.e. "50") in 7X 50 is the diameter, in millimeters, of the objective lens. Coated Lenses—tend to reduce reflection and pass up to 90% more light than uncoated lenses. "W.A. = Wide-Angle, 10.1" at 1000 yards. †T.W. = Extra Light weight.

SHPG. NET
STOCK NO. TYPE WT. EA CH
F-117 6 X 15 I.F. 2 lbs. 10.75
F-113 7 X 35 C.F. 3 lbs. 19.95
F-1174 7 X 35 C.F.W.A. 3 1/2 lbs. 27.50
F-114 7 X 50 C.F. 3 1/2 lbs. 22.50
F-1181 16 X 50 C.F. 3 1/2 lbs. 39.50
F-185 20 X 50 C.F. 4 1/2 lbs. 32.50

Add 10% Fed. Tax to Above.

NOVATRON
In no sense of the word a toy or gadget. This machine is a scientific instrument capable of producing 75,000 volts—at a reasonable price. Makes sparks up to 2" long—yet it is absolutely safe because the current is infinitesimal. The science teacher—science lover—or hobbyist can perform experiments to astound students—friends—family. Makes smoke disappear—defy gravity—turns propellers at a distance—transforms atomic energy into light—makes artificial lightning—smashes atoms—demonstrates ionics speed ship drive—and many other experiments. Constructed of the finest materials. Will do exactly—far instruction purposes—what generators that cost 3 to 10 times more will do. The perfect device to teach the secrets of atomic physics and electricity. Will hold an audience spellbound as it performs tricks after amazing tricks. Includes an experiment kit and illustrated experiment manual. Manual explains the "how" and "why". You will invent many new experiments of your own. A fine research tool that will give years of beneficial service to the institution or individual who owns one.

P-325 Assembled—Shop. wt., 4 lbs. Net 14.95
F-415—Battery operated—Shop. wt., 3 lbs. Net 7.95

OUR 39th YEAR OF BEST VALUES AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE
LAFAYETTE Proudly Presents...

THESE OUTSTANDING MONEY-SAVING HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS

NEW?

39.50
IN KIT FORM
WIRED MODEL 59.50

MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER WITH BINAURAL CHANNEL AND DUAL VOLUME CONTROL

The Lafayette Master Audio Control Center is not only the finest high fidelity preamplifier, characterized by unmatched features, but it has been functionally designed to keep pace with the conversion of your present hi-fi system to binaural (Stereophonic) sound.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEE BACK COVER

NEW?

69.50
IN KIT FORM
WIRED MODEL 94.50

DELUXE 70 WATT BASIC AMPLIFIER

The Lafayette Deluxe Basic Amplifier is a functionally designed, conservatively rated 70 watt power amplifier characterized by its ultra-stability, superior quality components and specifications found only in the finest high-fidelity instruments at a considerably greater cost.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEE INSIDE BACK COVER

NEW?

64.50
LESS CAGE
67.50
WITH CAGE

"MUSIC-MATE" DELUXE FM-AM TUNER

The Lafayette "Music-Mate" Tuner is a sensitive, selective, drift-free FM-AM tuner with all the prerequisites for inclusion in a deluxe high fidelity system. Beautifully styled and moderately priced. A matching "Music-Mate" Amplifier is also available.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER

NEW?

THESE NEW LAFAYETTE HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS ARE YEARS AHEAD IN DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE

These new Lafayette high-fidelity components represent an unsurpassed achievement in the audio field. In these units we not only have designed the finest hi-fi components with unmatched features, but also have succeeded in accomplishing this at our customary down-to-earth money saving prices.

Lafayette Radio

FAMOUS SINCE 1920

FASTEST SERVICE — LARGEST STOCKS
LOWEST PRICES